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FORWARD ......

Tills diary provides a recorded chronology of an 
Internship with the Sina County Adult Probation Department.
A period in excess of 400.hours.was served with that agoncy. 
during the fall semester of 1963 to obtain tho material pre
sented. . ■ ...

Probation means many things to many different people.
Aside from the semantical differences that encompass an initial 
period of gainful employment, the testing of an Individual prior 
to his initiation into some spoolal organization, the period 
of grace granted to a student who has received failing grades 
and for some even a marriage--naming but a few— the consensus 
indicates that probation generally refers to a status.

The pages following deal specifically with the legal 
and social status of probation. This status is confered by 
a court and for the matters under consideration the court is 
the Superior Court of the State of Arizona in and for the County 
of Pima.

There are many concepts of what probation really is 
or what it should be. Criteria for the granting of probation 
vary with the source. Paul W. Tappan* (i960) establishes certain 
enlightened criteria that center around the offense, the offender* s 
record, the total criminal situation and the estimated probability
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of recidivating. Other modern criminologists2 suggest that 
the real key to successful criteria for the granting of probation 
is to determine what is "in the best public Interest." This 
modern concept appears to be "treatment oriented." The American 
Law Institute.considers probation to be a matter of leniency that 
should be granted to "deserving* people.

In actual practice, of course, the precise definition of
. ...........  : ... ■ ' . . ■ ' '■ i  . : . i  ■ V  . ' . . /  . - '  ■ ^  r  .. ; :

what probation really is and the specific criteria used for 
the granting of it are, as was once said of the law, what the 
judges say they are.

It is in this fluid frame of reference that this diary 
presents some generalizations about probation, its origin and 
development in Arizona, some detailed considerations of its 
practice today in Pima County, and some conclusions that have 
been suggested by this internship.
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ADULT PROMT I OS— THE SOCIAL PROCESS

The origin of probation might be traced back to
Hammurabi, a king of the first Babylonian dynasty whose reign
is dated variously between 2160 and 1700 B.O. His laws were
baaed on the “eye for an eye" principle and the death penalty
was prescribed for many offenses including murder, theft,
adultery and certain instances of bearing false witness.
However, records indicate that the supreme penalty was rarely
extracted. This fact could possible indicate the operation
of some system of administering Justice on an Individual
basis— an Inference of a type of probation service,. . .

A United Nations study states that probation, as It ' ' . . ;. ■ ' ' '
Is known today, has been derived from the practical extension
of British Common Law and developed out of various methods, 
for the conditional suspension of punishment that Include:

1. The benefits of clergy.
2. Judicial reprieve.
3. Release of the offender on his own recognizance.
4. Provisional release on ball.
5. The provisional "filing" of a case.
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The benefit of clergy was evolved as a method to 
escape capital punishment. Eligibility was established by

' ; ' r- - . _ ' \ ' . : - - - : _ c . . ,  y -  %
devious means, such as the ability to read and write, that 
the defendant was a member of the clergy. Benefit of clergy 
is of doubtful significance in the development of probation.

Judicial reprieve refers to a temporary suspension of 
the imposition of the exeoutlon of a sentehce, by the judge, 
to permit a convicted person to apply for a pardon. Judicial 
reprieve wae used pfllserlly'^eh "thi ''judge was not satisfied 
with the verdict or when the eSrtdence was suspect.

The recognizance has been used over the centuries as... 
"a caution against the repetition of an offense*..., according 
to Blaokstone. It was used, in the probationary sens®, as 
early as i830 by Judge Thaoher (Commonwealth vs. Chase H. In 
1836, the State of Massachusetts enacted statutes that permitted 
release oh reaisgnlsanoe, with lurltles (ball bonds), at any

« y: ; i'. - --- \ -,vstage of the proceedings for petty offenders in lower courts.
Provisional release on ball may be employed with or 

without the binding-over of the defendant on his own recogni
zance. Provisional release on bail is considered to have 
contributed significantly to the evolution of probation as a 
device for the provisional suspension of punishment.

Provisional "filing" of the case is a device that 
is believed to have been originated in Massachusetts; This
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device provides for the suspension of the Imposition of a 
sentence, after a guilty verdict In a criminal case, when the 
court Is satisfied that public Justice does not require an 
immediate sentence due to one of the following considerations:

1. Extenuating circumstances. >
2. A question of law in a like ease is pehdlhg 

before Y  higher court.
3. Or other sufficient reason.

An early record of the use of this device by'Chief Justice- 
Gray may be found in the 1874 record of Commonwealth vs. 
Dowdican'a Bail. This procedure was eubjeet to the Cbneent, 
of the defendant and the proseeutlng attorney. The suspension 
was made subject to such conditions as the court, in its 
discretion, might impose. The "filing* order was not equivalent 
to a final .judgment. It remained within the court's power to 
take action on the case at any time upon a motion of either 
party.

While it has been said that probation was derived from 
an extension of common law, it should be noted that suspension 
of a sentence at common law was temporary and for a specific 
purpose. Therefore, doubt has been expressed by legal opinion 
that either the English or the United States courts have, la 
common law, any inherent power to suspend sentence indefinitely. 
A final rejection of this contention by the Supreme Court of



the United States served as a stimulus for the ensotmeat of
"r . V -  ' i. - ' , r ,

atetutes expressly authorizing the suapeneloa of sentence and 
probation. ....... ......

The Arizona Revised Statute# Section 13-1657. (See 
Appendix 0, p. 213) is an example of this type of legislation 
that provides specific statutory authorization of probatloh.

Historically, the 19th Century, was the period ln4 
which probation was developed in the United States and England.

In the United States, Massachusetts was the locus of 
early development, John Augustus, a Boston cobbler, decided 
to stand ball for a man charged with being a common drunkard.
In August of 1841, a court allowed Augustus to take charge 
of.a defendant on this basis and directed that the defendant 
be returned at $he end of. a three-week period. When Augustus 
returned the defendant, who then showed convincing signs of 
reform, "probation" was a functioning process. Augustus 
started in police court and gradually extended his activities 
to municipal court. He started with only, adult males charged 
with common drunkenees and then increased his scope first to 
include women and then children. Eventually his service was 
extended to include a wide variety of offenses. This work 
continued for 18 years until Augustus died.

Augustus' work was.continued in Boston by Chaplain 
Rufus B. Dock of the County Jail. Cook was also a representative 
of the Boston Children's Aid Society. There were others, at

7
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about this same tiao, .who were less well known.,; All of ; 
those.early probation officers aro reported to have carried 
out the essential features of probstio^wiavestigatlpn of the 
defendants before release, regular interviews with the pro
bationers and visits to their homes.

Massachusetts passed legislation in 1869 to provide 
an agent of the Board of State Gh&rlties to investigate the 
cases of children tried before the court and to receive 
children for placement on order of the court, it was not 
until 1878* however, that Massachusetts, enacted a law 
providing for the appointment of a paid probation officer ; 
for the courts of criminal Jurisdiction in the Oity: of Boston. 
This officer*o duties included: • - . >

1. Court attendance. ,
The Investigation of persons charged with ,.

. . ... or ̂ bnvicted of crimes or misdemeanors.
The making of recommendations to the courts 
on the advisability of using probation. •

4. The submission of periodical reports to the
Chief of Police. .

5. The visiting of probationers. - .
6. The rendering of such assistance and encouragement 

to probationers as would tend to provent their
, , ; , again offending. : .

Perhaps it should aloe be noted that this first law
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empowered the probattefi officer W  arrest a probation®**, 
without a warrant but required the approval of the Chief 
of Police, to permit the court to pronounce' sentence or 
make such other disposition of the case v/as authorized by 
law. - ' ■ 1 : ' "■ - ■ '

In 1891i probation was established on a state-wide 
basis in Massachusetts and the appointment of probation 
officers was made mandatory, rather'-than being permitted, 
for each polio# dlstiiot oeurt and munioipal court. Pro
bation was further extended to superior courts in I898 when 
these courts were authorized to appoint their own probation 
officers. ■ : - ' • ' " : ' '

Only the six states of Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Rhode Island and Vermont had made statutory provision# for' 
probation by the year 1900. In 1910, 21 states and the 
District of Columbia had adopted l a w  providing for adult 
probation. ' . . . .  - v . - ;

In 'm%land, the Varwlckehire Quarter Sessions is 
reported to have discovered the need for a probation system 
as early as 1820. the Summary Jurisdiction Act of 1879 is 
commonly credited with having been the first probation law 
in England* however, this law did not provide for supervision. 
Therefore, the Probation of Offenders Act of 1907» is 
-considered to be the first English law to establish probation 
in the modern sense of the term. . c :
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In summary, the initial concept of probation was 
first formulated In England and first developed in the 
United States. It is regarded as a modern correctional 
tool that has been adopted, more or less universally, 
during the Twentieth Century. Consensus would indicate 
than an acceptable operational definition of probation 
would include:

Adult Probation, in the modern system of criminal 
justice, is a casework method for the treatment of persons con
victed of a crime by a jury or by a plea of guilty. Probation 
is established through a court order that specifies the terms 
for the conditional suspension of punishment. The judge, in 
ordering probation, usually considers a presentence report that 
has been submitted by the probation officer upon the completion 
of an individualized, client centered, presentence investigation. 
The presentence investigation, in addition to covering the details 
of the particular crime or crimes involved, includes a thorough 
background study of the client* s personality, character and 
reputation. All social and economic ramifications are 
considered in producing a diagnosis, prognosis, evaluation, 
and recommended treatment plan. In brief, probation includes 
the presentence study, supervision of the probationer and the 
preparation of the probationer for the termination of services.
In all of these phases, casework methods should be utilized.

Many criteria exist for the granting of probation; however,
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there io general agreement that there are two prime aoaelderatlona:
1. The protection needs of society or the community.
2. the client1s individual needs,'determined by 

ascertaining M s  problems, and his strengths, his 
weaknesses— personal and material, and the nature 
of the crime of which he has boon convicted.

The probation process provides both supervision and 
treatment within the confines of a personal relationship, this 
relationship is characterised by "positive" and "negative" 
aspects. The "negative" side Includes the use of legal authority 
to protect the probationer from the unwise use of his personal 
freedom. The "negative" characteristica are authoritarian, 
restrictive and disciplinary. However, the "positive" side of 
the relationship is emphasised through individualized guidance 
and asDistance techniques that have educational, therapeutic 
and rehabilitative objectives.

.. The Massachusetts law of 1878 established the non-punitlve 
character of probation by providing for the placing on probation 
of such persons as may reasonably be expected to be reformed 
wttbout punishment. It should therefore follow that the emphasis 
in probation should be on constructive treatment and not on 
punishment or discipline. Restitution should be therapeutic and 
not punitive in the sense of a fine, fines and admonitions should 
be avoided when probation is granted.

An excellent summation of probation was given by Doctor
4Mulligan as:



"Probation is a form of non-institutional treatment 
or conditional release. From the legal point of 
view, probation is the suspension of a sentence 
during a period of liberty in the community, con
ditional upon the goo£ behavior of the convicted offender. It attempts to deal trith off end ere not * 
as classes or concepts but as individuals, and to 
effect their social adjustment in the community.'
An underlying principle of probation is that those 
who have erred have c-o nce to start over again.
It makes an appeal to the interests, self-control, 
and self-respect of theya who are in a greater or 
loss degree amenable to reformative influences. 
Probation as punishment requires obedience, restrains 
liberty in actions, habits, associations, recreation, 
work and general living. Suggestions as to im
proving such matters as home conditions, personal 
habits, and environmental influences, are made 
as a method of improvement by the supervising 
probation officer. There is great emphasis on 
personal adjustment and development. Probation 
permits individual treatment to the point that 
it is generally considered along with parole as 
one of the fields of social case work. 1

It should be noted that probation services are funda
mentally supplementary professional services to the community, 
the courts and the clients. As with all professional services, 
objectivity is an essentiality. The key to objectivity lies in 
a factually verifiable base. Therefore, each investigation 
must be thorough and reasonably complete before diagnosis and 
treatment planning are attempted. There is no acceptable 
substitute for the trained professional probation officer in:

1. The acquisition of essential information in 
the investigation.

2. The analysis and the evaluation of the total 
situation.

3. In the preparation of a recommendation that 
is useful to the court.
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4. The development of a treatment plan that moots 
the needs of the client and the community.

5. The providing of the quality of casework super
vision that offers optimum opportunity for the 
aucoseful adjustment of the probationer in the 
community and the avoidance of revocation of 
probation.
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PIHA OQUNTX ADULT PROBATION

Probation first appeared In Arizona as a result of the
5Juvenile court lav In 1907. However, adult probation was not

6created until 1927. The Pima County Adult Probation Department 
began functioning in that year with the supervision of adult 
probationers being performed by the Juvenile Probation Department. 
The first full-time adult probation officer of record in Pima 
County was appointed on December 1, 1945.

The Adult Probation Department has grown to include the 
following personnel at the present time:

1. The Chief Adult Probation Officer.
2. The Chief Deputy Adult Probation Officer.
5. Two Assistant Adult Probation Officers.
4. A part-time Assistant Probation Officer In 

the Ajo Area.
5. Two staff secretaries.

The secretaries also perform clerical duties, maintain records,
collect and disburse monies' received from the probationers and
act as Spanish Interpreters.

The Manual of Correctional Standards^ states that one
element of a good probation system is:

"Personnel, both supervisory and administrative, 
comprising a staff with high standards and character, 
thoroughly trained in casework methods, adequately 
compensated and unencumbered by high casework loads."
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In Pima County, personnel 'standards, character and 
training are unquestionably above the state average^ as reported 
In 1953. however, there may be cone question on the adequacy of 
compensation and the enciunberanco of ease loans. 2ho annual 
of Correctional S t a n d a r d states that a probation officer 
should carry no more than a 50 unit load. In measuring tillu 
workload, each probationer supervised during a month is 
counted as one unit and each presentence Investigation completed, 
for which a written report is submitted, is counted as five 
work units. In a standard 163-hour working month, this would 
provide approximately three and one half working hours per 
month for the supervision of each probationer and about 
seventeen and one third working hours for the completion of 
each presentence investigation, and the submission of the 
written report.

In the fiscal year 1963 (July 1, 1962 « June 30, 1963), 
Pima County had an average of 300 cases on probation and 
accomplished 350 presentence investigations during that period.

Allowing for vacations, sioh leave, and legal holidays, 
each probation officer provides about 1,350 hours of probation 
services per year, four full-time probation officers would 
provide approximately 7,400 hours of probation services. The 
supervision load of 360 cases (at 3 .3  hours per month per case) 
would require about 12,600 probation service hours and the 350 

presentence investigations would require about 5,700 probation 
service hours according to the caseload levels recommended by
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tho Itanu&l of Correctional Standards. Therefore, a total of
' .! ■ ■ v'."18,300 probation service hours would be required for Pima

• ■ ', - - • ... r . .  ■: : ■ ■ - ." 'County1s 1963 fiscal year probation services and about 7,400
or approximately 41 i> of the suggested total were provided. In 
this evaluation, it should bo noted that all 300 cases do not 
require full casework supervision and therefore the absolute

i / ■ ‘ . ; J .- , ........................ '

validity of a time probation service evaluation may be questioned. 
However, it night prove to be a useful tool in comparative 
studies of other probation departments.

The Chief Adult Probation Officer is the executive- 
director of the department. lie deals directly with the Presiding 
Judge of Superior Court (Appointed by the Supreme Court of 
the State of Arizona). The Presiding Judge represents a con
sensus of the judiciary in administrative matters and all 
significant policy matters are referred to that judge for 
decision.

The atmosphere provided for the staff is almost ideal
for professional development. Each probation officer is 
. ■ ■ . ■ ■ "  - ■ . v . ■' . ■ ■ ' • -permitted to exercise his full initiative and self-expression

in the provision of his services. The Chief and the Chief Deputy 
provide counseling and guidance to the Assistant Probation 
Officers only when it is requested. Each probation officer 
assumes full responsibility for the presentence investigation 
he conducts, the pr©sentence reports that he writes and tho 
supervision of his probationers. -Normally, the officer conducting 
the presentence investigation provides probation supervision, 
if probation is granted.
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Cases are assigned In normal rotation with due 
consideration being given to the pending canes or revocation 
proceedings in which any probation officer nay bo Involved.
Each officer is allowed the refusal of any case assigned. This 
makes each probation officer responsible for the preservation 
of his own objectivity. It Is an unwritten obligation to avoid 
eases in which familiarity with the client or his family may 
preclude objectivity or where the circumstances surrounding 
some particular crime are such that the probation officer feels 
that he will be unable to preserve hie objectivity in his 
relationship with the client. ,

3aeh of the seven Superior Court Judges have specific 
preferences in the services provided by their probation officers. 
These become apparent only with experience.

Long ago, staff officers wore made to wear aigulllettee 
(stranded rope-like cords) over their shoulders as a constant 
reminder that should their counsel prove to be false, they were 
expected to hong themselves with this cord— and hanging was a 
very dishonorable way in which to die. Today, this experience 
may be felt as the probation officer presents his presentence 
report to the judge. The ultimate responsibility, of course, 
belongs to the judge; however, with the future of another human 
being on one side of the balance and the protection of;society 
on the other, the probation officer cannot help feeling\ the' v
weight of his counsel, V

v v’
Much has been written about the relationship with the 

client. Henry L. Hartman10 provides some excellent guidance
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on the establishment of this relationship. Much less has been
written about establishing a relationship with the judge.

11Charles W. Frlclcc provides guidance for the new judge who is 
sitting on the bench of a criminal court for the first time.
He cautions the new judge to be circumspect in his relationship 
with probation officers. However, it would appear that the 
establishment of a relationship with the judge, that will permit 
the probation officer to communicate effectively, is as essential 
as the establishment of the relationship with the client. An 
excellent presentence report that is based upon a thorough and 
complete presentence investigation is of little value to the 
client if it cannot be effectively communicated to the judge— -the 
source of power in judicial social control.

When the client is committed to prison, the presentence 
report (less the Summary & Recommendation) is forwarded to that 
institution where it becomes a basic tool in the preliminary 
social diagnosis In the classification procedure.^ ̂  It is 
conceivable, therefore, that society may ultimately benefit 
from a good presentence report that is poorly communicated to 
the judge.

In passing, it should be noted that, in Pima County, 
it Is not mandatory for the probation officer to make a 
recommendation in his preoentence report.

Probation is viewed as treatment in Pima County and is 
based upon casework skills, methods and practices. The probation 
officers* skills are used to assist probationers in the self-help 
solution of problems that may involve the areas of health,
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emotionality* educational deficiency, occupation, family* 
economic adjustment--In abort, the entire spectrum of socio
economic problems.1^

The probation officer utilizes the community resources 
in helping the client and his family to solve their most 
perplexing problems. In general, the priority of solution is 
established by the client; however, there are clients who just 
do not know where to begin. These clients are presented with 
a choice cf alternatives, when alternatives exist, and a choice 
of sequences. If, for example, the client*s problems center 
around unemployment and he fools that he may be able to overcome 
his problems through a "good" job, referral Is made to the 
Arizona State Employment Service. Bach of the client's problems 
arc defined. Then, the resources of the community are explored 
and possible solutions are proposed, when, for example, employ
ment cannot be obtained because of a handicap that may have been 
acquired in connection with the criminal act committed, a 
referral to the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation may be 
in order.

Of course, the needed resources may not be available or 
the client may fail to qualify for the receipt of the services 
needed. It is in this area where the probation officer must 
use his ingenuity and imagination to tap the community resources 
that are more difficult to discover. The problem may be to 
finance special medical care or to acquire a layette.* ̂  Or the 
task may be as simple as the providing of a publication like 
J5L PdlzisR AHO DB VIDA D3 SU BE510 (Tour Baby's First Tear)1,5
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written in Spanish. This io simple only if you know of the 
publication and its source.

lee Rombach. Chief Adult Probation Officer, explains 
that a probation officer’s effectiveness in helping his probationers 
is directly proportionate to his knowledge and use of community
resources.*6
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PIMA COUSPI SUPERIOR COURT

There tmo a aialaum of law in territorial Arizona 
prior to the assignment of Judges to three Judicial districts 
on April 9» 1864.1? One Judgeship was appointed in Tuoeon, The 
early judges were generally men who knew and practiced very 
little law.

When Arizona was admitted to the Union in 1912, Superior 
Courts wore established as county courts of record for the 
s t a t e . j n 1948, the State Constitution was amended to permit 
Judges to hear cases in other counties. Every county may have 
at least one Judgej however, additional judges may be elected 
to provide one for each additional 30,000 incremental increase 
in population, based upon a national census. The County Board 
of Supervisors may petition the Governor for additional judges.

Four count!ee— Maricopa, Pima, Pinal and luma— -have more 
than one judge. These counties have a Presiding Judge who is 
appointed by tho Supreme Court of the State. Payments for the 
Presiding Judges' salaries arc divided equally between the county 
and the state.

Before becoming a candidate for election to a judgeship, 
a person must have the following qualifications:

1. Be learned in the law.
2. Be at least 25 years of age.
3. Have been admitted to practice law before the
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State Supreme Court for at least two years.
4. Have.boen a resident for two years preceding 

the election.
Once elected, a Judge Is prohibited from practicing- law in any 
court or holding any other public office during the term for 
which he has been elected. .. ,, , . . . . ......

Superior Courts in,the State of Arizona have original 
jurisdiction over civil actions (except certain minor cases 
for amounts of less than (,200.00), all felonies and high 
misdemeanors, The Superior Courts exercise appellate Jurisdiction 
over oases appealed from Justice Courts, Inferior courts and 
specified boards and officers. In appellate actions, the 
Superior Court’s decisions are final except in matters of . 
assessments, municipal fines and statutes or the validity of 
taxes, . . . .. .. . . . ; • ■. , . . .

At the present tine, there arc seven Divisions of . 
Superior Court in Pima County. Sack division has an elected 
judge presiding. The senior Judge,has been appointed the 
Presiding Judge by the AStata Supreme Court. He Is responsible 
for the administrative supervision of the courts and for.the 
hiring of the court personnel. These personnel include the 
following: . . . . .

1. Clerks, .' . . . .
2. Secretaries, ...... . . . :
3. Bailiffs.
4. Court Reporters..
5. Adult Probation Officers.
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6. Interpreter.
7« Adoption Examiner,
8. Librarian.
The duty of Assignment Judge is rotated among the 

seven judges on a quarter-year basis. The Assignment Judge 
sets the tines for trial and schedules the calender for all 
seven Divisions of Superior Court,

Juvenile Court is assigned to one division of Superior 
Court, This assignment is made annually at a meeting of the 
seven judges. It has been customary, in recent years, for one 
judge and consequently one division, to receive this assignment 
for no more than three consecutive years.

The judge receiving the Juvenile Court assignment presides 
over Juvenile Court (as the Eighth Division of Superior Court) 
and exercises administrative control over the Juvenile Probation 
Department, This department Is entirely separate from the other 
court functions. ■ It operates under the Board of Supervisors 
at the direction of the assigned judge. A Chief Juvenile 
Probation Officer, appointed by the court, exercises control 
over two main divisions of the Juvenile Probation Department.
One division provides probation services and the other division 
provides detention services for - juveniles.

Juvenile Court has jurisdiction over all dependent, 
neglected, delinquent and incorrigible children under the age 
of eighteen years. However, if the judge presiding over the 
Juvenile Court refuses to vacate Superior, Court Jurisdiction
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over criminal proceedingq brought against a child of fourteen 
years of age or older, the child is remanded to Justice Court 
for a Preliminary Hearing and on to Superior Court if an 
Information is filed. (See Appendix _____  (leT,ds A. M.)

Superior Court Judges preside over both civil and 
criminal eases. The probation officer is primarily concerned 
with criminal convictions though at times civil matters may be 
involved (See Appendix b . 'Oliver B.O.1). Most of the 
criminal proceedings in Superior Court involve felonies*— the 
misdemeanors generally having received disposition In municipal 
or justice courts. It should be noted that under Arizona law, 
a conspiracy to commit a misdemeanor may be considered as a 
felony.

The criminal procedure pertaining to Superior Court may 
be outlined as follows:

1. An arrest— an arrest on "suspicion" is not 
permitted under Arizona law. Arrests are made 
by police officers or other peace officers who 
have specific authority within their jurisdiction 
in Pima County. Arrest is usually made upon a 
warrant that has been prepared by having the 
officer, or other person, having first hand 
knowledge of the committing of the offense, swearing to the circumstances pertaining to a . 
specific charge or charges.

2. A preliminary hearing in Justice Court. The
Arizona Constitutionmakes thls hearing mandatory 
unless it has been specifically waived by the 
accused. Here, the Justice Court judge may 
remand the accused to Superior Court and order 
the accused to jail or set bail. If there is 
insufficient evidence, the Justice Court judge 
may dismiss the charges or 'order the charges 
reduced end dispose of the ease through the 
office of his court by imposing a fine, a jail
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sentence or both as provided by lav. He . 
may also suspend sentencing and place the 
person aon probation. There are no Adult 
Probation Officers assigned to Justice Court 
and therefore no presenteace investigations 
or presentence reports are submitted; however, 
as a matter of professional courtesy, supervision 
of probationers Is extended by the Adult Probation 
Department. . ' : ■ .

3. Remandinc to Bu d prior Court. The Superior 
Court Judge may order the.accused to appear 
before a Grand Jury. The Grand Jury may return 
a "true bill" for indictment, decide there is insufficient evidence to varrant a trial, or 
even return a "true bill" for charges developed 
from the Grand Jury hearing. Federal lav specifies 
that no person shall be brought to trial with
out a Grand Jury presentment or Indictment.
The County Attorney is authorised by Arizona 
lav to bring persons accused of criminal offenses 
to trial by the use of the Information. The 
information is a document alleging the charges 
and details of those offenses. In Pima County, 
the information is used almost exclusively by 
the County Attorney in the bringing persons 
accused of criminal offenses to trial.

4. Superior Court Arraignment follows and indictment 
by the Grand Jury or the filing of the information 
by the County Attorney. At the arraignment, the 
charges are read and the accused is advised of 
his right to counsel. If the accused has not 
obtained legal representation at this point, the 
court will appoint an attorney who will be paid 
from state funds after the accused affirms, under 
oath, that he lacks actual or potential financial 
means to hire an attorney— if the accused indicates 
that he desires representation. The "60-day"
rule is designed to permit the accused and his 
counsel to have ample time to prepare the defense. 
If the defense waives this rule, the defendant 
is directed to enter a plea. If the plea is •
not guilty, a trial date is set and the County 
Attorney makes an estimate of tho tine required 
to conduct the trial based upon the evidence 
that he has to present. If the accused enters a 
guilty nlea. tho date for sentencing is oet.
Usually a period of one week is allowed to elapse 
prior to the pronouncement of sentence. This
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5.

period is utilised ,toe probation officer • 
to conduct tho prescntouco investigation abd 
prepare the presentence report,. At this point, 
the defendant may either be released on bail" 
or ordered confined in the County Jail, if the 
offense is one for which bail may not be posted.

be noted at this point that the .County. Attorney 
and the defense attorney nay at any time prior 
to trial negotiate for a change of plea— the 
defendant may make a guilty pica to a lessor 
offense.... Ip a .person outside the court system, 
this nay appear.to be an unethical practice.
Honever, the lack of physical,evidence'or the 
non-availability of witnesses for the prosecution 
may make the state’s case difficult and expensive 
to prove— if proof "beyond a reasonable doubt"
Is at all possible. This practice benefits both 
the accused and the "people" by increasing 
efficiency, promoting"economy and-providing.the" defendant with an early disposition of his case.

A petit, or'trial jury, is empaneled, after selection,
and is sworn in. The County Attorney, or one of his deputies,
acts as prosecuting attorney. ' The trial involves the following 
procedures:

a. The trial opens and the prosecution presents 
the facts of the case and how it is planned to 
prove them.

b. The prosecution presents the state's case by
. introducing material and documentary evidence 
and the testimony of witnesses for the state.
The defense cross-examines the state's witnesses 
in an attempt to discredit them. The defense 
also examines all physical, material, and documentary 
evidence presented by the prosecution with a view 
toward objecting to the jury's consideration of 
all of the evidence presented by the prosecution.

c. When the prosecution has concluded the presentation 
of the state's case, the defense presents•the , 
defendant's case by introducing physical and/or 
documentary evidence, subject to objection by
the prosecution, and by calling defense witnesses 
to give testimony. These witnesses receive the
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reverse procedure of that for the prosecution’s 
witnesses— defence witnesses are questioned by 
the defense attorney and cross-examined by the 
prosecution.

d• The presiding judge instructs the jury in the 
matters of the lavrsrd the interpretation of 
the laws bearing upon this particular ease.

o. final arguments are presented to the jury by
the defense and prosecuting attorneys. :

f. The jury retires to deliberate and to reach a 
verdict based upon the evidence presented and 
in accordance with the court’s instructions on 
the applicable lavra, The deliberation is done
In a special jury room with only the jury members 
present.

g. The jury elects a foreman and balloting Is 
conducted until a verdict Is reached. A unanimous 
vote by the jury is required in all felony cases.

h. The jury, having reached its decision, presents
their verdict in onan court and the judge discharges the jury. .

If the defendant has been found not guilty by the jury, 
the court orders the defendant’s release from custody. If the 
jury's verdict is guilty, a date for sentencing is set by the 
judge. Again, this date is usually one wools later to permit 
the probation officer to conduct a presentenco investigation 
ami to submit a preoentence report.

After the defendant has been convicted, either by a 
guilty plea or as the result of a jury trial, the judge receives 
the presentenco report at least one day prior to the date 
scheduled for sentencing— unless a continuance has been granted 
upon the request of the defense attorney, the prosecuting attorney 
or the probation officer.

During the hours immediately prior to the scheduled time
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for sentencing, the probation officer is made available to the 
judge for consultation. Should the judge desire to consult 
with the probation officer, a conference is arranged in the 
Judge's chambers. At this time, a verbal amplification of the 
prcscntencc report may bo made by the probation officer and the 
judge may ask for specific answers to matters discovered during 
the course of the presentence investigation.

At sentencing, the defendant and his attorney stand 
before tho judge who then asks If there is any reason why 
sentence should not be passed at this time. If tho reply is 
in the negative, tho judge then asks if either the defendant 
or his attorney have anything that they would care to aay before 
the sentence Is pronounced. This provides the defendant and 
his attorney with an opportunity to express their feelings on 
the appropriateness of any sentence that may be allowed by the 
law or to, in effect, plea for probation.' In special oases, 
especially in cases involving capital offenses, the judge may, 
upon a motion from the defense attorney, grant a hearing on 
natters in extenuation and mitigation. This procedure allows 
tho defense to introduce evidence and to have witnesses give 
testimony that may tend to show reasons why some particular 
sentence should be considered as appropriate.

When the defendant and his attorney indicate that they 
are ready for the sentencing, the judge first states that the 
court finds the defendant guilty and recites the specific charges 
count by count and then pronounces sentence on each charge and
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each count; indicating if anj time to be nerved on multiple : 
osntenoea is to be concurrently served or if oaoh aentenoe Is 
to bo served consecutively. If the defendant has not beta 
permitted bond, the judge may recommend that the time served 
in the County Jail, while avalting trial and sentencing, be 
counted as part of the sentence. The acceptance of this„ 
recommendation is entirely optional .with the Superintendent of 
the Arizona State Prison. At this time, the judge may suspend 
execution of the sentence or suspend Imposition of the sentence 
for a specified period, this period cannot .exceed the;period 
allowed for the maximum sentence specified by the. lav for the 
offence for which the defendant has been convicted. If the 
execution or imposition of sentence is suspended, the judge 
then orders.the defendant,to bo placed on probation for the 
period of suspension. ■ - - . . . ; .. .

After sentence has been pronounced# the defense attorney 
may file a bill of particulars explaining why a motion for an 
appeal should be considered by the court. The Arizona State 
Supreme Court exercises appellate review jurisdiction over all 
Superior Gourtp In the State of Arizona. Appeal is generally 
made in.all capital cases when the death penalty hea been imposed. 
In these eases, the execution of the sentence is suspended until 
appellate action is completed. All.criminal oases tried in 
Superior Court nay be appealed, if an appeal is filed within 
the prescribed tine. If an appeal is made, the State Supreme 
Court may uphold, reverse, vacate or set aside the decision of 
the Superior Court and may, in certain instances order a new
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trial. If a new trial is ordered by the Supreme Court, double 
jeopardy does not apply and in the new trial the defendant may 
receive a more severe sentence after being convicted of more 
serious charges arising from the same circumstances surrounding 
the original trial. A further appeal may be made to the Supreme 
Court, of the United States if a federal law, constitutionality, 
civil rights, the possible application of a superseding federal 
law, any or all, are involved. Supreme Courts generally may 
decide what oases they will review.

Unless the defense attorney has announced his intention 
to appeal and has the bill of particulars ready to place the 
motion before tho court, the Sheriff or one of his deputies is 
ordered to take charge of the person convicted of a felony and 
to carry out the sentence. The judge may release the defendant 
on bail, after sentencing for non-capital offenses, pending the 
acceptance by the State Supreme Court of the case on an appeal.
Once the case, ha a been accepted by the Supreme Court and placed 
on its calendar, that court takes jurisdiction and may at that 
time grant release of the defendant on an appeal bond. The 
charges made by bonding companies for appeal bonds are usually 
somewhat higher due to the time involved and the Increased 
difficulty in ensuring the defendants appearance when required.

Appeals are always made on the record. Ho new evidence 
may be introduced. Often times the detailed consideration of the 
grounds upon which tho appeal has been made, and the correctness 
of the form are more difficult than the actual decision on the case.
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If new evidence has been found after the Jury has 
rendered its verdict, the defense should make m motion for a 
new trial. In the consideration of a motion for a new trial, 
the court determines if the evidence discovered fulfills 
several criteria that include:

1. Tam evidence existed before the time of the
trial. ' ■ : . '

2. fhe evidence must be of such a nature that 
it would not have been discovered by the 
defense attorney in the exercise of due diligence.

3» The evidence must also be of such significance 
that, if it had been considered by the jury, 
it might have resulted in a different verdict.

Many motions may be made by the defense and the pro
sec tuion during the course of criminal legal proceeding®, h’o 
attempt has been made as the probation officer receives the 
case only after a legal determination of guilt has been made. 
Therefore, only the aspects of the trial and sentencing 
procedures that are of particular interest to the probation . 
officer have been discussed.

It has happened, on several occasions, that considerable 
doubt as to the guilt of a defendant was raised incident to the 
preoentence investigation. If guilt has been established by 
plea, the judge may reject the plea and order the defendant to 
trial. If the finding of guilty was the result of the trial, 
the judge nay vacate the findings of the jury and acquit the 
defendant or a new trial may be ordered depending upon the legal
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technicalities and the evidence discovered that would tend to 
prove the defendant Innocent. It is, therefore, not always a 
matter of accepting a case for presentence Investigation with 
assumption that the client is destined to pay a fine and/or 
servo a sentence in the County Jail or in Arizona State Prison 
as the alternatives to being placed on probation.

Before leaving the many facets of criminal justice, 
it should be mentioned that if all of the previous actions 
fall to function for the defendant, the defendant's case may 
still be considered by the State Board of Pardons and Paroles. 
This board is appointed to serve directly under the Governor 
and consists of the Attorney General and the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction as ex-officio members who in turn select 
a third member who functions as the Chairman of the Board and 
the Head of the Parole Department. The board.may recommend a 
pardon, a reduction in the severity of the sentence or place 
the defendant on parole. This board's action becomes final 
upon the approval of the Governor. It may be seen from this 
that when the defendant is committed to Arizona State Prison, 
he passes into the jurisdiction of the state. If he is returned 
to the community on:parole, he is under the supervision of the 
State Parole Officer whose office is located in Tucson. This 
officer provides excellent cooperation with the Adult Probation 
Department and assists materially in many ways toward the 
operation of probation and parole services that are mutually 
supporting and complementary. An example of this may be found
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In a case where the defendant was allowed to have his parole 
expire while he was serving tine in Arizona State Prison for 
a subsequent burglary (See Appendix C. * Manuel 3.*). In 
this particular case, the County Attorney, the defense attorney, 
the State Parole Officer, and the defendant all cooperated in 
the setting up of a treatment plan that may, in tho final 
analysis, prove to be a rehabilitating influence on the life 
of a chronic offender.
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PI 3CAL-PLANNING FOR ? Ill A COUSfX ■ 3 W  SR I OR COURZ

The seven Superior Court judges meet regularly one® 
each month. The Superior Court budget is one of the many 
matters discussed at these meetings. Decisions are made 
concerning current expenditures, budgetary control items,the 
planning for capital expenditures and the programed items for8 
future budgets.

Pima Qouaty Superior Court is a fiscal unit of Pima 
County and as such is included in the County Budget that is 
submitted to the County Board of Supervisors.

According to L. E. Rombach, Chief Adult Probation 
Officer, the adoption of the budget by the Board of Supervisors 
is the single most important annual policy making decision made 
as this action provides the legal basis for the expenditure of 
funds throughout the fiscal year.

The procedure used in preparing tho Superior Court 
budget follows along these lines:

1. The March of each year, budget forms are 
received by the Presiding Judge who $t&#n
has a tentative budget prepared and submitted 

. t o  the County Finance Director. This officer 
reviews the budget and discusses any revisions

■ •.' considered to be necessary with the Presiding 
Judge,

2. By mid-June, the review is completed and
the Finance Office has-prepared the county$ s 
budget document. This ction completes the 
contributory process of the Superior Court,; . -



. . •. >*' -i-.1 By aid-Julr, a. 'tentative. County^-Budget ••hao been accepted for formal adoption 
' bj* the County* Board of ■ Supervisor a.: Prior ■■ 

to this acceptance, numerous conferences 
have taken place involving the head of the 
many county departments. The Presiding 
• Judgo, as a head of the. department, may ' : ' ..y
have been involved in an explanation of 
specific court items. ' ..-M

40 The' Itounty Board of Supervisors then holds 
a public hearing and a tentative adoption is 
approved. This action is followed by two 
successive publications of the budget with 
notices of a public hearing M  the entire budget.

- ■ '' - : :

5. By mid-August, a nubile hearing is followed 
by final’adoption*of the budget/ Shortly • ’ 
after the budget is adopted, a Property Tax 

' Levy Is made to ensure that tax receipts are 
adequate to support the budget that has been . - - adopted*' .. ■ ■ - ■ . / - ' : -

• ■ Virile this process may appear to be unnecessarily
long and etetpllcated, it does provide the County Board of
Supervisors and- the general public/as well, with ample -
opportunity to examine fiscal policy matters and administrative
techniques. The Board of Supervisors may then take action to
expand or contract certain operations in specific areas as
appropriate. It permits the Board of Supervisors to take such
action as may be necessary to improve management efficiency,
to reduce duplicity or conflicts in departmental functions,
and in general, to establish the effective and efficient use
of all public resources.

Pima County’s annual budget is established in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Arizona.*9 These laws serve to 
limit the scope of authority permitted the Board of Supervisors.

The Superior Court portion of the County Budget involves
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a sum of about one-half a million dollars that is more or less 
equally divided between payments for salaries and payments for 
supplies, eerriees and operating expenses.

The Adult Probation Department utilizes approximately 
8/S20 of the Superior Court budget or about §35*500.00. this 
amount provides for the following items:

1. Salaries, §32,960.00.
2. Transportation allowances, §2,000.00.
5. Supplies, §500.00.
It should bo here noted that this fiscal rate would 

place supervision costs at about §117.00 per year per probationer, 
if preeentence investigations were not included. If preoentence 
investigations, for shioh reports were written, were counted as 
five probationers supervised for one month, the annual cost per 
probationer or (probation service work unit) would then be about 
017.50.



PARI II

DIARY OF AN INIARMSHIP



September 16. 1965
Hy introduction to the living experience of an intern 

in the Pima County Adult Probation Department, luccon, Arizona,
%ao quick and informal but thorough. It vae-'an especially 
rewarding experience as I was made to feel that I was a member 
of tho "team" from the very beginning.

The most significant "first impression: was of the 
excellent rapport enjoyed by all of the department personnel 
with the personnel of other departments and agencies of the 
city, county, state and federal government in the vicinity.
This rapport was found on all levels of government In enforce
ment, justice, correction, probation and parole - from the 
judges* chambers to the outer office receptionists. The "secret" 
of effective functioning (if there be any secrets) appears to 
be in the generous application of "foot-coordination." (A 
term that denotes getting out and seeing the persons with whom 
you deal in frequent face-to-face meetings to exchange information 
and to gain insight into new developments and trends. This 
method compensates to a large extent for the Inadequacies of 
written and oral official communications and report*).

During a conducted tour of the court and governmental 
offiscs I received an initial assignment to perform an interview 
of Joe Kelly T . a sex offender due for sentencing by
superior court. The Chief Deputy Adult Probation Officer took 
me in "tow” and at once I was at work in the "business."

First, we visited the County Attorney*s Office to obtain 
the basic record. Leaving this record unopened, we entered the



# -County Jail and met Hr. Joe Kelly T._
•I was permitted to watch a professional at work as 

initial data were obtained and a working relationship was, 
established with the subject of the preseatsueo investigation.

Upon termination of the initial interview and enroute 
to the A.P.O. (Adult Probation Office)p a stop was made at the 
Tucson 01ty Police Central Files to view the F.I. Cards (Field 
Investigation Reports). These cards are made by police officers 
as the direct result of the investigation of each complaint, 
the investigation of suspicious persons or incidents and just 
plain routine checks of non*criminal nature (e.g. a wife galls 
and asks for a check of her husband’s place of business because 
he has not. .bean, heard from). Copies of pertinent reports were 
requested and received* A presaaatan.ee investigation seeks out 
all of the information concerning the subject and is not limited 
to information concerning the current offense for which the 
presentenc© report is Intended. . .. •./ /

Before returning to the A.P.O., a stop m s  made at the 
Criminal Records Division of the Sheriffs Office where the 
material in the County Attorney's File was verified and additional 
copies obtained for attachment to the presentence report. One 
could not help being impressed with the "no stone unturned" 
approach that is routinely taken - i t  is not simply a matter 
of picking up a telephone and calling an official for a verbal 
verification of information, it.is a step-by-step verbal and 
visual verification of all of the data available.

The greatest shook to the writer occurred when, after
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mooting and talking to the subject an* hearing his version of 
the offenses he stood convicted of* the County Attorney's File 
was opened and the statements of the arresting;officers, the 
victim's accounts and the summary of evidence were read. It 
was obvious that there was a great discrepancy between the 
subject's concept of his criminality and that concept generally 
shared by society as a whole. (See Appendix D, 'Clyde T.')

3optombor 17, 1965

Tuesdays were to be ny full days - (0:@e a.#, to 
5:00 p.a.) and tills day started off smoothly with my being 
shown how the judge's calendar was chocked and the "office" 
copies of the presentence reports for the cases due for 
sentencing that date were "pulled" and passed to the officer 
that made the presentence investigation (when possible). Armed 
with the additional information that might be called for by 
the judge, the group proceeded to the chambers of Pina County 
Superior Court Judge Amie Tea and awaited the pleasure of Her 
Honor.

It was a most rewarding experience to meet the judge 
and observe the professional probation officers at work 
rendering their service to the judge. The presentence reports 
for the defendants scheduled for sentencing had been presented 
to the judge the day preceding. It was obvious that she had 
made a careful study of the material and was especially interested 
In the probation officer's conclusion and recommendation. It 
was also observed that the probation officers were permitted
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to volunteer current Information and opinions. These officers 
were so familiar with the details of the cases that it was not 
necessary for them to refer to their notes or.the "office" 
copies in order to answer the judge's many questions quickly 
and accurately.

Leaving the judge's chambers we entered the courtroom 
and awaited the proceedings. The calendar was followed with 
the.probation officers noting the action that was taken on 
their cases. Several defendants pleaded guilty and a sentencing 
date was set - usually one week.distant. A notation was made 
of those to be sentenced end the date so that a probation 
offioer could be assigned to the preeentence investigation.

Before I could become too Involved with the case of 
the preceding day, I was assigned to make a prosentence 
Investigation and report on Antonio 3, g. . a narcotics
offender with a 45-year record of criminal offenses.

v/ith my first day's experience fresh in my mind and 
under the watchful eyes of supervising probation officers,.! 
embarked on a new endeavor.

The first step was easily accomplished and I was in 
possession of the County Attorney's record and file on the 
subject and his current offense. The second step was equally 
simplei a file folder was prepared so that the pertinent data 
would be reflected on the outside and a blank presentence 
interview form %fas inserted with the usual yellow ruled legal 
pad in the file.
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The third step tras a little more difficult* Entering 
the County Jail and requesting to interview the prisoner seemed 
almost natural but upon meeting Mr. Antonio 3. G . the
establishment of rapport presented a challenge. Here was a man 
who had been serving a sentence in Port Grant Industrial School 
in 1918, the year that I was born, and had been in the courts 
frequently during the past'45 years. At this instant, I vac 
grateful for my indoctrination in the principles of social work 
and for the support that - ay supervisor was easily able to provide. 
The interview was actually quite easily accomplished because 
the subject had been ."down the redd“ many times before. He 
answered all the factual questions pertaining to his background, 
personal history, previous criminal record and readily volun
teered a version of the crime to which he had plead guilty that 
was significantly different from the version that was later 
found to be in the County Attorney's Record. It was obvious 
that he was a believer in the "code" of the professional criminal 
and would do or say nothing that might implicate others involved 
and stated that he knew what happened to people who "talked" 
even after they were sent to prison, lie was quite indifferent 
about preparing a statement for the judge. Stating that he 
felt that he would only be misunderstood, he indicated that he 
preferred to have his attorney speak for him; quipping that he 
had paid his lawyer $100.00 to get him off with ten years and 
that he guessed that for §300.00 he could expect the lawyer to 
get him thirty years.

After the initial interview, the data collecting process
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was; followed in checking the city, county and federal filec. 
The lnter»ageBoy cooperation, noted•in ooBneetien with this 
case is. coaeidered to be excellent. In a matter of. minutes, 
a copy of a federal preseatence report, for a 195<i offense by 
the subject w&@ in hand and found to be an excellent source 
for checking .the information that was obtained directly from 
the subject and vn’a found In the records of the other sources 
that were contacted.

September tQe 1963 . •. . ; . •
My Internship schedule vas finalised with the agency 

and the university accepting 24 hours per v;eek for a total of 
20 weeks to provide 430 hours of supervised internship.

A break-down of the above into a daily schedule is:
■: "• Monday ■ ■

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

9:00;a.a.;to 2:00 p.m. (1-hour for lunch)4 hours.
3:00 a.a. to 5:00 p.m. (1-hour for lunch)
8 hours. . - : . .. ... ■ ;u ; ..
ItOO p.m. to 5:00 p.n. 4 hours,
3:00 a.m. to 10:00 a,in. & 2:00 p.a. to 5:00 p.m.
5 hours.
9:00 a.a. to 12:00 noon 5 hours.
Weekly total .........  24 hours.

■  ̂ ' ' •Continuing with tthe case of Antonio B. 0
check was made with the Pima County Health Authorities to 
determine the validity of statements made by the subject concerning 
hie health and his life expectancy. Here it was learned that 
while the record indicated that the subject was receiving Social
Security payments for disability he had not been so certified 
by their physicians. His Pima County Health Hecord indicated
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that he had no reeord of incapacitating Illness or physical 
disability; however, since his weight was about 3^9 pounds, 
he vzas considered to be seriously "overweightN and in the 
County Health Officer’s opinion this condition could produce 
a serious reduction in the subject's physical capacity." It 
was decided that a check of his Social Security Record should 
be made.

September 19. 1963 ' ' ' ' v ,
This day began quickly with a:trip to Judge King's 

chambers. Hy-first interviewee, Joe Kelly I , was en
the calendar for sentencing in Pima County Superior Court, 
Division Ho. 4, Judge Herbert ?. King presiding. The. judge 
m e  easy to meet and to talk with concerning the case. . He 
was quickly satisfied and we (the Chief Deputy Adult Probation 
Officer and I) retired to the court to await the session. 
Arraignments were quickly.-disposed of and Joe Kelly T 
was brought before the bar of justice. ' the judge wasted no 
time with preliminary remarks and restated the offense to 
which the plea of guilty had been entered. He then departed 
from the usual routine and read tho probation officer's 
Summary '& Recommendation (See Appendix D, 'Clyde T.') 
complementing the probation officer on his excellent,report 
and announcing the court's concurrence with the recommendations 
and stating that the last part read was In fact the court's 
sentence.

The balance of this day was spent in collecting
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Information for the presentence investigation of the Antonio 
B. G________ case. ' '

September 20, 1965
Conducted the second interview of Antonio B . G 

This time it vras done without close supervision. This old 
gentleman responded nicely to the principles of social casework. 
He responded to the assurance that he could be entirely 
DSTBRHIMAMT in the Interview situation and that his oonfidenoes 
would be respected by giving his complete cooperation. This 
particular individual was rigid in his ATXITCDSS, VALUBS and 
HABITS so it was quite essential that he be accepted for what 
he was —  a well-adjusted habitual peeduo-profeeslonal criminal 
(pseudo because of his obvious lack of success). He willingly 
lent himself to STUDY and DIAGNOSIS but presented a prognosis 
that was particularly guarded in terms of any treatment available 
in the community or In any Arizona institution.

Mrs. Sootfield of the Social Service Department of the 
Pima County Hospital reported that her search of Antonio £.
G ......... *s record indicated that the last time the subject
had reported for treatment was in November of the previous year. 
His complaint had been that of a minor stomach disorder and 
that there was nothing in his record to indicate that he had 
presented symptoms of any incapacitating syndrome.

September 23. 1963
Upon entering the A.P.O., the first assignment of the 

day for this intern was to obtain the release of Octavo, a 
narcotic offender, who was being held in the Pima County Jail
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for the Adult Probation Department. The operation went, smoothly • 
and Hr. Octavo was not only most cooperative but quite obviously 
relieved to be on the "outside" once again. His future was 
discussed with him by the Chief Deputy Adult Probation Officer 
regarding voluntary commitment to U,3.P.H.3..Hospital in Port 
Worth, Texas.

The third and final interview vas conducted in the case 
of Antorio B. G . and the presentence report composed.
(Bee Appendix B, ’Antonio B.G.*). It was with some reluctance 
that 1 was forced to admit failure-in obtaining a personal 
statement from the subject for the judge’s personal use. He 
had been present during a previous sentencing when Judge Tea 
had noted discrepancies and inconsistencies in a defendant’s 
statement of mitigating circumstances. Be refused to share my 
optimism that anything he could say might help the judge 
understand the particular circumstances in his case and would 
certainly not hurt him in' any way. Most especially I had hoped 
that he would express some remorse for his past actions and 
an Intention to lead an honest and productive life. In a manner 
not devoid of charm, the subject expressed an opinion that if 
he were to Indicate that he expected to change his way of life 
he would be something less than honest. He felt pessimistic 
about the sentence he would receive. He noted with pleasure 
that the County Attorney had not pled his prior convictions so 
that the sentence would be passed on this offense as though it 
were a single first offense. He stated that he didn’t want, 
probation or parole. He just wanted to serve his time for he
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had enjoyed his vork on the Apple P a m  near Globe,that vras 
operated by the Arisons State Prison ami, hoped that he could 
get an assignment to that job. He wanted to nerve hio tine 
and get back to his family.{and his selling of marijuana). He 
drew some coa-eolsSlon from the knowledge that his Social 
Security cheeks would continue to be received.: These would, 
make the.payments on his home and his loans on. his automobile.
He- felt that his wife would, be able, to pay the other bills and 
provide food and utilities for herself and bis son {who was in 
the Fima Oeunty Jail at the same tine awaiting arraignment on 
felony charges) by her e©atinning employment in.a laundry.

: After the . final interview, the Social Security .number -
of the subject having been obtained, a check was:made of the 
records of the local Social Security Administration Office.
It was determined that the subject's disability, had been certified 
by private medical practitioners at the expense of the State 
of Arizona and that all of the detailed records of the. examination 
had: been forwarded to the - Baltimore, Maryland, office. v

With all available information assembled, the presentence 
report in the case of Antonio 3, G was completed (See
Appendix E, ’Antonio. H.G. ’ ). ; : ■

September 24. V9jr5>
All of the Adult Probation Officers, each having cases 

on the calendar, assembled In the chambers of Judge .̂mie Tea 
for her review of the presentence reports. One could not help 
but be Impressed by her efficiency as she ran quickly through 
the important aspects of each case and gave each probation
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officer an opportunity to volunteer any last minute infor
mation or opinions that he may have *. When the Judge came to 
the case of Antonio B. G > her voice had, for me,
a ciueleal quality as she announced her agreement with the 
recommendation made.

Later in Piaa County Superior Court, Division llo. 6, 
Judge Amie Tea presiding, sentence was passed in the case of 
Antonio B. G t It was identical to the probation
officer's recommendation. While I had been prepared for this 
eventuality by my supervisors, the impact was significant. It 
ia true that the Judge has all of the “mueole" and the probation 
officer only applies his professional skills to serve the court; 
however, the reality of the actual situation in conetramt to - 
a classroom exercise made thie intern realize that another 
human being was dependant upon the dedication and thoroughness 
of the probation officer to a degree that has few parallels 
in society. This realization was accompanied by a resolve to 
be thorough and meticulous in all presentence investigations 
and the preparation of presentence reports-.!.e. to never 
rationalize a "lack of effort" as a "lack of tine."

In the same court session a sentencing date was set 
in the case of William J. D ' ' '' ■ Jr. . young man
convicted of the felony of Grand Theft by tr . plea of guilty. 
Upon my return to the A.P.O., this case was assigned to me.

.• - ’rith the necessary material, I visited the Pima 
County Jail 1 conducted my first interview in the case of 
William J. D____ Jr. Here again the principles of casework
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wero available In tho establishment of rapport and since the 
prisoners eat only two meals each day (one in the morning and 
one In the evening—-at about'4:30 p.m.) we worked right through
the noon hour.

This intern must admit that after the initial interview 
he had the feeling that he was being Htaken-inN by the subject.
As the use of the HISTORY TAKIHG HSraOD was employed, a talc 
unfolded that was almost classical in each detail leading to 
the presenting situation. From the initial fact that he was 
four or five years old before his mother and father were married, 
through the years of his emotional deprivation and family 
conflict, until he was plucked (almost as if by fate) from 
circumstances calculated to produce a juvenile delinquent into 
a close relationship with a group worker (a 1.21.0.A. swimming 
and diving coach who was also a high school teacher) that 
enabled him to rise above his family situation and complete 
his high school education— all unfolding almost in a sequence 
that could scarcely have been improved upon had he been l!briefed" 
by an expert in social casework— the history certainly indicated 
that it would require considerable verification to be creditable.

VJhile mulling this information over and returning to 
the A.P.O., I was met in the corridor by the Chief Deputy A.P.O. 
and invited to attend Justice Court.

Ihe court was in session. Judge lony Leadbetter was 
presiding as Justice of the Peace for Preclnt lo. 1, Pima
County, the defendant was Sidney (n) P____________, and the
charge was a misdemeanor of Child Molestation. Ihe judge
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eenteacod the defendant upon a plea of guilty as charged to 
six months probation with the suspension of the imposition of 
sentence pending the sucoesoful completion of that probation, 
the usual conditions of probation obtained, the judge further 
directed that the defendant report weekly and continue psychiatric 
treatment. • _ . . :• • ,

After sentencing, Mr. P vras. directed to
accompany the probation officer and detailed instructions on 
the conditions of his probation and the reporting procedures 
to be followed.

It is understood that in. Pima County there are no 
regular probation services provided for the Justice of the 
Peace Courts. This case, as have others in the past, is to 
be handled as an accommodation to the Justice of the Peace 
presiding.

It was decided that.this case, because of its short 
duration, would be assigned to this intern, the probationer, 
accompanied by his wife, was escorted to a conference room and 
the HldlQEI TAKING METHOD was employed. It was this intern’s 
first attempt at applying the group interview technique and 
presented quite a challenge to obtain the information desired 
directly from the probationer without interference from his 
wife. The goal of this interview was to set up the case record, 
establish rapport and enunciate the criteria for supervision 
ensuring that the probation officer's position was to support 
the probationer in his attempt to change his antisocial attitudes 
and behavior with a minimum of hardship to him and his family.
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His initial goal was established as that of baiag accepted 
for treatment by the Southern Arizona Mental Health Clinic.
A telephone call confirmed hia appointment for Intake psychiatric 
evaluation on Wednesday, October 2, 1963.

A plan for the accomplishment of the weekly reporting 
was suggested by the probation officer and readily agreed to 
by the probationer and his wife. The plan-was to provide the 
probationer with the hours of availability of the probation 
officer on a weekly basis and on the day each week prior to 
the day that the probationer desires to report, he is to call 
the A.P.O. and indicate his choice of the hour on the following 
day.

This choice is to be confirmed by the probation officer 
and the probationer notified by telephone. The probation officer 
will then meet the probationer at an eating place near the 
probationer's place of business at the appointed hour. The 
purpose of this is to minimize the Inconvenienco to the probationer 
and avoid any possible embarrassment to his business partner 
while he is at work or any embarrassment to the probationer 
that might result from his meeting customers or associates near 
the A.P.O. or any embarrassment to the probationer's wife and 
family by having their neighbors being reminded weekly of the 
probationer's status, this suggestion was made to free the 
probationer from undue concern over his status and permit him 
to concentrate on his psychiatric treatment plan.

The probationer was of course advised that continuance 
of this reporting plan was contingent upon his reliability in
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following the routine prescribed* He was, in addition, ' 
cautioned to contact ills probation officer innodiately if he 
violated a lau, was accused of a violation or was aware that 
anyone »/as making a complaint no matter what the offense may 
be.

It vao observed that both the client and his wife were 
very much relieved to loam the procedure to be anticipated 
and both expressed a sincere desire to adhere to the requirements 
prescribed by the judge.

September 25, 1963
A records cheek was made of the Tucson City Police 

files and the Pima County files for the cases under consideration, 
William J. I) Jr. and Sidney (n) P . (See
Appendix F, * Sidney P.*).

A rough draft of the presentence report in the case 
of William J. D , Jr. was prepared.

September 26. 1963
The second Interview in the case of William J. D_____,

Jr. was conducted and his personal statement concerning matters 
in extenuation and mitigation was received. The presentence 
report warn completed (See Appendix G,1 William J. D.*).

A probation caserteeord in the case of Sidney (n)
P_____ ■ was prepared (See Appendix P, ’Sidney P.1). A
follow-up telephone call was made to the Southern Arizona Mental 
Health Clinic requesting copies of the evaluation and treatment 
plan in this case as soon as they become available. It was
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also requested that the A.P.O, be notified immediately if 
i-ir. 1? failed to keep an appointment for any reason
what30over. . . . • ■' '

September 27, I963
Conducted the third and final interview in the case 

of William J. D Jr. and received letters from the
subject*a attorney that arc to be appended to the presentence 
report. A re-check of the facts and their substantiation was 
made. A copy of the negative Record verification was
received "and appended to the presentence report to show that 
the subject had no F.B.I. record, . .

.... ■ • V
Uoptomber 30. 1963

Accompanied the Chief Deputy A.P.O. and an Assistant 
P.O. on field oheoka of two probationers— Martin K 
and Louie 3t. A This x;ac the first extensive
field trip for this intern and it was impressive to see first 
hand the difficulties that may be encountered in locating 
probationers that are not completely cooperative in keeping 
the A.P.O. advised of their current activities, employment and 
residence.

An opportunity presented itself for one of my supervisors 
to Invite me to the sentencing of a defendant in a case assigned 
to him. We were called into the chambers of Judge Hay Casino 
where X was presented to the judge and the case was discussed.

Later in Pima County Superior Court, Division So. 5*
Judge liay Casino presiding, sentence was pronounced in the
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case of Mrs. \I The Imposition of sentence was
suspended for two years during which time the defendant is 
to serve on probation. Probation to be conditional upon the 
making of restitution of the monies embezzled within six 
months from the date of sentencing.

Summarizing the activities of this first half-month 
of service as an interning probation officer;

1. Six clients were interviewed and two 
probation reports were prepared.2. Criminal court sessions were attended in 
three superior court divisions and one 
justice of the peace court.

3* One client was accepted for probation 
supervision.4. Field trips were made to contact probationers.

5. The intern was indoctrinated in the procedures 
and processes in use in the Adult Probation
Office.

6. The intern received the patient assistance of 
all personnel in the Adult Probation Office 
in the accomplishment of all tasks assigned.

7. Special tours were provided to permit the 
intern to meet and become acquainted with all 
of the cooperating agencies, offices and 
officers in the area on the city, county and 
federal levels.

October 1, 1963
Was introduced to Judge Ronald fionson and the pre- 

sentence report on William J. D , Jr. was discussed.
The judge explained that it was his custom to permit the 
probation officer to exercise his judgment by permitting 
wide discretionary powers through a general rather than a 
specific wording of the probation order. He stated that in 
this case he was accepting the probation officer's recommendation 
for probation and that his plan was to:

1 . Set the standard conditions for probation.
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2. Specify that restitution is to be made in 
the amount determined by the probation 
officer and that payment is to be made in the 
manner ordered by that officer.

The judge stated that he believe that the probation 
order should provide the probationer with a clear-cut picture 
of the power possessed by the probation officer to enhance the 
control relationship. He also indicated that by excluding 
details of time and amounts in cases involving restitution he 
permitted the probation officer to make necessary changes in 
the treatment plan without appearing in court to request a 
modification of the probation order.

Later in Pima County Superior Court, Division No. 3, 
William J. D Jr. was found guilty of Grand Theft
through his plea of guilty, and the imposition of sentence 
was suspended for a period of three years and the defendant 
was placed on probation for that period (See Appendix G,1 William 
J.D.*). When the defendant was. given an opportunity to make 
a statement concerning the offense, he told the judge that 
complete restitution to the victim would be made as soon as 
possible for he felt that he could never make "right" the 
"wrong" ho had done but wanted to do what he could in that 
direction.

Mr. F called the A.P.O. and made arrangements
for a field interview at 2:00 p.m. on the following day and 
stated that he would keep his appointment at the Southern 
Arizona Mental Health Clinic for an Intake psychiatric evaluation 
earlier that day.
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—

One of my supervisors suggested that I night benefit 
from participating in a presentence investigation of a murder 
case. I was delighted to be offered this opportunity and 
carefully studied the files of material on the case of Alfredo 
G_____. ' . '

The supervisor then briefed me on the progress of his 
work to date. Ho stated that a special hearing of matters in 
mitigation, an unusual legal step, had been scheduled by the 
judge to take place immediately prior to sentencing.

We then made an extensive field trip to "check-out” 
some correspondence received by the judge that contained 
recommendations from citizens who were acquainted with the
defendant, to make a "home visit" with the defendant's wife

. -and family, and to interview some of the prosecution witnesses 
that had testified during the trial— also considered to be an 
uncommon practice in most preaentence investigations.

After extensive travel in the Tanque Verde Valley, the 
tasks outlined ajaove were accomplished. The sampling selected 
confirmed the existence of extremes of opinion concerning the 
defendant. Persons that wore convinced of hie good qualities 
strongly defended their opinions with positive recollections 
over a considerably long period of time. Those who were 
convinced that the defendant was a very real threat to society 
were even more emphatic that their concept of his truo nature 
was accurate.

This field trip was particularly beneficial to this 
intern as it provided him with an opportunity to observe the
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quick os babliahmetit of rapport by an export, ifith people . 
inclined to be quite defensive. A nummary of the results of 
of this trip includes the following: ...

1. Mexican-Amerioan cultural conflict was found 
to be significant and provided a partial 
explanation for the divergence of opinions. . .

, 2. fhe 'fifondant's behavior patterns involving
those persons that he considers to be his 
social* inferiors are markedly, aggressive. . 
while he presents a picture of passive " '
acceptance to the persons he considers to 
be his peers or those that he considers to 

. . be socially and economically superior to him.
3. Violence is not foreign to hia nature— one 

of his staunch supporters admitted that he 
had been ”21 Torro1* (fhe Bull) in his younger days.

A. His acculturation appears to be complete to 
those from whom he seeks acceptance; however,

. he acts the part of the despotic "patron”
(overlord) toward those persons he wishes

... .. to dominate. - .
- 5. Since his behavior at the scene of the murder 

was not in keeping with his usual patterns, it 
. is possible that ho was being subjected to some

extra-peyohologlcal stresses at that tine. '
It is this Intern’o, opinion that there is not. sufficient 

evidence to support the defendant’s being considered a good 
probation risk. Therefore, I believe the probation officer’s 
recommendation should be against any consideration of probation 
and for the sentence as prescribed by law for the offense of 
Murder in the Second Degree.

At the end of the working day, 1 was directed to obtain 
the release of william J. D , Jr. from Pima County Jail.
This operation was complicated by a "hold” that had boon placed 
by the Tucson City Police Department for outstanding traffic
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warrants. It was necessary to have the Tucson City Police 
claim the probationer from his place of Incarceration, transport 
him to the City Jail and "book him in" and then release him 
as he had plod guilty and his fines had been paid. The 
probationer was than reminded that he was under the jurisdiction 
of the A.P.O. and reminded of the conditions of his probation 
before being directed to report to that office at 1:00 p.m. 
on the day following. It was determined that he would havo a 
place to sleep and food to cat before placing him on his own 
recognizance.

October 2, \9Cq
Attended the monthly meeting of the Pima County 

Correctional Society. The principal speaker. State Senator,
The Honorable Sol Alice, telephoned to report that he had 
forgotten his engagement and would appear a® the Speaker in 
Sovember. The Issues of the previous state meeting were 
discussed and recommendations for needed state legislation 
in the fields of correction were suggested. It was emphasized . 
that a lack of unity among the people in corrections in the 
state vaa to a large extent responsible for the lack of 
significant legislative action in the last 4 to 5-yea? period.

At 1 :30 the probation orcier was discussed with the 
probationer in the case of William J. D . Jr, A treatment
plan of self-help was outlined that Included obtaining a 
suitable place of residence and employment before planning 
the details of restitution.
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At 2:30 a field Interview vas oondueted with. Sidney
(n) P ______„ The probationer was enthusiastic in his
relating his progress, A "group therapy" session that had 
Included tho probationert kin wife, his business partner and 
his partner’s wife had greatly reduced the tensions he had 
been experiencing in hie work situation (the scene of his 
Child Molestations). He was pleased with the treatment that 
h@ had received at tho Southern Arizona Mental Health Clinic 
and was concerned as to whether he would be accepted for 
treatment. ,Sensing his "cyclothnlc" personality tendencies,
I attempted to; prepare him for possible rejection as not suited 
for treatment at that agency and pointed out that if that should 
occur it was not the "cnd-of-the-llne" as there were other 
sources of treatment in the community and named some of the 
possibilities. Me volunteered that he had experienced no 
inclination to recidivate to date. He showed Increased insight 
and discussed the details of police complaints and charges 
freely. Me asked if he and his wife could come to the office 
and discuss problems— even problems not related to the case— and 
was given an affirmative answer. His insight relating to his 
marital difficulties has increased and ho is willing to accept 
greater responsiblity for the difficulties; however, he is still 
seeking a surrogate or "crutch" to help him face the realities 
of the total situation.

A telephone check with the Southern Arizona Mental 
Health Clinic revealed that the Psychiatrist had recommended 
intake for treatment and the case would be staffed on Friday,
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October 4. 1965. The reoultu of the evaluation, copica of the 
aumraary and the proposed treatment plan should be in'the hands 
of the A.P.O. by the first of nc::t ire oh.

Contact xrac made ni.th the Property Office of the lueson 
Police Poparbmc:it to determine the disposition of the monies 
that vjore recovered in the case of William -J. D , Jr.
It v:ao found that it irould be relbaaad to the owner (Ibrahecm 
M. S 1 - " o n l y  upon written release from the County 
Attorney statins that it was ne longer required as evidence 
and statement of the disposition of the ease. The enact amount 
of the funds thus impounded could not be determined until the 
3ealed envelopes were opened.

A:telephone request was made to the County Attorney's 
Office to the effect that the funds above not be released until 
the probation officer could be on hand to determine the enact 
amount that was .recovered and returned to the victim, so that 
the balance to be restored by the probationer could be determined.

A field trip for the following day was scheduled to 
contact the victim.

October J, J£§1
The case history in the case of Sidney (n) F______

was verified and the supervising officer was given departmental 
approval on the treatment plan and the progress to date. The 
Pima County Sheriff6s Office criminal records were checked for 
an F,B.I. report on this case with negative results. An attempt 
was made to contact the arresting officer in this case to 
determine If the Tucson Police Department had received an P.B.I.
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report. •
A check was nadc xilth the cuotouian of the Property 

Department of the 2uooon Police Department to verify the amount 
of the cash recovered in the case of William J, D , Jr.
It vas found that it *rao being held aa evidence and would be 
released only to the "owner" (the victim in this case) and to 
him only upon presentation of a court order or a letter from 
the Oounty Attorney indicating the disposition of the case and 
certifying that the property being held was no longer needed 
for possible use as evidence. The amount of cash was found 
to be £137.00 and a bank book. The number of the bank book 
and the name of the bank was obtained and the balance of 
account determined to be that of the original deposit of £150. 
The bank vros advised that the balance of account had been 
determined by the court to be that of the victim and the 
victim's name was given, with a request that ho be the only 
person allowed to withdraw the funds upon presentation of a 
properly signed withdrawal clip that had been prepared by the 
probationer. :

Arrangements were then made with the County Attorney's 
Office for the preparation of the letter of authorization for 
the victim's use in claiming the funds released.

A search for the victim's current address produced 
four addresses of doubtful value and verified the lack of 
telephone communication arrangements. Arrangements were made 
with the University of Arizona to notify the victim that he 
could claim his property and to provide him with directions
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for effecting its release.
In summary: Of the #800.00 admittedly stolen, 4337.00

had been located and arrangements for Immediate restitution of 
that amount ’.;cre made. The probationer had been advised that 
full restitution was to be made within six months and that the 
amount to bo rrp.aid was 4463.00. It is hoped that the victim 
will assist tho A.p.O. by keeping its records current with the 
address to which further payments are to be mailed.

This intern was permitted to observe the requesting 
procedure to be followed in securing a psychiatric evaluation 
of a probationer. In the particular case under consideration, 
the presentenoe investigation indicated that the probationer 
was neither mentally deficient (as had been presupposed) or 
psychotic (as had been suggested); however, it was obvious 
that social deprivation had resulted in considerable personality 
disorientation and instability. It was toward an evaluation 
of the type of personality disorder, its significance in the 
treatment plan and the prognosis for the supportive therapy 
being provided in the treatment plan that this request had been 
directed.

October 4, 1963
The presentenoe investigation and report assignment' 

was received for the case of Oliver J. 0 . 49, a part-time
evangelist, found guilty of arson. Arson with Intent to Defraud
an Insurance Company and Conspiracy. Hr. 0____ is scheduled
to be sentenced on Thursday, October 10, 1963.
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A Dueson Police Department Detective called concerning
the F.3.I. report for Sidney (n) F He stated that
a report had been' requested and would be Bent to the A.P.Q. 
as soon an he received it. It was learned that It usually 
required about two weeks to receive a reply from the F.3.1.1s 
Washington, ti.O. office.

Phe arresting detective in the case of William J. D__.
Jr. called and requested a briefing on the status of the 
restitution to be made. He was informed of the arrangements 
that had been made. Indicative of the fine cooperation that 
probation officers may receive from enforcement officers was 
his offer to make a special trip to locate the victim, who in 
this case was a foreign national, and drive him to the Court 
House and walk him through the process of recovering his 
stolen property. He also stated that he would notify the 
victim of the decision to require restitution only of 5000.00, 
though 5900.00 had been reported stolen, for the preponderance 
of evidence indicates that someone other than the probationer 
took the other #100.00-— if, in fact, it was stolen. Phis 
arrangement permitted me to take advantage of the fact that 
this police officer had previously established rapport with 
the victim and while performing a useful service to the victim 
could introduce the possibly unpleasant aspects of the restitution:

1. Phe total amount to be returned was #800.
2. That restitution would be made over a 

period of at least six months— It would 
be April 1964 before he could expect to 
have restitution completed.
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A caseworker for the Southern Arizona Mental Health 
Clinic called to report that the caoe of Sidney (n) ? 
wao being staffed and that there ".rao a possibility that ho 
would be rejected for treatment on the basis of "lack of 
motivation.w I urged him to press for acceptance but was 
forced to reply In the negative to a question directed to 
learn if the Clinic*s rejection would result in the probationer's 
Immediate incarceration. (I was glad that I had Introduced 
the possibility of rejection by the clinic to the probationer 
during his last field interview and advised him that I believed 
that other community resources could be tapped to provide a 
"suitable" service for him).

William J. D , Jr. reported that he had obtained 
employment for an automobile repair and parts company in fucson. 
His employment would be in the company’s office doing filing 
and bookkeeping# The exact salary had not been set but he 
believed that it would be vl.50 per hour for a 48-hour week 
(not at all bad for Tucson). lie also reported that he had 
informed his employer that he was on probation and was told 
that 11 this made no difference,": tilth this happy note, I
reflected that the treatment plan was progressing nicely. He 
had a job paying in the (172.00 per week- range that should 
permit him to- make restitution at: the rate of about £.100.00 
per month. In addition he had located this employment entirely 
on hie own. The only remaining step was to get him to locate 
In a suitable residential area instead of a dewnttpun ^hottl* 
with an atmosphere of something less than positive potential.
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Then, oame the question— I met a man about thirty one
years of age by the name of Larry M______ while I was In the
Pima County Jail, he has asked this close friend of mine to go 
to work for him, (the close friend Is a minor, age twenty) Is 
he the "right” kind of man? To this question I replied that 
of course he, the probationer, could not associate with this 
man and that if there was any question in either his or his 
friend's mind, the answer would be to not take the job. I 
premised to make a check of the available records on this man 
and to make an evaluation on Monday and suggested that he contact 
me again at that time.

This man, Larry H had reportedly told these
young man that he was a private detective employed by the ”&ed 
Carpet Detective Agency of Tucson” and that he needed assistance 
in his work. A record cheek Indicated the following:

1• Five "field investigation reports” had been 
filed in Tucson. The felony charges had been 
dismissed for a "technical error.

2. The P.ti.I. Report Indicated:
a. Seven Aliases.
b. Offenses dating back to 

1946, when he failed to 
an alien.

December 18,
register as

e. Offenses that included % 
Bogus Checks and Fraud.

Rape, Bunko,

d. The last oonvlotion was In Los Angeles
where he served one year In the County 
Jail and was placed on probation until 
August 24, 1964.

e. The geography involved in his offenses
stretches from Philadelphia to San Pranoisoo 
with frequent entries from Los Angeles,
Santa Monica, and Fresno.
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From thin It, vrould appear that the probationer and hie friend 
would be vrf.se to exclude this gentleman from their circle of 
friends. ' • • : . :

October 7, 196^
Oliver B. 0 c s file was obtained from the County 

Attorney*s Office. It must weigh at least five pounds. Mr.
0 v;as convicted by a jury of First Degree Arson, Arson 
with Intent to Defraud an Insurance Company and Conspiracy.
This forty nine year old part-time evangelist was tried as a 
result of a fire at a local chapel, Our wee. Airk on Stoney 
Stress©, that took place over a year ago. This should be an 
Interesting case as it is my first opportunity to work with 
Judge Jack Friendly Ahoy who presided during Hr. 0 * s A-day
jury trial. Judge Ahoy enjoys wide renown for his perspicacity.
As a search of Mr. 0  *s record began, a call was received
from his attorney in Phoenix notifying this office that a 
continuance of on© week was requested.

A Southern Arizona Mental Health Clinic representative 
telephoned to report that a complete summary of the progress 
in the case of Sidney (n) F Child Molestation, would
be forwarded as soon as Mr. signed a release for
the material. It will be necessary to wait until receiving 
this material to learn if hia case has been accepted for 
treatment.

, ' - -The Chief Deputy P.0, had me accompany him on a field
trip for the supervision in the case of John 0 , a
3-year probationer who was convicted of Burglary. The purpose
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of tho visit i:an to daternino the cause of his absenteeism.
This was this Intern1s first opportunity to observe a "home 
visit." In the field supervision of this case, Mr. G *s 
absenteeism was discovered incident to a routine check on his
continuing employment. His employer stated that Mr. C______
had reported "sick" and had stated that he was unable to work.
It was apparent that neither his employer nor his probation 
officer accepted this "sick" report as valid. It was suspected 
that the cause was a difficulty in overcoming a natural inertia 
that precluded the separation of the probationer1s body from 
his mattress In the early morning as he contemplated a full 
day1s work in the outdoor heat in Tucson,

The house call confirmed that the probationer was 
ambulatory and resting comfortably in his cool living room as 
he watched a television program on his brand new set. The 
Chief Deputy F.O. treated the probationer as a person of dignity 
and established rapport with the family group consisting of 
the man, his wife and a 18-month old boy. Ho then made it 
abundantly clear that this type of behavior would not be tolerated 
and solicited the wife's aid in getting her husband up and off 
to work in the morning. The probationer was directed to report 
for work no later than noon of this day.

Upon returning to the office, it was learned that the 
victim in the William J. D , Jr. Grand Theft case had not 
appeared to claim the funds that were recovered by the Tucson 
Police Department. The County Attorney's secretary requested 
and received additional instructions on the preparation of the
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release letter. This intern is moot favorably impressed with 
the security afforded evidence by the local police department.

Notification was received that Hr. 0 's sentencing
had been continued one week by the court. The Adult Probation 
chief secretary had made.arrangements with Mr. 0 1c attorney
to Have Mr. 0 who has been released on 0,000.00 bail,
return from Phoenix and report at the Adult Probation Office 
between 1 ;00 and 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 9, 1965, for 
an interview in connection with his presentonce investigation.

Mr. D iras notified of the exotic criminal back
ground of Mr. Larry M The latter had represented
himself as an agent for the "Red Carpet" Detective Agency of 
Tucson, A check with a Tucson Police Department detective 
revealed the non-existence of an agency by that name.

Mear the end of the day, a telephone call was received 
from the County Attorney’s office. It seems that the secretary 
who was to prepare the release letter for the victim in the 
William J. D Jr. Grand Theft case had become ill and left
without preparing the.property release letter.. Further Instructions 
were requested and given. The call bad been initiated as a 
result of the victim’s appearance to claim his property.

October 8 , 19^5
This intern accompanied the Chief Deputy Adult Probation 

Officer and one of hia assistants on a trip to pick-up Mr, Louie 
St.. A , a probationer. The purpose of this trip was to 
effect revocation as It had been learned that despite close 
supervision, the probationer had ‘ : urr.cd to the use of narcotics
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and vas mrltlng bogus cheek». . Upon return to the office*
ut„ A iran Interviewed and given every opportunity

to explain or refute his actions and to introduce:any evidence 
that would tend to chow cause that his probation should not 
be revoked. Throughout, the entire proceedings, the probationer 
was treated with dignity .and his individuality respected.

A series of telephone calls made by this.intern 
established that all the necessary - papire had been prepared, 
but the victim in the Gram# Theft ease of William J. D '
Jr. had not as yet claimed his property* ,' .

The process of accumulation of data for evaluation in 
the presentenco investigation, of'the case of the Reverend 
Oliver B. 0 (Arson) given priority. Since the defendant 
resides in Phoenix and will be available for only one interview, 
it was necessary to depart from the usual "unbiased" approach 
of interviewing txj defendant before the records arc examined.
If the usual procedure were to be followed in this case, valuable 
client reactions might be missed during the interview due to 
the probation officer's inability to probe productive and 
sensitive background areas (i.e. the records indicate that this 
man is a "personality plus’* charmer who appears addicted to 
the affectation of religiosity— in short he appears to be a 
pseudo-ministerical confidence man),

A portion of this day was spent in assisting in the 
writing of a technical report'that is soon to be published.

October 2» 196?
- 'The yeoord. oar do at tho Suoson Police Bepartmont were
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copica obtained. Die Pina County Sheriff'.3 Donartnent 
Criminal, fteaortin ircre checked in the same caue and it vraa 
determined that the P.3.1, report vrao current and included all 
recent arrests that vraro a natter of record from other so wees.

The most fascinating experience of this day was the 
Interview of Hr. Oliver B. 0 and his idfo. Ihe surprising 
part was that they both were so verbally diarrheic that it was 
possible to be entirely Rogerlan and non-directive in conducting 
the interview. Because of their volubility it was possible 
to obtain more information about the defendant in one and one-half 
hour session than is usually available after three regular pre
sentence investigation interviews.

October 1965
Mr. P called to report that his case had been

accepted for treatment by the Southern Arizona Rental Health 
Clinic and that lie was placed on a waiting list for the assignment 
of a therapist. He stated that he had been told that the wait 
would be at least a week.and perhaps as long so a month. He 
waB informed- that he should continue his weekly reporting to 
the probation officer and advised to keep the office current 
on any problems that may develop during tills waiting period.

Additional information was obtained for use in the 
0 Arson case. Several insurance company special investigators 
reports wore obtained that relate to fires of similar mysterious 
origin in Kentucky, Indiana and Maryland. There is also 
Indication of another possible arson case Involving Hr. Q
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In Texas. ■
Spent several hours researching cinisters and.their 

activities in Tucson for background Information to be used in 
the interpretation of the 0____ case interview material.

Assisted in the writing of the technical article for 
publication. .  ̂ .. • • . ■

October 11. I963
Attended the court sentencing of Alberto G____ who

was convicted of Murder in the Second Degree. His attorney 
had requested a hearing of matters in mitigation prior to 
sentencing. It was a surprise to hear the attorney say that 
he had decided against taking up the court* s time with the 
Introduction, of the additional Information that he had available 
which included: Psychiatric evaluation, character witnesses
and written material. He stated that because of the high 
quality of the services of the Judge's probation officers, 
the court already had access to information— information that 
had been expertly evaluated— that was far superior to anything 
that he could introduce at this tine. (Evaluated as an admission 
to the court "that the defendant had nothing new to offer).
Then, the attorney launched into a “lecture*1 for the Judge on 
the history of criminal law, the responsibility of the court 
officers and a definition of probation. The attorney's 
definition was slightly Inaccurate as he indicated that it 
made no difference in the court’s control of the defendant
whether he war. sentenced and sent to prison or if he was 
awarded probation. He encouraged the Judge to pass sentence
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and to place the defendant on probation. lie stated that lie 
xrao not asking for mercy for the eourt already had mercy but 
that ho iranted to aid the eourt In arriving at a nronor sentence. 
The only technical factor that *„ras mentioned tras that the 
defendant lacked amnio provocation. Els only explanation for 
his client’s action v:as "poor judgment" and stated that this 
particular set of special circumstances were not likely to bo 
repeated (rather obvious since one of the participants is now 
dead). Perhaps the weakest portion of his plea was in his 
trying to establish that while his client was a "good risk"
(an admission that the risk of recidivating was real), he 
really "deserved" probation because past economic seeoepllshaents 
(which Included stomping on some of his countrymen). it really 
began to sound like an attempt to convince his client that he 
was trying to earn his fee as ho let his voice trail off and 
mumbled that he hoped the court would return a "good* sentence.

The judge pronounced sentence— 12 to 15 years in the 
Arizona State Prison. The wife, daughter and eon exhibited' 
empathy In their responses. Hone of hie "friends" appeared 
to be in court.

October 14. 1965
Continuing with the Oliver B. 0 case and finding

it most difficult to locate anyone who will make a statement 
in his behalf. The record indicates at least three prior 
fires of dubious origin after which Hr. Q collected 
substantial insurance claims. The record is also draught with 
fraud, for example, one statement suggest that Mr, 0
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absconded with £4,500.00 that had been raised by church members 
to pay for a building. In this inotance, he Is reported to 
have used the £4,500.00 to pay the balance due ©a the building 
before obtaining clear title In M s  nane (he had learned ©n 
a previous occasion that It was unwise to try to sell mortgaged 
property In Kentucky without first satisfying the mortgages). 
Then, with clear title, he sold the building and retained the 
funds received. Another incident involves £750.00 that he 
reportedly deposited with a firm in Hollywood to secure their 
services for his show "Walking Bible1.' When the records of 
this company were checked, it was determined that they had not 
received the money. It should be remembered that this man claims 
that he memorised the entire Bible in just seven days and yet 
he cannot remember the details of certain rather large financial 
tranaaotiena* ' ■ ' ' ' - ■ ' . 1 '

A rush interview was made in the case of Miles J. K____.
This man pleaded guilty on arraingment to Accessory After the 
Pact on Two Counts: (1) Burglary, first degree and (2) Petty 1
Theft. This man’s FBI record lists many arrests and convictions. 
He claims that all of his trouble started after his divorce 
when he began to drink. He appears to be a hapless, helpless 
and harassed victim of M s  own weakness and circumstances beyond 
hie control. It was not until the Interview was almost over 
and easy rapport had been established that he desired to 
correct the record and explain one of M s  previous arrests and 
convictions. The record indicated that he had been charged 
with Disorderly Conduct. However, he explained with obvious
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pleasure that they had been holding him in Cook County Jail 
and were unable to associate the name he had assumed with the 
one he was using to cash phoney travelers checks. The leer 
that crossed his countenance seemed to say— stupid oops. To 
him, the association was obvious for it was as close as Barlow 
is to Barlowskl. He concluded that eventually the similarity 
was discovered. When asked if he had served the full year 
sentence, he replied he wasn't sure but he didn't think so,
A few moments later when we were summarizing his convictions 
and time served he also corrected this statement with the time 
served as 8 months and 24 days (leaving out only the minutes 
and seconds). By this time I realized that this man had 
participated in more professional probation interviews than I, 
and he was certain that he had conned me into recommending 
probation for a poor unfortunate person.

Mr. D who is on probation for Grand Theft
reported in person. It would appear that he is adjusting well. 
He has located a place to live in a good neighborhood (just 
around the corner from another probation officer) and is in 
full-time training at.a training rate of pay for office work 
at a local automobile parts distributing company. While this 
session was almost entirely supportive, we did discuss the 
deadline for the first restitution payment in the amount of 
$77,60 that would be due on the first day of November. He 
stated that he feels this goal is easily attainable as he 
expects to start drawing full pay in another week.
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October 15. 1953
This'morning started In the field. The psychiatric 

flndin~r- and evaluation report of Sidney "(n) P Child
Molesting,'had^not been received by mail. A check with the 1 
Southern'Ati^ona Mental Health Clinic rovealti that they had 
not received his signed release that would authorize them to 
transmit'this information to the Pina County Adult Probation
Office. This fact was confirmed' by Mr. f ~ who stated.....
that he would like to discuss this matter before he signed 
the release. He was informed that this would be perfectly 
alright and a meeting was scheduled for 2:00 p.a, at a coffee . 
spot near his place of business on Thursday, October 17, 1963.
Of course this reluctance to sign the release gave rise to 
some ‘speculation on the part of this intern, ' Mr. F ' '
was delighted at being accepted for treatment and m s 'concerned 
about the delay In his being assigned to a regular therapist.
At "this writing, it Is difficult for ne to surmise what threat 
he sees in this evaluation being made a part of hid record.
This situation should provide a 'casdwork opportunity to determine 
if Roger!an psycho-therapy vrill induce him to act or if. 
authoritarian tactics will be necessary.

At 10:30 a.m. this intern was invited to observe pro
ceedings in the case of Robert 2. )i____A petition for
the revocation of probation had "been filed by the supervising 
probation officer in the court of Judge "Raymond Ronson with 
a request for a psychiatric evaluation of his client as a 
result of a reported drinking and wife beating bout.
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The judge stated the purpose of the hearing and asked 
if the defendant was represented by counsel. The County 
Attorney stated that he was not sure of the defense at this 
point and clarified this statement by adding that he was not 
questioning the propriety of the action only the procedure to 
be followed and the precedence for the action.

The judge restated the purpose of the hearing as one 
on the revocation of probation and that prior to that determination 
a special hearing would be conducted to determine the defendant’s 
ability to understand the nature of the proceedings against 
him and to assist in his own defense. The judge stated that 
he believed that the defendant should be given every opportunity 
to present matters, material or evidence that would show cause 
why his probation should not be revoked and that this opportunity 
should include counsel if the defendant so desired. In stating 
that he was ruling that it was correct to proceed under Rule 
So. 250, he added that he hated to overrule his brother who 
had made a rule to the contrary at an earlier date.

The most interesting part of the proceedings came 
when the two psychiatrists were asked to testify. First one 
was sworn-in and asked questions by the County Attorney to 
establish qualifications as a specialist and an expert whose 
testimony could be accepted by the court. The County Attorney 
then followed a skillful line of questioning to bring out the 
testimony desired from the psychiatrist. Especially noteworthy 
was the go supporting manner in which the questions were asked 
that permitted the psychiatrist to assume a superior and
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the court of the defendant*c psychiatric condition.

In brief, the psychiatrists were sworn and interrogated 
one at a time with the following results: .

1. fhc defendant was considered to be in 
the dull normal intelligence range.

2. The defendant was not suffering from 
mental abnormality but “possibly" had
a "passive-aggressive" personality disorder.

3. The defendant was able to understand the 
nature of the proceedings against him and 
was able to participate in his own defense.

While the psychiatrists were mutually supporting in their
testimony, it was somewhat startling to see the ease with which
profound pronouncements were made as a result of obviously
superficial examinations made at Pima County Jail. Both
psychiatrists admitted that they had based their determination
of the defendant* s mental ability on a letter he had written.
(This letter had been written by the defendant to the judge
as a part of the presentence report at the•time of his initial
sentencing). It is interesting to note the probation officer
had made an almost identical evaluation of the defendant’s
mental ability as a result of his presentence investigation
(See Appendix H, *.Robert E. W. *). Another observation, made
by this intern at this hearing, is that it would be quite
possible for the defendant to be suffering from, some
physiological disorder of an "organic* nature since a thorough
physical examination of the defendant had not been conducted
nor had any extensive laboratory work had been done on specimens
of his blood, urine, etc. for example, he could be suffering
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from chronic hypoglycemia, and It would be undetected In the 
search to explain his sensitivity to alcoholic beverages.

It was also the psychiatrists’ opinion that the 
defendant could not bo helped by hospitalisation.

After hearing all of the testimony and asking a few 
clarifying questions, the judge denied the petition to revoke 
probation and extended Mr. W on probation as requested
by the probation officer.

After the hearing, the probation officer discussed 
future treatment plans with Mr. W and reported that
after all that had taken place Mr. W could not believe
that he had really struck his wife whom he loved dearly.

Ihe presentence report in the case of Oliver B. 0 
was completed (Bee Appendix B, ’Oliver B. 0."). The subject’s 
statement had not been received and a telephone call was made 
to Phoenix to so inform his lawyer. The main purpose in this 
action was to make sure that Mr. Q would not be in a 
position to state that while he had intended to make such a 
statement he had been so busy with his many air trips to Los 
Angeles and Mexico that it had slipped his mind and therefore 
he would like to further delay sentencing.

All loads were exhausted in attempting to locate any
Information that could be considered as favorable to Mr. 0___ .
However, one source revealed that there was available much 
additional information on frauds that Mr. 0 had perpetrated. 
These include:

1 At least three false claims as a result
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of reported burglaries and an automobile theft.
2. Having one check issued to cover a claim, r 

requesting that payment be stopped QU that 
chock and another bo issued and then ne
gotiating both checks.

3. Having urits of attachment issued in amounts 
that total almost *20,000.00 against an 
insurance policy that had been cancelled
with 1-Ir. 0____*c knowledge. In any event,
the total of the writs far exceeds the
face amount of the policy, had it remained 

, in effect.
It is obvious that this nan has worked his position as "Minister" 
for about all that it is worth in bilking the unwary.

October 16, 1963
Mr. 31 d the victim in the Grand theft case

of ivilllam J. D Jr., visited the office to determine the
amount and rate of restitution of the *800.00 the client admitted 
stealing from him. the victim had claimed that he lost £900.00 
and was of course anxious to have the full amount returned. 
Empathy was demonstrated for him and his position but it was 
explained carefully in explicit terms that the amount for 
restitution had been determined to be #800.00 on the basis of 
the following:

1. Ihe investigating detective had determined 
that some of the money had been spent at a 
local restaurant at 6:30 p.m. by Mr. D
on the evening of the theft, and the victim 
had stated that he had counted his money 
to make sure that most of it was there at 
9:00 or 9:30 p.m. the same evening.

'■

2. The behavior pattern of a "smart" thief 
would be to remove only a small portion of
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the money with the hope that his theft 
would net be discovered until ho had ample 
opportunity to conceal his actions.

5. The victim vras certaip that he had left his
suitcase locked and Hr. 1) , who had '
nothing to gain by lying at that point, was 
certain that the suitcase was unlocked at 
the time that ho took the money-*-indicating 
that possibly the missing Cl03.00 had been 
obtained earlier by a person or persons 
unknown. '

The victim accepted the above and appeared to be pleased *d.th
the prospect of receiving the remaining $463.00 ($337.00 having
been returned earlier) in six monthly payments of $77.60. It
was also explained that the rate of restitution was contigent,
upon Mr. D *s continuing employment and that only time
could give us some Indication of what to expect regarding his
employment stability.

Hr. ffL o _____  requested and received a letter to
the effect that supervision of the case was being handled by 
the Adult Probation Office and specifying the amount he had 
already received, the restitution plan and the total to be
paid by Mr♦ D ■ . As previously stated, Mr. 31 5______
ic a foreign national attending the University of Arizona.
He Indicated that his request had been made at the direction 
of his government’s diplomatic representative to provide a 
basis for Hr. 31 3 *s request for additional funds to
meet current school expenses.

The Chief Probation Officer escorted me to the chambers 
of Judge Jack F. Alioy to provide no with an introduction and 
to be present while the case of Oliver 3. 0___ , Arson, Arson
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with Intent to Defraud Insurer and Conspiracy, was discussed 
in terns of the precentence investigation. Earlier In the day, 
a copy of Mr. 0 1s statement of his version of the offense
and matters in mitigation that he would like the judge to 
consider before passing sentence. This statement had been
forwarded by Mr. 0____'s attorney with & letter stating that
Mr. 0___ was expected to return from Los Angeles today with
vital new evidence that would be used as the basis for a motion 
for a new trial.

The judge directed that further investigation bo made 
into specific statements made by Mr, 0 under oath on the 
witness stand during the trial. Specifically, the judge wanted 
to verify statements made concerning his ordination as a 
"minister" the full tuition athlectic scholarship he claimed 
that he had received from the University of Southern California
and Hr. 0____es status as a football star and all season athlete
including baseball, basketball, and track. In addition, the 
judge directed court verification of reported indictments for 
fraud in Bullitt County, Kentucky, in 19*7, 19*0, or 19*9.
To provide additional time for this investigation, the judge 
stated that he would continue the case for another week.

This Intern received his first "fan" letter. It was 
from Jonathan £. P reportedly a retired Methodist
minister, and concerned the case of Hr, 0 , the arsonist
parson. This letter forwarded, as an enclosure, a copy of 
some material prepared by Mr. ? _ that la dated
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December 1, 1954, and makes some direct chargee against the
v • • : ' . ■ ; ..

General Council of the Assemblies of God, Inc. It also 
features a letter v.Tltten to Mr. f oh September 7,
1949, concerning some erotic behavior of cone missionaries in 
the Belgian Congo. The enclosure vrao the same material .that 
"Has handed to m# by Mr. 0 on October 9, 1963, and had been 
included in the presentence report as an attachment noting 
that it purportedly had been,forwarded through the U.S. Malic.
In this connection it was also noted that the statute of 
limitations had expired regarding federal prosecution for . 
using the mails to defraud in connection with this material.
It is understood that .Hr, P________ was the only defense witness
at the trial who could testify to Hr. 0____ *s good eharaeter
and that Mr. P______ had been imported from Los Angeles. . In
summary, it is difficult to see how immoral and unethical . 
conduct of ministers in the United States and niaeienarloB in
the Belgian Oomg© explain or excuse Hr. 0____* s notions. the
whole matter would appear to bo juvenile rationalisation on 
the basis that If pone of those "preachers" wero allowed to 
continue their operations and retain their credentials, then 
Hr.' 0 who. considers himself to be much less immoral should 
also be Allowed to continue his "ministry." fhe term "juvenile" 
is. Inspired by recalling Rudyard Kipling's poem, "If— " which 
states in part: . .

"If.......
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies,
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Or being hated, don*t give way to hating,...h
.. .— you'll be a Man, ray ooniM

Received a new case, Clyde T . convicted of
Incest and Attempted Incest; due to be sentenced by Judge Ahoy 
on October 22, 1963, at 9:00 a.nu

October 17. 1963
In that some of the information requested by Judge

Ahoy in the case of Oliver B. 0____ (the arsonist parson) is
almost thirty years old, it was decided to send photographs 
and finger prints with the letters. The Identification Bureau 
of the Tucson Police Department was exceptionally cooperative.
I had the copies of the finger prints in less than five minutes 
and a sufficient number of photographs to get started. The 
County Attorney's file on the case was reclaimed and work 
started on following through on the judge's orders. The Court 
Reporter for Judge Ahoy's court was indeed helpful in locating 
the testimony to be verified. He said that he would get it 
written out bo that we could use it as a basis for writing the 
letters of Inquiry.

Some additional sources of current information were 
to be tapped. There is a local attorney who is reported to 
have a client that has received seme "rough treatment" from 
Mr. 0 It is hoped that he will be able to supply some
current information. A local minister who has 33 years of 
ordained service has been requested to supply some information 
of the church in which Hr. 0 claims ordination, the
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non»denominational B
A field trip trao made to contact Kr. Sidney (n) P »

child molestation. Hr. P had indicated that he v;as
reluctant to sign a release for his psychiatric evaluation by 
the Southern Arizona Mental Health Glinic and he had been told 
not to.worry about it for wo would discuss it at our next meeting.

Mr, P________ appeared to be a little more tense than
he had at our last meeting. It was quickly determined that 
the basis of his reluctance to sign one of the releases was 
due to the phrase..."to hospitals, medical organisations, public 
and private social agencies, including Insurance Companies." .
(It was news to me that Insurance companies were ever considered 
to be social agencies— however, it might refer to cases where
medical insurance claims are involved). Hr.- ?________was
assured that information concerning bio case would be safeguarded 
as confidential and distribution would bo limited to the clinic 
and the probation office. He again wanted to know why it was 
necessary for the probation office to have this material. It 
was explained that: (1) It was a fundamental part of his case 
record, (2) That it was essential for his probation officer 
to have this information to prevent duplication of effort in 
therapy and to prevent conflict of goals between the two agencies, 
(3) Also, that when it became time to recommend discharge from 
probation to the judge$ it would be necessary to make a de
termination of the progress that ho had made (noting that he 
might well still be undergoing treatment at the clinic at that 
time). It was then obviously necessary to have an initial
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evaluation with which to compare the pre-discharge evaluation.
Mr, F______ appeared to accept this and Indicated that ho
would sign the release and deliver then to the clinic on the 
day following. Since the treatment plan. In this case Is to 
be supportivei, the words "Insurance Companies" were deleted 
from the form and the words "Fima County Adult Probation Office” 
were inserted. It was suggested that he initial this change 
when he signed the form, and he was left free to sign the 
forms at his own convenience and was permitted to retain too 
responsibility for ensuring their delivery to the agency. ’

Mr. ?____________ was at a low in his "cyclothymic"
personality cycle. He talked freely and fully about his 
problems. These appeared to center In homo situation. Cultural 
conflict was again evident in his resentment of not receiving 
the deference that he felt he should from his wife. 3he was 
still making decisions and commitments that involved the whole 
family end family finances without consulting him first. He 
maintained that he doesn't object to what she does in this 
direction but rather how she does it. He mentioned that he 
"had been brought up" (in Israel) to have the "father’s" 
position respected in all matters and to have his advice sought 
before any action was taken.

He looked startled when ho was bid "welcome bo the 
club" This was followed by a brief explanation of the 
emancipation of American womanhood and that it is an almost 
universal complaint of the American husbands that their wives, 
at times, act in areas of family hornet and finance management
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that the huebanda would prefer to have prior consultation as 
the policy instead of this ez post facto treatment.

1'Ir. F considers'his relations with his wife to
be critical and is still seeking a surrogate. Ho again asked 
if I "really meant it" vriien I had told him that he should feel 
free to talk to me about "any" .problem that he may have. He 
was assured that this was not certainly the case. He then 
asked mo if I would meet with him and his wife together. He 
received the affirmative reply but was cautioned that it would 
bo necessary for me to remain "neutral" In any conflict between 
husband and wife (that he could not use me to enforce his will 
on his wife and extract her cooperation). Hr. F went
on to say that he and his wife knew that they needed help and 
that they had visited marriage counselors at three different 
agencies. Once he had quit because he didn't feel it m s  
helping him, on another occasion they were forced to quit 
(implying financial reasons) and on still another a family 
emergency had occurred. He felt that now they could and would 
use this service. It was suggested that if he could whit until 
he had been assigned a therapist at the clinic, it would be 
to his advantage to discuss this matter with the therapist 
before undertaking separate and independent treatment. He was 
told that if the therapist so recommended, he would be put In 
touch with a reliable marriage counselor. •

It was then that his basic problem came out into the 
open. He felt that h<= was unable to anticipate the nature of
his "treatment." He knew it would not be like taking pills..but!\/ >

f \
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couldn't help but be concerned about what it would involve.
He was given support in this natter and also cautioned not 
to expect anything too dramatic in tho way of treatment. That 
In all probability it would take some tine and that his progress 
would be such that it would be difficult for him to . see 
improvement with each session. In fact at tines ho might expect 
to experience some disappointment.

The session was concluded by Mr. F volunteering
that he felt much better having discussed these natters and 
that he would like to come into the office one morning next 
week. . ' ■

This field interview was observed by the Chief Deputy 
Probation Officer (ny immediate supervisor) who made effective 
contribution# to keep the Interview flowing smoothly. He 
suggested that a better mooting place night be found, one in 
which there was a little more privacy I had hoped that
Hr. F ____ i would see this for himself and make a suggestion
as to where he would like to have the meetings take place (In
fact, Mr. F______eo suggestion that he would like to com® to
the office for the next meeting was an indication that he 
was getting the message). It had been demonstrated that the 
probation officer would meet the client at any place suggested 
as being the most "comfortable" and the least embarrassing to
the client. It was encouraging that Hr. F______̂ had "suggested"
that he would "like" to cone to the office. This indicated 
that he was making some progress in seeing his situation in
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its reality. , - , ■ .... ' -
The balance of this day was spent In preparing letters

in the case of Mr. Oliver B. 0____and the 0o**t Baperter
stated that he would write three of then. This was a moot 
velcono assist and Indicated a fine degree of cooperation 
between court personnel. '''

October 18. 1963
The following of Judge Ahoy*s directive to obtain 

additional verification of the facts in the arson case of Oliver
3. 0 required considerable attention to detail. First, 
fas photograph® to accompany the letters were obtained. It 
was hoped that replies nay be hastened by the positive identi
fication that pictures.and finger: print.cards will provide.

A telephone call was nadc to the .Records Division of 
the Los Angelos Police Department to determine the availability
of any existing criminal records for Mr. 0___. , It was learned
that this law enforcement.agency could not respond to a request 
fron a judno. It was necessary to get the Pina County Sheriff’s 
Office to. originate a telegram to request .verification of
Mr. 0__s Los Angeles address and to verify his statement
that he had no local police record in that area.

Additional .sources of information on itf. 0___5a recent
financial operations wore explored. Information has been 
requested by letters to: A Phoenix bank official, a Baptist 
Minister, an insurance claims agent, a local atomey, the Sheriff 
of Bullitt County, Kentucky, and the telegram., .mentioned above,
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vrac Gent to the Sheriff of Loo Angeles Oouuty, California.
The Court Reporter assisted in this process of veri

fication through the writing of letters to: The Director of
Admissions at the University of Southern California9 tho State 
Director of Athletics of the California Department of Education, 
tho surviving.brother of a World -s Champion Boxer and other 
possible souroes of information.

The initial interview was conducted in the case of 
Oylde T convicted of Incest and Attempted Incest.
Pathetic is a one-trord description of this man's condition.

October £1_, 1963
Ex-Detective 2 Tucson Police Department,

telephoned to report that he had returned to town. He was 
briefed on tho sources of information that were being utilised 
in the presentence investigation in the Oliver £. 0 arson 
case, and he was asked to check over his investigation (of 
six months duration) and find some other sources that might 
be used.

Judge Ahoy made some tine available for the discussion 
of the Clyde I Incest case. A continuation was
granted and sentence was rescheduled for Thursday, October 24, 
1963. This session was an excellent example of a way In which 
the probation officer may reduce his workload, if the judge is 
willing to discuss a case during a prciioeatence investigation.
The information obtained was presented: to .•the judge in brief
and the balance of the investigation p/lan ' Outlined. In a matter
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of seconds,. many hours of field work and interviews 'were 
eliminated by the judge supplying focus for the remainder of 
tho investigation by Indicating the areas In which he desired 
additional information.

At this tine. Judge Ahoy suggested an additional letter 
request for information in the arson case of Oliver B.■0 
bo sent to the Valley national fault in Ifogales, Arizona, to 
find out how ho could wall: Into the bank to get a check for 
about Si,000.00 cashed and leave the bank with over *1,800.00.

A telephone check with the Southern Arizona Mental 
Health Ollnlc confirmed that Hr. F on probation for
child molestation, had brought In the releases for the transfer 
of Information on his case to the Adult Probation Office. He 
had discussed the problem at great length before signing and 
appeared to be reluctant to be ready to trust that agency to 
ask his permission In each and every Instance before Information 
concerning his case was mailed or discussed with anyone outside 
the agency.

The Southern Arizona Mental Health Clinic's diagnosis 
was received in the morning mall. Surprisingly, their 
diagnosis was schizophrenia (hallucinations, extreme withdraw!, 
progressive deterioration, regression, autism and paranoia-like 
delusions). Hie cyclothymic extravertlal personality would 
seem to Indicate manic-depressive psychos— if, Indeed, any
psychosis is present. This agency's diagnosis of Hr. i_______
did not explain his compulsive-aggressive personality disorder. 
It should be noted that the psychiatric social worker agreed
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that Mr, F v:as very tanoe as a possible result of
his anxiety about the therapy ho was to receive,

Mr. 11 t ... , an attorney, responded to a letter
request for any information that ho may have concerning Mr,
0 (arsonist), He annulled conies of depositions, contract
afreenents and notorized statemento concerning Mr. Q 8 s 
Mexican silver Importation operation and the lav: suits that 
have grown out of It* In addition, ho supplied a newspaper . 
clipping that describes a reported "nlnlsteral" tour Mr. 0 
made with a 16-year old girl musician who stated he also 
consorted with her and transported her over state borders.

A,field trip was made to interview lira. I 
the wife of the mam convicted of Incest, and observed that she 
was doing reasonably well in controlling her six children and 
keeping house for then. They all appeared to be well and happy. 
Sho is ambivalent toward her husband referring to him as a 
"poor soul" and would not say for sure what her reaction would 
bo toward him if the children were not involved. She insisted 
that th© children wore really afraid of him. ;w? stated that
the two victims were undergoing treatment at the Child Guidance 
Clinic (later found to bo a misunderstending on.her part)„
Her future plans Include remaining in the area until school is 
out and then returning to Illinois with her children. Her 
parents have told her that they will help her get situated " 
and would help her raise the children. She had found that 
Arizona would provide A.3.0. to her in Illinois for a full
year as she established eligibility for aid in that state.
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Her plans appear to be realistic ^nd she appears t® be capable 
of executing thorn.

I-lrs. 1 related that her husband vras not
"normal" and that he had not changed in any way in the fifteen 
years that she had been married to him. She was sure that he 
needed some kind of treatment even though he was a good worker 
and provided reasonably well for his family. She grimaced as 
she indicated that he was autocratic in the handling of family 
finances and stated that the children's needs came after what 
he considered necessary for his car which had been repossessed 
as soon as he went to jail.

Mr. 1 * s attorney telephoned to report that he
had convinced Hr. T that he should submit a statement
for the Judge.

October 22. 1965
Dhe Tucson Police Department files contain a report 

that Mr. T had been a suspect in a burglary case in
December, 1962. The Investigating officer was contacted and 
he stated that he would check the details and report back. (This
statement was later found to be a key, to Mr. T_______'s
repression of reality as a part of his psychological defense
mechanism). \

' ‘ ' ■ ■ ' \The Child Guidance Clinic was cozi.tact.ed by telephone
and it was learned that neither of the X ____ girls, victims
of incest, were under treatment. The 12- year old girl had been

!
i

; / v
1 ' ■
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referred for treatment in 1961 by her school and In 1962 by 
the Juvenile Court (a previous check had indicated that no 
petition had been.filed on those clrls so this referral must 
have been nadb informally). The 10=year old girl had been 
referred last month by a minister. The Clinic reported that 
one home visit had been made by a worker to explain the procedure 
and that since then neither the mother or the daughters had 
been to the clinic though several appointseats had' been made 
and not kept. Mo intake interview had been accomplished and 
no treatment had been given. ..

Mr. f____________ iras visited in Pima County Jail for
the purpose of taking his statement for the judge. Mrs. I 
was visiting and both consented to a joint interview. This 
provided a unique opportunity•for each had - been previously 
interviewed separately, fhe conflicting points from these 
interviews were dioouesed and little direction was given to 
either poreon. When Mr. I ' rambled on and on about

, t _  r  -   r j,..T[--n-niiii.-7injmi  ̂ C

how much he loved hie family and all of the fine things that 
he had done for them, Mrs. T looked like she was about
to fall asleep. At other points in his recitation, she appeared 
to choke_and her.eyes watered a little. . . .

A summary of the results of this intorviev may be 
stated briefly as follows: " : ? \ . .

1• Mr. T lied about hin discovering
and reporting the burglar// that ho was on 
•the record as being a suspect as a result 
of the InvestigatioBu lh|e police officer

>
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reported that he had discovered it. He 
had never talked to Mr. T and that
the owner of the business Implicated 
Hr. T as being a person who knew _
the location of the key that was used to
©pen the vending machine. Apparently the 
case had been filed” for lack of positive 
Identification.

2. Mr. T 's rationalization of how
the detectives had lied fell apart!
a. His wife could not remember who had

given her his paychecks after he had 
signed them and her statements sup
ported those cf the detectives.

b. Mr. I insisted that the detective
taking his statement had asked a question 
about the practice of "coitus interruptus" 
as performed with his wife over the

. past two year period and then substituted
his daughter's name for his wife's name 
in the statement. A short list of several 
names that included his daughters' names 
and his wife's name with others was 
prepared and shown to Hr.I 
The only name that he said that he could 
recognize was that of his wife. This 
demonstrated that he could have detected 
a substitution of that name.

3. His statement to the judge was read to him 
and he indicated that these were his words 
written for him by the man signing the paper.

4. Mr. T *s egocentrinity was demonstrated
by his complete absorption in his problems 
with complete disregard for the emotional and 
mental welfare of his wife.and children.

5* While Mrs. T demonstrated some remorse
and at times appeared to be deeply moved bf 
Mr. I 's pleadings, when she was asked if
anything discussed affected or made her want 
to change anything that she had said on the 
day preceding, she replied In the negative.

, ■Mr. T 's employers were contacted and, in
addition, statements were obtained from his friends. All agreed 
that he was excellent worker with a cutting torch. One employer
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stated iiiat Mr* T had "fired himself" after destroying
a truck engine on a trip to Tucson from Sisbec by allotring 
the engine to over-speed while going down hill in a lov gear 
with a heavy load. (He was very clever to be able to get a 
truck operators license without being able to read and .write). 
There was concensus that Mr. ? was overly emotional
and had a temper that was difficult for him to control.

The material was assembled and the presentcnce report 
was prepared (See Appendix D,'Clyde T.').

Mr. D on probation for Grand Theft, reported
in person and wanted to talk about his progress. He was 
pleased to note that he expected to go on "full pay" next week 
and was sure that he could start restitution by the first of 
November. One danger signal was noted when he stated that he 
would get headaches after operating the business machines for 
considerable lengths of time. He appears to be much more secure 
in his situation. Ee reports that he is "working-out" at the 
Y.a.O.A. on hie diving and fixing his new residence to make 
it more comfortable. He claims that he is limiting his contact 
with hie minor "girlfriend" to the telephone. Her mother has, 
by her own statennt, hired a lawyer and a private detective 
for the express purpose of getting Mr. 1) back into jail
for attempting to call on her daughter. According to Mr. D____,
the girl is no longer supplying him with money.

A new look of quiet determination, came across his face 
Mr. D______ explained the weakness of his close friend who
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had given up 'Sfying to nalcc the diving'team and "gone'home 
to''mother" in California.

Ihio session vas'almost entirely supportive of his 
•work and recreation "efforts. The only" dir action supplied

•  ̂̂ jf  ̂  ̂ *" 1 if' ̂ X « • v ■ j
was to caution him hob to undertake any university night courses
until he had stabilised Himself in his job and im.8 well on his 
way to asking restitution. (I had verified his reported 
admission and acceptance by the‘university of Arizona covertly 
and was relieved to find ho had been completely truthful) He 
mentioned that he planned to sell his oar as he now lived 
within walking distance to 111d work and the X.K.C.A. "as well 
as the University. This was especially encouraging. He was 
voluntarily taking a step that I had considered putting on 
him in the beginning because of the amount of the victim's 
money he had invested in the repair of‘this car. However, I 
had decided to hold back and save this action for a time when 
he might not be anxious to make a restitution payment.

October 22,
The presontence report in the case of Clyde X :.....

was submitted to Judge Ahoy. It was difficult to document 
the findings of the investigation. An across,the board comparison 
of all his statements and testimony, measuring for-coasrueney, 
established the fact that ho was guilty as convicted by the 
jury. :2*ir» T was repressing, either voluntarily or in
voluntarily, to protect his ego from the assault of reality.
He recalled Only the parts of hie past behavior that supports
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his self-concept. This subtle egocentrioity could only be 
observed by comparing the collected facts with his slightly 
distorted version of eueh Incident. It must be remembered 
that his inablity to red had forced him to develop hia 
memory and recall to a high degree, this had enabled him to 
conceal his inability to read from his employers, hone were 
aware of this limitation. In the analysis it was necessary 
to remember that what would be considered normal forgetting 
by a person who could refresh hia memory by reading notes, 
was repression or voluntary or involuntary mental blocking 
of the recall of ego destroying facts; e.g. his version of 
the burglary...that indicated he really believed that he had 
not only reported the one In question but several others. If 
this were true, there would he Field Investigation Cards on 
file with the Tucson Police Department.

His statements concerning his relations with his family 
and his children as well as his associations with his employers 
followed the same patterns. He did not remember burning up 
an engine in a truck that cost one employer over 1/300 and an 
error In providing service to a customer at his recent place 
of employment that cost his employer over #600. As his wife 
had said, "He was always right and everyone else was wrong."

Approximately twenty hours had been spent in checking
out Hr. T_________ 1s story and his local environmental reactions
that support the following conclusions:

1. He is psychoneurotic and exhibits a 
passive-aggressive personality type
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2. HI5 naladjuotinonvs are characterised by anxiety Inspired ectlnc-out episodes of 
a cchisold nature.

3. His aggressive acting-out is relatively
consistent ins .
a* ills sexual adjustment with his wife*
b. His perverted sexual behavior with 

his daughters.
o. His real or imagined "Panama Kid” 

boxing experiences.
d. His emotional temper tantrums with 

his previous employers.
e. Hio occupational preference for 
■ "cutting-up” old cars with an.

oxy-acotylono torch.
f. And* even in his socially acceptable 

compulsion to aggressively work
■ unoeaalngly without outside Interests 
or diversions.

ahen his mental ability and his lack of emotional 
stability are taken into account, his adjustment to life and 
society has been quite remarkable (with the exception of the 
incest), ills asset in the economic sense to his family is 
more than offset by his aggressive personality and sexual im
maturity. He feels that as long as his wife takes care of his 
needs, he will bo no threat to his children and cannot recognize 
that more than sox is involved in his attacks on his daughters.

Additional information was assembled in the Oliver B.
0 arson case. Mr. and Mrs. A.il. 3 were interviewed
and the results' nay be summarised as follows:

t. Mrs. S met the “minister” in 1948 in
Indiana. There were many stories about hie
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financial dealings and his sex life.
' Since .-there vas no first hand ■ knowledge - 
of those stories, sho had accepted him 

’ •. at face value.
2. :fhe o • • a discovered that iCr. 0 , , .■a

had a "churchM in Tucson and they attended 
• * to be inspired by his fire and enthusiasm.•
3* Her son (18) had anovered bis call for funds 

for rent and food by taking 030 from his 
savings account and giving it to the "minister. 
When the boy drove Mr. 0 to logaleo,

- to, ;pick up-one of his cars, he vas
amazed at the lm:ury of hr. 0___'o trailer

■ (safely out of the U.S.)v . :
4. hr. 3 had assisted Hr. 0 in filing a

fraudulent Insurance claim resulting from the 
reported theft of his Corvette. They became 
concerned when Mr. 0____ left the hard-top
to his car on their porch after it had been 
reported as stolen and Hr. 3 delivered
it to the "church" where Hr. 0 said he 
could keep it out of sight. /

5. , Hr. .0____ had threatened Hr. 3 for giving
adverse testimony at the trial and so Hr. 3___
armed himself while Hr. 0 was free in
Tucson on bail.

o. Mr. 0___  had called Mrs. S and pleaded
: with her and asked her to have her husband 
lie under oath to keep him out of Jail.

7. Mr. 3 stated that even though he might
have to make good on a 01,414.00 chock (the 
payment by the Insurance company for the 
fraudulent claim) that he had endorsed;to 
Mr. 0 , , he would still make any state
ment of tlio truth required by the Judge; .

S. 'Both Hr. and Mrs. 3 said they would
make depositions to all of the above If so 

: required by .the Judge.

October 24, 1963
Listened to a tape of a statement by Hr. C

one of Mr. 0 1 a victims of fraud, who is being sued for
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#100,000.00 by Mr. 0 This tape ties together many of
the accusations made against Mr, 0_____ and gives details on
names, dates and places.

Obtained documentary evidence of the Corvette, insurance
„ ' " ■ ' '

fraud and of the over assignment of credits against an insurance 
policty that ocvers his personal property that he claims was 
stolen in a second burglary. ,

Tomorrow, all of the supplementary investigation 
results will be presented to the judge. Nothing has been 
discovered that would materially affeot the initial presentence 
report.

October 25,
Judge Ahoy sentenced Clyde T_________(Incest) to

serve from nine (9) to fifteen (15) years in Arizona State 
Prison.

Copies were made of the balance of about fifty documents 
acquired incident to the supplementary investigation in the 
case of Oliver B. 0 . arsonist. An interested witness in
this case telephoned to report a conversation that she had with 
Mr. 0 's 20-year old son to the effect that the son was
tired of his father’s lying. This conversation was Involved 
with the boy's return to Tucson to reclaim the Corvette that 
his father had removed from another state to prevent repossession. 
It was this Corvette that the boy's father had arranged to have 
"stolen" to provide a basis for a fraudulent insurance claim.
This fraudulent claim has been documented in detail and submitted



to Judge Ahoy. The completed supplement to the presentence
report was delivered to the Court Bailiff, in the absence of■ , .

•‘. Ac Judge. ' ■ - .. ■
Sidney (n) P called to request a husband and

wife interview the following week.
The evening was spent in attending a seating of a 

professional society— a public administration honorary group 
The principal speaker was the City Manager of Tucson. Some 
of his remarks may be considered of lasting interest. These 
include: •

1. The field of professional city management 
is relatively new, less than 50 ye: rs old.

2. fueaon city government is a ”business” 
doing about S-26-nilllon worth of business 
annually for about one*quarter of a million
”customers."

3. He i s ,"hired” by the entire city council 
and can be "fired" only by a vote of five 
of the seven members. He is subordinate 
to the council and helps the council and 
the mayor to make important decisions in
volving the operation of and planning for city government.

4. Quite often the time that the city manager 
(and the council) spend on the solution of 
city problems is inverse proportion to the 
importance of the problem. 5

5. A primary function of the city manager 
involves a dealing with people. These 
people include not only the mayor and the 
council, but also the various heads of 
departments of the city government and the 
individual members of the Industrial and 
residential community who represent groups 
or themselves in the presentation of both 
public and private problems.
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6, That while the city manager is expected to 
remain politically neutral an a professional 
nanagor, It in quite impossible to completely 
separate m lio.y from politico.

7. Most of tho city managers today ere professionals 
idio have received speclalinod training before 
starting out as interne or heads of departments 
in city government and then working up through 
city manager of a small town or city to larger 
and more complex cities. He noted that tho 
profession did not. and with this process as
city managers wore now serving with A.1.3.
(Agency for International Development) and that
recently the former city manager of colon, .....
Oregon, had become the director of a foundation 
for the solution of regional problem# In the 
labor-industry field In the Detroit Area.

3. He noted that tho solution of many city problems 
involved the patient application of the processes 
of education to tho public until a practical 
problem solution is acceptable in a political 
sense and gave for an example urban renewal.
In this area, he indicated that tho use of 
citizen's committees had proved useful.

9. In answering questions he indicated that one 
city manager had actively entered politico 
to secure the removal of an Incumbent mayor.
Avert though he was successful, ho lost his 
position so city manager, was censured by the 
national association of city managers and When 
he lost hie position, he was removed from 
membership In that organization.

October 27, 1963
Mr. Sidney (a) F probationer for child molestation,

called and asked that 1 talk to his wife. Doth were apologetic 
for a gunday Intrusion and were assured that it was the 
department's policy to be available to help when the help was 
needed and that it was well understood that personal problems 
could not be restricted to office hours any more than personal 
emergencies could.
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The reason for this contact vas found to bo sorac 
throating action by a neighbor ( a parent of a child victim) 
who had learned that the P *8 family• patio *.;as being used
for a tosa-ngo party by a teen-ago relative. The neighbor *:ra 
using tills Incident to provide the basin for threatto of revealing 
details of Mr, P. * a offense and status to others including
the F______ children. ■ ... ,

‘The session was supportive. Both Kr, cm cl Mrs. F 
showed conoidorable insight in their understanding of the 
neighbor'# concern and restated the fact that they planned 
to move from the community ac soon as the sale of their present 
hone could be arranged and a suitable new home found.

Xho P 'o were reminded of previous discussions
in which they agreed that it could not be ereacted that all 
members of the community could be expected to understand and 
support the treatment, process, The story of this current 
problem was heard in detail and both sere given verbal support. 

It ram suggested that in future complaints from this 
neighbor or others that a friendly and polite reserve be 
maintained and the explanation offered that the F * s
had been enjoined by an officer of the court not to disouse 
those matters. If the inquisitors desired further Information, 
they should call the offloor (who would be prepared to handle 
this phase of public relations in an objective and nou-emoticral 
manner).
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October g3, 1^63  ̂ - "rr',rr*r|“,L~i MM , ' ■ . 5, ■ ' ■ - '
A courtroom drama unfolded no Jud^e Ahoy procoodcd

In the caao of Oliver 0__ w$ the arsonist parson, Sentencing
»ns scheduled for this data; however, the defense had uadc a 
notion for a ncr trial, Tiio defense attorney claimed that 
at 6too a,m. this very morning ho had been informed of the 
location of a koy' figure In the trial. ' Ibis ,:oy flours s 
reported to have boon vorhlny in Los Angelos the entire day 
on July 31* 1963* the date of the fire. During the trial it 
had been stated that this tr.nn bad plot tod i?l th the man who bad 
been directed by the defendant to burn the church. In fact,he. . - ' ' -- ' . /i ..
this very man *ran supposed to have boon the man mho had lighted

- '

the fire,
«ith all the skill of a :aothod actor the defence

- attorney explainod hot: unnlnnnad events had combined to create 
this eleventh hour emergency and exposed this ’’diabolical 
scheme” to convict hie client of a crime that he did not commit. 

The Kongor facts emerged in n facado of diatribe and
may be summarised oo follows:

1 . hr. li, C___  van found to have boon imrxlna
for the o Suildero in Log Angvloo
at the very tine that it -jus testified that 
ho was in Tucson plotting to burn the church, 
(A later check with the telephone operator 
handling information In the Lon Angeloo area 
reveal od that a building flm by that or a 
similar name did not have a Los Angelos 
telephone or address listed with the telephone company).
Iho border crossing records are reported to2.
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indlcato that another key finuro in the 
trial eorsoed the border In the nomine 
instead of in tho evening as previously 
indicated.

3. The defendant had located the people In Loo 
Acsolec x.1io had modified and Installed a 
hard-top on his Corvette.

4. 4 colored 
approached the 
defense co of
bribe the"
t'ould not 
presented stomachs).

boxer testified that he had been with a bribe to testify agolnot 
from this tostlnony, the 

uasel tried the "big lie" technique 
if there was an attempt to 
it was a fact that^Shc jury 
because three of the jurors 

look at the defense counsel as he 
the case (perhaps they be.d weak

5. The Judge questioned this colored witness 
to establish that he who a legal ward of 
the defendant and that the defendant had » 
contract irlth him that was still In force 
giving bln 53 t/3:', of the boxer’s earnings. 
It should be noted that the defendant bad, 
under oath during the trial, stated that he 
did not manage the boxer.

The prosecution established the legal grounds for a
aaw trial lncled*4«

1. The actr evidence must be of the typo that 
could bo considered of such Importance
that it night change the verdict of the jury. 2 * * * *

2. That thin new evidence nuat have been In 
existence at tho tine of the trial and not
•producible by duo diligence on tho part of 
the defense at the tine of the trial,

The prosecuting attorney pointed out that none of
the information provided foil under this rule.

Judge Ahoy followed through with cone questions for
the defense that exploredl

t. • hso hr. 0____ the colored boxer*0 manager
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or not, ns he hnd rrwionrtly testified u=leI. 0,tU7 . ■
2. lihat tforo the terns of the t!ofcnda.nt6o

contract M t h  this fl^htor? -
3. fid the defendant attend the University 

cf Soutdiern California for r. full year as 
ho, had- previously testified under oath?
(After Getting an affirmation, the Jitdgo 
read s. portion of a letter from the hesistrar 
of the university statins that the defendant 
had enrolled in the fall of 1936 but had 
left the university in : avenhor of that; year.
9he letter also stated that there :r;.n no 
record of the defendant's "full athletic 
scholarship" at that tine).

4. uao the defendant an all-state athlete in 
the state of California ac he had testified

. under oath? i<os the defendant said that it 
i%G In Ohio and Hortih*Indiana (a non otate, no doubt). ,

5. 3hat about other fires of record to vhich 
the defendant had not admitted in his letter 
to the judge? Cell, yos them tn?.c one in 
California, Washington, etc., but the defendant 
\ras only talking about major fires {there have 
been so many that though ho can recite the 
entire hi hi a verba tun, "The halkins Bible,!’
ho cannot recall then all.

G. oince the defendant had testified under oath 
that ho uao ordained in tho fon-dononlnaticnnl 
Baptist Church (A leading Baptist Sinister 
reports that this is a conflictinr* tern that 
means no tiling. ..for Baotist is a denomination)? 
fha defendant reported tho following:
a. Ho was noct recently ordained by the:

Charles Holder, Hinistorial Association, 
Inc. of Los Angelos,California, in 195a.

o. Previously he had been ordained by tho:
Coopcl Center Churches, Inc. of Ban 
franc!cco, California. - 7

7. What about tho two checks for tho sore insurance 
claim that tho defendant had cached? it was 
laboriously established that there wore three



burclery <lai:aG— one for about <;1,403 that 
had bean paid for dazairo to the Corvette (eotabllahed In court as a frauclulont claim), 
ono for 11*003.91 for the first burglary of 
hie church in July, 1962, (this v.t.s the one 
that tuo chcchc had been cashed in settlement, 
duplicate checks, vrith the first clearly in
dicating that payment had been atopped on the 
second) and a claim for over .•6,000 xdiich had 
not been paid. In addition there ’.ms the 
larger claim for the fire damage to the church.
2ho judge tried to get the defendant to indicate 
if he really thought that the second check ;rao really for the settlement of the ■6,000 claim 
or the larger fire'claim, The defendant and 
the defence tried to make the duplicate checks 

■. sound like checks for different amounts— one 
for about Cl,000 and ono for about 01,000.
The nnaBing thing about this 61,600 figure is 
that it 1«= the amount that the defendant left 
the bank Kith after cashing the Cl $.000 check.
The teller had boon so confused that ho had 
added deposits made by the defendant to the 
amount duo the defendant. An Investigation 
of the bank into the circumstances surrounding 
tills caching of a "stopped payment” check oddly 
resulted In a statement by the bank that since 
the defendant did not have hie glasses Kith 
him, ho kuo a victim of circumstances and an 
"honest" mistake. The bank almost apologised 
to the defendant and accented his noto for 
the 61,800.

Judge ilhoy announced for the record that he u~r taking 
the motion for a nov trial under advisement. That ho mould 
amait the depositions' that, 'the defense had indicated mould be 
filed (the prosecution indicated that action would bo taken to 
locate and prosecute this mi,, mg ri tnesc for. felony arc on— so 
the defense vao looking for him for a deposition, and the 
prosecution is looking for him for an indictment).

The Judge stated that the court would continue to look 
into the matter to determine vhc mxs tolling the truth About:

I • The contract, with the fighter.
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2» tho ”2tar athlete" statue or the uefendant,
3. the "ordination” of the defendant.
4. if>ot onactlv the rtorr it about the Corvette 

hard"ton.
lit them continued the cane for a two-week period*

OsMbSZ 22* .125.3
The probation officer invent,'}.~atea. Till0 day's 

operation a vrould confcrn to the uenal pattern of a op octal 
Investigator,, free ceding cn the basic of the Information 
contain ad in a motion (us amended) for r. non trial in the ease
of Oliver S. 0____  nr; directed by .TuCfo Alioy3 a letter vac
tori t ten to determine if the reported erployer cf a per can, 
said to have actually ,conspired is the setting of the fire, 
could have been employed during trie 1-hour •:er".:lng day in 
July, 1962, in cr near the City of ion .ingoluc. If the 
employer'n records confirm hie full employment on that day s 
It irill cant none doubt cn the tostineny that places hln in 
hue son. at that tine. Co obtain the address, it a;as noooouary 
to telephone the State af California Contractor Llccnnlrp' 
fureau*2 Los Angeles office,

The ao.xt 1 tar. rarj to verify hr. 0 *c ordination.
A telephone call t-c the Lon Angeles Information Operator revealed 
that there uao no telephone listed for the ainlaterical association 
as claimed, or the individual vho rr.e purported to have 
accomplished ordlnatlon,

The corn a procedure vac followed for the fan fraud sco 
ordination clr.ltu th.ilc it *;ao not possible to locate the
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Association that uao indicated as the agency of ordination, 
contact vao node tilth a alnlstcr x;ho vao acquainted vrlth 
Hr. 0 . Tolophono conversation tilth the nlnibter and his
tilfo supported the fact that, in their opinion, hr. 0 nan 
ordained. It la noted that the agency is supposed to bo an 
’'association of ministers" vho, like traveling or each or s, use 
churches that are established to accomplish their ordination 
process, they leave no forwarding address. The minister and
his el fa were both supportive of hr. 0__ ?o good qualities
(tho first of such statements encountered in the investigation).

Statements had boon made concerning the possible in
corporation of hr. 0____*o 'fuoeon church.. .and an Inquiry
addressed to the Arizona 12tato Corporation Coaaieslon produced 
negative results.

Received a m-v ease tilth two clients that cro due to 
bn sentenced on h'ontiay, Kovember 4, 19u3. they ere t’illic 
3 and L. T.- i>r They have boon convicted of
seventeen counts of lorecry and' Massing forged Instruments.
It is interesting to note that tho penalty prescribed by lav 
for the so cr.lr.es is a total of not loos than seventeen (1?) 
years nor more than 23-8 years of confinement for each.

In the Into afternoon, a visit was made tottho chambers 
of Judge Ahoy to receive additional instructions on the Oliver 
h. 0___ ease. Ihe.ee instructions include:

1. -Cheek on the depositions made concerning the
purchase of the Corvette hard-top'in ihocniv 
(from b person -ho had now moved' to Leo Angelos) 
and the Installation and painting of this top
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by a Los ingeles auto repair firm.
2« Obtain newspaper clippings from Hr, 0

that he has promised to provide to suck 
stantlate his claims to being an "All-state"
Champion in Ohio and Indiana, (previously 
he had stated that It was In California that 
he had received so much oclaim).

3# Check on the authenticity of Mr. Q *a claim to purchasing chrome-wheels iorhle 
Corvette,

October 19,03
The initial interview in the Forgery and Passing of

or sd Documents case of Willie C, 3 and L, r, >_____ .
These two colored gentlemen have been convicted by a guilty
plea of t, rse counts ( Mr, 3_____ for two, and #r. _____ ' or
o a) on £ count information,

Five letters were prepared as requested by Judge Ahoy 
for .further Investigation of the Oliver B, C arsoi case to 
nelp deter Ine the validity of the motion for a new trial.

This intern was Interviewed by a Federal Probation 
Officer o the possibility of employment by the Federal Probation 
apartment in the Phoenix area. It Is possible that employ; ant 
/ be precluded by the Dual Employment Act of July 31, 1894 

(5 U, 9.0. 62); however, an application was submitted and a ruling 
was requested from the Der rtaent of the ifavy.

OctPbeT
Police Department re^oris were obtained on Mr. B 

and Mr. & . forgers. Al exceptionally interesting fact
was learned. A Fr. William C. . the father of one client,



had lost an urn and . a Ice before Loins' shot' five tines with a 
. 22 caliber i’ho police records did not indicate whether
the party died or not (he did).

Field contacts if are made alth attorneys, parents, 
families, previous'employers,, etc., ns the case of those two 
non began to unfold. It.looked fine for hr. 3 . Ho has a
pleasant personality and appears to be cooperative, he is 
intelligent end has a reasonably stable home life, lloirovor, a 
telephone check with Fort Grant to ©heck hio statements about 
his good record there, revealed another facet of the case. Hr.
2__ _ had, et the ago of Ip, passed three bogus checks. It i:as
indicated that he had not been charged with these, but that he 
had been "helped” by an older person to get the blank checks and 
to fill then out. It-will be necessary to interview thin cliout 
again and try to determine why he had not mentioned this factor 
■while he was discussing his past activities.- " yf; '
November J[, 1963 • ’ ' . . a .

the third interview was conducted in the forgery case
of Hr. .11111 g 0. a____and Hr. "L""!" r. The previous
bogus check "experience" had "slipped the mind” of tir. B____.
file details of treatment piano were discussed for both clients 
even though it had boon determined, at this time, to recommend 
probation for only or:a* Mr. I! could not recidivate on this
charge as he could not road or write. He had a record of being 
able to nakc satisfactory adjustments, if he trao able to keep 
away from people who would exploit his inability to read or write. 
Hr. B had indicated that he would "try" to sake good on
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probation and It 7:0uld appear that he had nany positive qualities 
for consideration, However, since he fools that lie is oaerter 
than the general run of the «alll person* Mr. 13 shown no real 
Inclination to "work" and ouopert his faaily if he can find sonc 
other -ray to get the money that he needs, he learned to force 
early (ago 13) and ho 1earned to do it well. It wah therefore 
decided to ylve a recommendation that he be sentenced to Arizona 
Ot&te Prison, 1 ■' • " ’ ' ■ ,-  ̂ V . . . .

The prooontoncc reports for these tiro non were completed 
and turned In (Joe Appendi:: I» 1-.’illlo 0. 2.*), and Appendix J,
•L, 2. M.* ). ' ' /1'' ''

Mr. Sidney f;_______ _ telephoned to report that all vaa
well and that ho and his wife mould be requesting a joint meeting 
on Tuesday of next wool:.

Hovom.bor 4, 1963
Judge Aonald Ronson pronounced sentence in.the case of

Ulllie 0. __  and "L” HE" K_______, codofcndants in a forgery
and passing forged instruments case. Mr. h____ received a one (1)
to five (5) year sentence in Arizona State Prison. Mr. M 
received four years on probation. The judge followed the probation
officer's'recommendation' in the sentencing of Hr. l-h_____. However,
Hr. B_____*s sentence was considerably less than that recommended
by"the probation officer— not less than four (4) nor more than 
ten (10) years, to run concurrently on each of two counts. The 
reason for this rather stiff rcccnnendatlon nay be seen in c brief 
explanation of the Parolo Policy of the Arisona State Prison;



1. "Life” sentences usually run from 22 to
24 years. • ■ .' c-r : •' ..

• , "Good tineV deductions are indicated as follows?

va- •
^ two years equals 20 month®).

'' -i: EsB:$i:E:sFEe:e,--
throe years). _  •. .. .■ - ■ :

three years and seven months, eto.).
3. If the inmate works, a two-for-one rate Is

, charged off for each day worked. The result of 
working could produce the following:
a. one year equals five months, two years 

: ■ * ‘ equals ten months.
. . .  b. three years equals one year and two months, 

four years equalq 18 months.
c. five years equals one year, nitte ®bttWs 

.... atld 15 days* : ...... - , , ■ ,,,•
Prom the above, it is apparent that Mr. B------ received>a ,
sentence that was much less severe than one that could have 
been adjudged for certain misdemeanor#— one year, served day 
for day, in the County. Jail.

Mr. B *s attorney called to learn why his client
had not received probation and what his client could expect 
in the way of parole consideration, following Paul rf. Move's 
Buggestion, an answer was provided;that would indicate Mr. 
could expect to spend, from seven to ten mpnths in prison if he 
behaved himself and worked. He would also need definite employment



asauranoe before being paroled.
An attempt was made to indicate some probation criteria 

that could explain \:'aj one codefendant received probation (the 
apparently leant likely candidate) and the other did not. this 
explanation includedi

1. Paul ¥. tappan'o discusaion on "Impriaonaent 
in unnecessary for those,*2

2. Sotes from Doctor Chester L. Chiles' lecture of 
August 20, 1965, (unpublished)These notes 
include the American Law Institute probation 
criteria.

It was explained that the probation officer's first consideration 
was the protection of society and that hie second consideration 
was the proper treatment plan for the Individual concerned. It 
was noted that the goals of the attorney and the probation officer 
were similar in this respect. It was then stated that while the 
general public tended to look at probation as something deserved, 
a reward, personnel trained in criminology and penology were 
generally treatment oriented and therefore looked at probation 
as part of a treatment plan. Hia client had fallen short on 
two criteria common to most approaches:

1. Hot leveling (telling the truth) with his 
probation officer.

2. By being likely to recidivate— having started 
his forgery practices at age 13 years.

The "Press'1 also asked for an explanation of why the 
older of the two defendants received probation and the younger 
(by two years) did not. This query was handled with a suggestion 
that the public concern was with the chronological age and the



defendant probation -.me functionally illiterate and
Incapable of forgery alone vhllo the other nan -ran in the 'average 
to above average intelligence range. -

A pcmt-releaso interview imo conducted with ilr«. "L"
*’Hn ll' He v.-ac provided with 'bun fare htono after having
had his Chauffeur*c License reclaimed iron the County Attorney 
who waa holding It in evidence. The latter required obtaining 
a photostat to be substituted in evidence'. . The focus of this 
Interview was supportive ao the Probation order had not been 
received. Ho was encouraged to locate enployhsnt inncdiatcly
and assured that all personal and material resources would be

. ' . .

employed to help him to '-make good", on probation.
Ao m  natter of interest, a "check-up" was nadc to 

determine if It were possible to obtain a Chauffeur's lieenne 
In the State of Arizona trailo unable to read and write (having 
had two recent eases involving this clrcimotnncc.). It tms 
learned that oral examinations were held dally from 8:00 to 
9:30 a.a. to permit persons unable to-read or write to obtain 
these licenses.

liovembor J3g% 1953
• : DupllcatcB of corrocpondnce were prepared for delivery 

to Judge ilhoy and to the County attorney in the ease of Oliver
a. 0__The total proocatonoo correspondence crignlatcd by
tills office is now about 15 letters. The replies received to 
date have not been particularly helpful—  being about as vague 
no Hr. 0 8 statements.
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fh# flourt Record vac checked to dotornino the details 
of the teotlr?:ony concerning Mr, 0 *s purchase of ohroee-
Miicolo for - his Corvette autonobile•• It le. clear, that ;<175 
ivati claimed for the loss of the wheels and that this money 
was received from the insurance cospanj’', fud&c -rhoy explained 
that while this claim had boon paid for the "loss" of five 
orhome wheels and. Ur, 0 had purchases only four in
replacement— netting &100 (the replacement wheels wore billed 
at 1x5)— It did not constitute a fraud unless it could be 
definitely ascertained that the stolen wheelo. are net made of 
chrome material or that they were not in fact stolen.

"1" "I" !i reported for hie probation intake
Interview. The Probation. Order was read to him and explained 
in detail. Hie signature was obtained on the office copy to 
attest delivery and also his affirmation of his understanding 
of the ordor and his intention of complying with it was 
certified. This was done In this case because the client is 
Illiterate. ,

Mr, H appeared to be a little upset when he
found out that though a final determination on the amount of 
reafcltutloB had not been made, he could be held responsible 
for the total amount of all the checks in the case (321?).
He supposed that since he had pled guilty to one f10 check 
count that his restitution would be limited to that 8mount,. 
Mr. H was assured that the rate of restitution would be
set at.e. level that would permit him to maintain himself and 
that he would be permitted to keen his automobile, if he
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maintained hi3 repayment schedule, lie could not quite under
stand why anything that he owned or that his being able to get 
married and •‘'enjoy'1 life was to sene extent contingent upon his 
Baking restitution to the victims of his criminal activity, tie 
was- not aware that civil action could be taken by the victims 
as a result of his conviction to obtain compensation for their 
iOSS . ; » t

lie did not appear to have anyone particularly in mind 
to "marryM and it was suggested that such a decision could best 
be considered after he had completed restitution and had made 
some progress on his educational program that is aimed at getting 
to pass a 5th grade reading and writing examination. Mr. M 
states that ho would commence work on the following day.

Letters wore- written In the case of Oliver 3. 0 
JChesc letters were to obtain a certified copy of the court 
order appointing him as guardian for his boxer,. and to request 
that his attorney supply the means of contacting persons making 
afffidavits regarding the purchase of a hard-top for Mr. 0 *s
Corvette. It would appear that it would have been an easy
matter for Kr. 0___ to destroy the wheels and hard-top and
purchase new ones after the insurance investigation had been 
started.

L now case was received. A beginning was made on the 
presentenoo investigation and report in the case of lewis A.
K who is reported to have been convicted, by plea, of
Conspiracy to Trespass in lieu of Grand Theft (a misdemeanor 
for a felony). The material received from the County Attorney's
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Office relates to & burglary of a large local store and not to 
the circunstancor, of thin caco in vhlcn. the client in alleged 
to have stolen oone acetylene cutting equipment and used it to 
"cut his brother cut" of Mother Higgin1 o Horae,' The Plan 'County 
Juvenile Detention Hone. The client is out on ■1,500.00 bond 
and will appear at the Adult Probation Office tomorrow.
Perhaps then a determination can bo made of the facts upon which 
to base the presentcnc# Investigation. '

liovor-ibor 6. 1963

Mr. "L" MfM K reported in person to state that he
had been employed by a local automobile repair agency at a wage 
rate of .J50 pQT weak. This report iras later confirmed by a 
contact id.th the employer.

A most interesting interview session occurred when 
Mr. Lewis A. H and an older brother arrived for !.r. M * s
presentence interview. The facts of the pica of guilty to 
Conspiracy to Trespass were established and a copy of the 
information will be obtained from the County Attorney.

The interview proceeded normally and naturally being 
essentially directive but encouraging the client to discuss 
anything that ho felt of Interest concerning the case, his 
family, his hone life, his recreation, etc. The brother, who 
had been permitted to remain with the client was helpful In 
encouraging responses beyond the simple yos and no answers 
which the client preferred.

A response pattern of mere or less complete ego-



oentricity emerged In connection with hia educational 
experiences end his "drop-out**— actually he has been expelled 
during each of the last throe semesters.

file client wax defensive, reluctant and presented a 
flat emotional response until another probation officer entered 
the room to present some information relating to the client.
This information had been obtained during a burglary prosentence 
investigation conducted by the probation, officer and linked the
client with this criminal act. It was also alleged that Hr. M__
had threatened the defendant in this other case with death if 
he implicated Hr. H

This action provided a spark that ignited a series of 
dynamic responses, first, the client’s brother objected 
violently and threateningly to this information and toward the 
other probation officer. The brother also attempted to dominate 
the scene. The other probation officer informed the brother 
that his remarks had been addressed to the Interviewing officer 
and not to the client or his brother. (It should be noted that 
the brother had been welcomed to the interview with the hope of 
providing some dynamics through the duality of observation of 
simultaneous reactions).

The brother began to object more violently (like a 
volatile pseudo-Clarence S. Barrow) and arose threateningly 
from his chair— casework principles were temporarily abandoned. 
The brother was directed, by the interviewer, to take his seat 
and remain silent until again Invited to speak. Uc was in
formed that his actions could be damaging to the client and
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further outbreaks of this nature could lead to his being booked 
for obstructing justice. This gambit vas an attempt to divert 
the brother’s attention from the other probation officer end 
direct it back to the Interviewer. This authoritarian action 
restored calm to the scene.

ih# following observations of the client were r.auo 
during the tiro or three minute period of .verbal exchange just 
described!

1. A demonstration of complete self-control 
and unemotionality, (he was accustomed to 
having his brother fight his battles for hlnj.

2. His otherwise glased eyes brightened during 
the excitement and he smiled.

Rapport had been established and the client volunteered 
that his actions had not been threatening to anyone. (He was 
protesting innocence unneoossarlty as it would be natural for 
one person to threaten another if the other person, was in 
possession of knowledge of the threatening party’s guilt in n 
criminal act). With the three-way rapport developed, the inter
view was concluded in about ten minutes after a somewhat 
unproductive hour had proceeded the stress producing dynamics.

The client appeared to have been Mtakan-inw by the 
assumption that no juvenile records were kept (all records are 
retained intact by the 1'ucson Police Department). Hs had 
minimized his fifteen or more juvenile offenses as three or 
four curfew offenses and three or four traffic tickets, lie 
readily admitted to one count of "Joyriding" for which he had 
b e c e n t  to Port Grant.

The client’s juvenile record actually indicated the



followingi 
I

' &':.
. Charges of mailclous ninchief.

2. Iwo "Joyriding" offenses.
3. Loitering.
4. fvo parole violation®: One for shoplifting,

and one for curfew.
. ' ; / . H * '  - /  " r -  ' '

5. Light assorted traffic offenses that Include:
I.ro accidents, epceding violations, driving 
without a license and operating an unsafe 
volilcle. Sach of these offenses had indicated 
threatening behavior toward the arresting 
officer.

He assaulted a South fuoeon foilco Officer and was 
charged with Disturbing the Peace. This was the first offense 
of record after the client*3 18th birthday.

This interview was by far the nost interesting pro- 
sentence interview encountered. The possible effectiveness of 
the dynamics of stress interviewing was clearly deaonetrated.
The client had not responded to "sympathetic understanding" or 
the nondirective Roger!an approach, directive general questioning
or direct stress and direct ego attach methods. All of hr. __
response®, had been characterised by the guarded stereotype of 
withdrawing by the closing of hie oyer or casing fixedly at 
the floor. However, when his brother became emotionally 
involved, the client "opened up" and demonstrated his antisocial 
tendencies and asocial personality„

November 7, UHjf.
Considerable tine wan spent at the Tucson Police 

Department researching the- records concerning the client lewis
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A. ___ _ end his family. ' ' '
It vao considered to be desirable to eonpilc 

lafornatlon oa the faally, the siblings and their relationship 
In consideration of the, clrcurastancon of this offense (stealing 
acetylene oqulpncnt to break hie brother out of the Juvenile 
Detention H0220). I’hc nimbors of of fens 00 on record tabulate 
as follows:

Client:' ‘ ‘ , 19
Brother ft : 5
Brother f2: ", 5"
Brother f3: 4
Brother fA: V;
Slater 1 . 2

(Parents » none on the record)
After sor.o searching the client1 s file on the current 

offense was located In the County Attorney's Office, the 
problem had been in the indication of MGrand Theft" vice the 
charge of Conspiracy to Trespass, A copy of the Information was 
obtained.

A brief background of the current offonsc nay be stated 
as: •

1. The client's ;/4 brother had been returned from 
the Fort Grant Industrial School to testify
in connection with charges pending against an 
alleged friend of the client.

2. The client planned and executed a daring 
escape plan that resulted in ills brother's 
release from the Detention. Home In the company 
with another juvenile also in custody at
the Heme,
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3. An G.C2tjlone cutting-torch was used by the 
client and hia co-ooneplratoro to ten through 
the restraints and Irao'. the two par00*10 
nentiouod above.

4. Xhe client ;:ao convicted in Justice of the
Peace Court and fined £50 and given a 
suspended sentence (jail) for aiding and 
abetting an escape. ' . .

5. Xhe ’’Grand Theft" charges specified in the 
information had been changed to 11 Conspiracy 
to Trespass". It vas 1 earned that the theft 
referred to the acetylene equipment and that 
this equipment had (quite understandably) been 
left at the scone of the "break-out." Since 
no attempt had been made to hide this equip-

' ■ rent, it would be difficult to prove the 
intent of permanently depriving the owner 
of its uceu 2ho equipment had boon returned 
to the owners on the day following.

Legal advice was provided by a Deputy County Attorney 
on the penalties involved. Trespass is an offense that is a 
misdemeanor and is punished by not more than £1$000. It is 
interesting to note that conspiracy to Canrlt a misdemeanor 
constitutes a felony. . .

The Investigating police officer provided further 
details concerning this offense and several other offenses in 
which the client had been implicated by statements taken during 
the Investigation of those offenses.

It 1c difficult to associate this apparently shy, 
personable and innocuous looking young man with the statistically 
impressive data on his criminal activities.

Another Deputy County Attorney was consulted about the
cnee of Oliver 3, 0___. In# purpose of this consultation van
two-fold: ■ ■

1. Judge Ahoy had expressed concern about the
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lack of action by the County Attorney in 
attempting' to locate and apprehend the 
actual arsonist, i'he possible location of 
this individual had been revealed in the 
notion for a nev trial.

2e The Adult Probation Office letters concerning 
this matter had geno unanstiered for almost 
trro weeks.

•
It was requested that the County Attorney originate

' .

correspondence requesting that the defense attorney assist the 
court in the location of the missing ’‘arsonist.” . The Deputy
County Attorney agreed to proparc this correspondence.

The above action serves two purposes:
t. It serves to notify the defence attorney 

that the allegations in hia notion for a 
now trial are still unsubstantiated.

2. It establishes a record of the court1s 
efforts to use "all means available" to 
secure the facts considered to be of 
essential interest to the judge in his 
deliberation on the motion of a now trial 
and the determination of sentence in this 
case.

The afternoon vine spent in participating in the 
filming of a T7 program, ".editorial U.3.A.M on Juvenile 
Delinquency. It is a public service program that is sponsored 
and directed by Sv-Governor of Arisena, Hr. hclarland.

Hovamber 8, 1965
Two letters were received from lir. Oliver 3. 0___*s

attorney. One letter provided an address for a person making 
a deposition in the motion for a new trial. The other errpluined
that Mr. 0_____ was in California obtaining more evidence and
that the clippings from newspapers that would substantiate
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Mr. 0.___,8c athletic pro-.raea could bo expected after hi a
return from CaUforal*. ,

Two additional lattero irore va'itton in thia cc.cct
1. One to the Glcrh of the Superior Court of

Maricopa County tc obtain certified coplor; 
cf all cGrcencntOi contracts, and ̂ end ere 
loaned by the court under Mr. 0_ 'o guardian- 
chip appointment. The•purpose of this request 
is to chenh on the filing of the contract 
v.-ith hr. 0 __’ rare], the negro minor boner,
in i;hieh l&. 0 receives 53 1/3,- of the

. boxer's gross incone from fighting, if
this contract is not approved by the court, 
it mill constitute a frauds

2. The second letter vac directed to the woman 
making a gonoral deposition concerning the
purchase of a Corvette hard-top by Mr. 0___
to determine if oho has first hand knovlcdgo 
of the purchase and the fact that the top 
vra.3 in reality miosing.

field chocks were made in the Conspiracy, to 'Tree-pass 
case of Mr. Levis 1. M ihsse. Include:

1 . South lucson Police Department, confirming 
tvo disorderly conduct offenses since the 
client attained 13 years of ago. One offense 
v/o.3 ao the result of a fight in a car lot.
(In connection vith this last offense, the 
Juvenile Parole Officer stated that the 

■ aggressor in the fighting had been the adult 
car let operator).

2. L fort Grant Industrial School record check 
revealed generally poor work, pocr attitude, 
and below average achievement and adjustment. .

3. $he Juvenile- Parole Officer assigned tc
Hr. I’l enumerated his parole violations and 
confirmed hie acting-cut behavior end related 
the circ u e stances surrounding the car lot 
fight which had involved his younger brother*- 
the enc that had been ”broken-cut” of the
Juvenile Detention hone. In fact Mr. ::___
had been losing the fight until hie younger 
brother had stepped in.

4. An official of the high school wha;;. .'r. K
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irjul attended stated that the record shoved 
Generally poor academic vrorh, noting that 
• hi3 ncrl: had been Improved immediately after 
hi a return, from Tort Grant, bhio Improve*
cent w-ns# however % short lived ana Mr. __
had' been "administratively" discharged iron 
school during each of the past three semesters.

A most interesting "round robin” was made of all three
Justice of the Peace Courts (the fourth court is located in

■ ■

Ado)« It v:as necessary to search the racords of all three 
courts because;

1. Mr. stele the acetylene cutting-torch
equipment in one jurisdiction.

2. He used the equipment to cut his brother out 
of the Juvenile retention Homo located In the 
see®** jurisdiction.

3. " The second County Attorney* s. file indicating
Grand Iheft charges on which Mr. M in to
stand trial cn Petruary 3» 1964, gives the 
location of the large store that was the scone 
of the burglary ns the third Justice Court 
jurisdiction.

The result of this record search permitted obtaining of a 
certified copy of the court record pertaining to the conviction 
of Mr. M cn the Aiding and Abetting an Escape charge.
Hr. M has three misdemeanor convictions since reaching the 
age of .13 years— 11 months ago.

Mr. kidney (n) : telephoned to report that all
is well, he reported that he had been quite busy at work due 
to the discharge of an employee that had resulted in his taking 
over that employee*s duties until a replacement could bo hired. 
He again stated that ho and hi a vrifo wanted to cone in for a 
joint counseling session next week.
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fipygrsbjgr 11 ,
Xhc rough, draft of tha prescstcuoc report ir. the ease

©f, Leifie A. M.______ ____  vras compistod (Sz q Appendix A, *LS A.
%:/).

llovembor 12, JQ..G1
A copy of the Arizona heard of Pardons and Paroles 

policy on tho serving of prison sentences was received, (doc 
Append In I). Thio information, dated January 1* I960,, is 
particularly useful in answering questions of clients and their 
families. Zo a client awaiting sentence, a probation officer may 
be symbolic of a need, a hope, or a desire to iearn the true facts 
of the situation. Zhe most frequently ashed questions include:

t. How much tine can 2 get?
2. If I don1t get probation, when may I expect 

parole?
3* by the families and dependent#*#mhea will ha . 

come hone?
At tinco this last question as an expression of hope, will suggest 
that the family's desire is that reasonably long period of time 
will pass before the client will return. At other times, the 
unexpressed wish would appear to be that it will be a very short 
time until the client again joins the family unit.

A home visit was made to interview the parents of 
Lewis A, II At first 1 was made bo feel as Vulccnc as
a bill collector. Hr. __, senior, at 72 is quite confused.
He states that he has had several strobes and suffers some 
paralysis (possibly also some brain damage may be Involved).
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The old. scavleiar-Ti served a :,'.:ord naiad" while chutitllno from 
one topic to another that demonstrated difficulty in concept 
formation ao the following facts cnerged:

1. he conci&ored that his son's trouble vas 
due entirely to "ted company.:!

2. He could not determine vbich son he was 
talking about, Levis or his youngest son— -now 
a student at fort Grant.

3. ho was G___ d___proud of 1x1 rj service in
the U.3.**Army, and especially of the fine 
free treatment that he received at the 
veteran's Hospital,

4. ilo?d like to kill the little b____ s and boat
the 5____  out of then (the toon agars) for
what they had to say about the Armed Services.

5. H o l i k e  to 1:111 the young punks who arc out 
on probation while his son robs in Jail (Port 
Grant).

Mrs. II is a pleasant and stoical woman of 55.
She appeared to appreciate the efforts that had been r.ado In 
trying to help Lewis and weakly tried to control her husband's 
aggressive, expressions.

' Monroe, Jr,, the oldest son, liven at horna. At y4 years
"of'age ho presented the classical picture of the unsevered
mi billcal cord. His father insulted him and told him to shut
: ' ' : .

up..to get out.. and that this was none of his business. He 
•replied that he was an adult and not a juvenile (wearing a hurt 
expression) and fled the scene.

It was rewarding to observe Lewis carrying the groceries 
for hia mother and showing deference for her wienes.

In summary, the home situation possesses more or less 
negative treatment value. Ihc father is completely frustrated

l
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la his' ’r.tticr,pt3 to -aalntniv. hie position as head of the household 
and to retain-control of the family affairs. He is‘Very much 
zrnero (despite-hln generally -confused enpreoeions) that ho is 
"tolerated." SInoa he Is the main source of faaily income vita - 
his pension and Income prop arty t. ho cannot understand t.-hy h o l s r 
not treated" ultih more respect, the ’’bic’’ brother in a moot' 
negative"aspect of the situation. He is not regularly employed. 
He -1 o'overly dependent upon, the primary group for emotional . 
satisfaction. His laeh of personal ambition providea a poor 
adjustment example for his younger brothers. . " •

Lator'in the cay, Hr. Levis A. M' appeared at the
office uith a neatly typed‘statement for the Judge. The ; 
importance of having this statement in his o*.n handwriting and
his own vrorcls had been stressed bu this, "his," statement vus 
nrofesslonally phrased vith vordo not normally found in the 
vocabulary of a 10th .tradert1";: . • „ , . * - ; ' r,'" - ■, / '-

Iho ponpleted presentence report was delivered to
Judge .uioy. .v. ■ ■. *. • • '1 ' ■ .... . • '

from a legalistic point of vie:.-, it mould appear that- . - ' , - . - .. " - . % ■ —  . v .
this case is an csar.plo of duplicity of charges arising from one• : ■ ••' : ' " ■ . ’ i" .= ' - . . r a . " . . ' : , ' . ' .
offense— the break-out of the client’s brother from the Juvenile- " •- s-i . ■ • - ' ^ - : ... . - - ■ : -, ’ .
Detention Home. 1 believe that the conviction by the Justice: ' ‘ - a. . ; .... . - '• * ;> .• ' L' *" . ' . ' ■ :
Court could be. appealed (even, in as much au it v.ac proved by a 
plea.of guilty) pm the grounds that the juveniles in detention
are neither "prisoners" nor "inmates." However, from a cacc-' ; ' : ' . ' - -■ ■ : . . ; . " .. ' . : - - . .: -.

work point of vicm, it mould annear that a fundamental change' - - - : ' p '/ : . Y - . -. /
:mist be.made in the client’s environment if any future treatment
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progress may bo anticipated.
An interesting departure fron the usual routine was 

made when Judge Ahoy suggested that since replies to correspondence 
in the case of Oliver 3. 0 were so slow in appearing, that
the Chief Probation Officer sight use some of his "contacts” in 
Los Angeles to obtain verification, of the Corvette hard-top 
transaction. The Chief of the Special Investigation Division 
of the Adult Probation Department of the Los Angeles County 
Probation Department was contacted by telephone. He said that 
he would bo happy to assist In any way possible and agreed to 
have one of his officers check out the business establishments 
involved and report his findings by telephone to our Chief Adult 
Probation officer, '

Hoviaber JJ,
Judge Ahoy sentenced Lewis A. M________ to serve six

months In the Pina County Jail. It was reported that the Judge 
felt duplicity was involved and that the whole matter should 
have been handled in the Justice Court.

Mr. Kao Mo retired Chief Adult Probation Officer,
was honored by a small luncheon celebration at SI Charro. The 
Presiding Judge of Superior Court ,(Senior Judge) was present as 
were the momboro of the Adult Probation Department and:a few of 
%ac's many friends. He stated that this was his 52nd birthday 
celebration In Tucson. It was copeclaily gratifying to 'see a 
man, who has given so much of hio life to public service go 
honored in a simple, sincere and personal way. too ofton, in 
our busy society, the person who pioneers an organisation lie

/
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quickly forgotten uhon he no longer occupies the power position.
hr. 3____ it Chief of Jyceial Invoctigatlons, Los Angelco

County Probation Lopartnent called to report hie ^icclcn accomplished, 
Sin officer had verified the transaction and a copy of the bill 
was being airmailed to the Adult Probation Office in. fucoou.

fho Lob 'Angeles report confirma the accomplishment of
work on a different colored hard-top on Hr. cr__*s Corvette.
liie surprise '.mo that since Hr. 0 did not have sufficient 
funds to pay the total repair bill (^325.2o), ho sold the car 
to the cospany making the repairs.

A letter confirming the telephone request for this 
assistance was nailed to Los Angelos with copies of the bade 
correspondence :enclosed:for record purposes.

Judge Ahoy and the County Attorney were notified by 
itonorandurii of the information received. The evaluation of its 
significance vac left to their judgement but it weald appear 
to be a plus value for Hr. 0____ .

November 14s j96t
Correspondence irau received from the Lon Angelos County 

Probation Office that supported the telephone conversation of 
the previous day.

Copies of all orders, contracts, and agreements that 
have boon approved under the Guardianship Appointing Order by 
the Superior Court of 2laricopa County in the ease of Oliver B.
0 and relating to his ward, the negro boxer. The cost of this 
service was CS bringing the total of the money to be paid to the
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Clerk of Superior Court of L'arlcop--. County to £10. Plan County 
supplies this service to other courts without charge. 2hc 
services received from the hoc Angeloa.County Probation Department 
were also furnished without charge.

Since the borer's contract vrr.c Included among the 
contracts approved by the court, it would appear that the 53 l/3/» 
of the boner’s gross income could be considered as defrauding the 
ward. •

Hr. 3 called for a 4:00 p.a. appointment to “do hie
duty as a citizen in the Oliver 2. 0___„ arsonist case. He
arrived at 4$55 p.z. and the interview began. It ocorns that
Mr. B net Hr. 0_____ some eight or ten years ago. He recalls
that his first contact with Mr. 0 was incident to a trip
. Into He Mi co vrith a Mrs. C_____ iron Los Angelos. Mrs. 0
m s  looking for cone potential investment properties and Mr. 13___
is trained in geology. At this tine Mr. 0 was Hr a. C ’o 
"business manager" Ihilt there m a  coze mention of Mr. 0 1o
unusual ability to recall Bible passages, there was no mention 
that he had been or vac ordained.

The financial arrangements for the Importation of 
Mexican silver were discussed by Mr. B iio stated that at
least throe persons contacted by himself and. Kr. 0 were 
interested in supplying financial backing to the venture-, one 
actually paid in excess of £5,000 to the directors as an invest
ment with which to buy silver, withdrew their support after 
investigating the'people involved {implying Mr. 0 was 
responsible). •
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?4r- 0 _  trae Introducing a "tall, blond • t̂ r,an” ac hi a wife
during a trip to iiorcico in April 1962. The present v'.rr. 0____
in of nodiuu height and has unrlv-conple:doned feature#.

In sunnary; hr. 3__ ’ c. roaarko indicated that uhile: ho
personally liked 2:r. 0 ho considered hiu capable of all the
offense* that he at and a a a convl ctcd--Arson, Arr.cn vrith Intent' - ' .......

to hefraud Insurer and Conspiracy.. In addition, it la clear that
?'rc B_ conalders Mr. 0 to be amoral socially and economically.
Mr. 3____  is convinced that Mr. 0 *3 greatest threat to
society is his rellyioalty^-his posing ns a "minister.^

,l96p
A memorandum for Judge Ahoy i;as prepared that summarised 

the Interview with Mr. B that had bean conducted on the
previous evening.

Mr. filter CM_______ telephoned to report that ho had just
returned from Florida and ranted to discuss Mr. Oliver B. 0___.
(Mr. C_____ is being sued by Mr. 0___ for v100,000, after being
eliminated from the Mexican Oliver importation operation). An 
appointment was given to Mr. 0_______.

While'Mr. 0____ could rive considerable background
Information In detail, hie Dost significant contributions are 
considered t© bet

1. •Otatiny that he could produce the mother of
Mr. 0___ _*c roccat illegitimate child„

2, Offering to provide ellon registration data
on Mr. iluis C « the alleged natch holder
In the arson ease against Mr. 0____ .
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."lr6 ..'alter 0____  an’:od if he ahould attend the sentencing.
It vaa auraesteel that ho not be present in court •<;hen the hearing 
couTvonccd but that he make hinoelf available to the Court by 
talaphona. In thin v;ay$ the Court could call upon him i.C ad- 
dlenal Information van needed and in the event it van not necessary
to • call hir ho would bo protected iron hr. 0____ _ and possible
rotaliatioa for his actions in aiding the prosecution.

The results of this interview were prepared in mcnoranoun 
fora for Judge. Ahoy.

Mr. ,!h" ”2'’ I'. . a probationer, who has been ooBVloted
of forgeryE telephoned from "work" (music and the clinking of 
Classes could bn hoard in the background) to report that all was 
well and that he planned to pay his current obligations before 
starting to nako restitution. (Of special interest, in the 
clromsetancGa surrounding the offense committed by this run* is 
the fact that he is illiterate— being able to read and write hie 
own name only). The treatment at this point is entirely supportive.
hr. K_____  was overly dependant of his codefendant (his nephew)
and currently needs cone measure of success In the direction of 
hi a own affairs, i'e must be allowed to achieve solely through 
his own efforto to help him develop a basic feeling of self- 
direction.

when copies of the interview sur.narioc for the ease of 
Oliver B, 0 were delivered to Judge Ahoy’s office, it was 
learned that sentencing in the case had been continued for another 
week, until honduy, Wovenber 25, 19&3. At the rate thio case la
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moving» vc nr.y be on "*>he *,?ay to the- ertoblishnent of a nou- - .. for'.'-rz. ' ' ' ^
record for the "longest pronentoncQ investigation" in hir.torjo- - -» .. ;' .. v. , ̂
hoy saber 15, 1963 - : ■.>■>■■■ - ■•■'.•  ̂y:: • • ■■• ■ •

An entry lino nadc in the Justice Court Probation Record
for hr. Sidney (n) ?______ * child nolester, who had r.ado hio
report on Saturday, Ilovonber 16, 1963. . It uppearn that Mr. ■ 
i"' •. . is got tine one client support iron hin fr.rlly and is nahing
progress in adjusting to acconnodato to the cultural differences 
between .the paternal role In Israel and in the United otates.;

On the proceeding Sunday evening, hr. Vllllcn :u. IV.__
Jr., on probation for Grand Theft* imc brought into focus by a 
query from hi3 girlfriend's mother. This t;ona.n reported %%&%'
her daughter, a minor* had boon driving hr. If___ 1 c car vithout'
a license,, and that the girl had been missing frou hone for two 
days. The stated motive for the call vao to give the probation 
officer a chance to protect his client (In actuality, it would 
appear that the woman wanted someone to look for her daughter}. 
She was thank eel for her interest and told that a check would fee 
made, later, sho was bold by telephone that neither her daughter 
nor the • .‘bationer could be located and. advised that she should 
take who'cover stops she- considered appropriate to effect the 
return of her daughter. It van suggested that she file a kissing 
Person Report with the lima County Sheriffsc Office (the office- 
handling missing persons in the area). * oho vac else assured 
that the natter would be investigated on the following day.

hr. "L" "2" k reported in person.' Ac is a kvgro
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illltorato *.vho trao convicted of fore cry. ills concern at thlc' --S ' ' - . :
sooting ’.raa about bis restitution plan. A budget i/as prepared
for him and he learned that be vas about $5 per nonth short of .

' ■ . - ' ' - 
irliat xn'.o required, if he v/crc to continue to sake payments on

^ ' . .  - . ' r f -

bio automobile and to buy gasoline and oil for it. A second job 
or the giving up of bis automobile were suggested as possible 
solutions* It was also determined that this telephone call made 
last Friday came from the upholstery chop where the music from

' . ''' f ' 'a radio may be hoard all day. The "clinkingn was not that of
.glaso, but the sound of the body chop next door. When he was 

told that it had sounded like he was calling from a barroom, 
he replied that he knew better than to do that. This oeoelon 
m s  supportive. He was given a moratorium on restoration until 
December. Hlo payments wore cut from the suggested 036 per 
month to <'21*67. He appeared to be delighted with the new 
arrangements. The client is making a very real attempt at 
gelf-direction. He has found n new residence that is clone 
enough to his work that he is able to walk to the job— the job
that he found by himself. All of hlo reporting has been without

- :• . .prompting and all discussion of the details of restitution have 
been prompted by the client.

Mr. Walter C appeared at the office. He la being
sued by Oliver B. 0_____, arsonist, for 5100,000. Mr. C____  has
returned from Florida to be of any aeclstance possible to the 
Court in connection with Mr. Q *s case. He stated that he
would be able to provide detailed information that could permit 
the location of the person who allegedly sot the actual fire.
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■ Judge Ahoy' requested r,nd roceived a conference >rith
the Chief Adult Probation Officer and hi a acolntant for the

• ■: : - : . . ' . . •Oliver B. 0____ cane. The Judge ouzasrizod the steps that he
had taken, personally to verify sor.c of the conflicting information. 
Ho assigned tvo projects for verification and requoctod a 
sn.rmary of the ncu doennentary Information with an evaluation 
of Its significance. < - -

hr. William J. I)___;_, Jr. reported in pcroon. Ho had
not been with his girlfriend on the previous .evening« Ihc girl 
had spent the pant tvo days with nor married sister and v<ac not
"mlBeing." Hr. D ___ stated that the girlfriend's mother had
telephoned the hone of his employer and disturbed this nan's
aged parents in his absence. It van suggested that 1-r. 3____
advise anyone receiving calllc froa this woman to tell her that 
they had been directed by the Court not to tiIncues the nutter 
and refer the call, to the probation officer.

At homo, c long distance collect call war, accepted
from hr. Halter C____ . no had soon I-r. 0____ in Jogaler$r Honors,
lioxioo, this day. Ho had obtained signed statements from 
witnesses and sad the signatureo notarlr.od by the American Consul
for use in the event it van desired to prosecute hr. 0,__ for
violation of the conditions of his bond.

lifjikCl'lsil Jl2f J2.&2
Mr* falter C_____ arrived at the office early, paid •

for the collect call that had been accepted at h e m # ,  a n d  

supplied the following informations
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1. Inc not .iriscci stafcoasat^of Hr. 0_____*a
boiiiG JC-c-n violating the conditions of his 
bond.

2,. The full nanc, addressf and alien registration 
nunbor of Hr. Luis 0. a the person alleged
to have actually act the"fire.'

Judge Aiioy indicated that he iraa not concerned about
what Mr, 0___ did or whore ha wont as long ao he xre.a on hand
for sentencing the following Monday corning.

A break in the pattern of devious Information on the
Oliver 1, 0___ case cano during tho routine investigation of
an invoice for tires that wore reportedly purchased for Mr.
0._J s Corvette. Payment had '0Qcnpc.dc by an insurance agent
other than those already known to be involved in the ease?.
This agent was contacted by telephone in regales, Arinone.. It
was verified that Hr. 0____ had been paid t-1 ,371 by him for the
same damage, occurring on the sane date, to Hr, 0__cs Corvette
for which Hr, 0 had been paid 11,414 by another insurance 
company. Philo thio transaction nay net be a fraud in the 
technical and legal sense, the lack of morality involved is
quite clear. Hr, ___  has received about 42,800 for tho
reported Cl f.40O danays to the automobile. This 'is the first 
transaction uncovered that would permit the drawing of a 
definite conclusion that was substantiated Mbeyond a reasonable 
doubt."

' HoVanbor 20, 1?63
Two of the Adult Probation Office personnel, who had 

been in fogales, Sonora, Hoxleo, on the previous day In connection 
with another ease, reported that they, too, had see Hr. C
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A telephone conversation vrith the Phoenix tiro company

that Hr. 0__ _ claim.to have purchased a set of tires Iron for
1415 just nine deyr, prior to the purchase of a t336 set of tires 
for the saco cuitcnoblle In xlogeleo. hrleona, for delivery in 
Phoenix* (It. vns this lust purchase that led to the discovery of 
the duplicate insurance claims)r felled to locate any record of 
payment for the ■ *-1 5 sot cf tires; he--ever., the- o;nors of the
fire company uould like to locate Hr. 0___  to collect about
•>250 otroa Ihcn for other treneaetloae. '

hoveuber 21* 1961
fh-3 operator of a local Insurance claims agency 

confirmed that Mr. Oliver 0 , arsonist, had stated that ho
had no polloios that provided Insurance on his Corvette that 
would cover the damage reported at the tine that ho filed his 
claim. Thin action should complete the prescntoncc investigation 
on the Oliver He 0___' case.

A new case vac assigned for investigation and report*— the 
case of Dora 0. . This woman was convicted L-y a jury of
unlawful Porn;osclon of farcotics. The initial interview was 
conducted and the records assembled.

Hovcmber ppr l_Q6p
A summary and evaluation of the documents, submitted

by Hr, Oliver B, 0___ ‘s attorney in support of the motion for
a new trial., vrar; prepared in nonoranuun form and delivered to 
the office of Judge Ahoy. Nothing m s  discovered in the past
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month’ c pi'eoentcnco ir.rcnt.l^atlon that- vould t:arro-r.t a change 
in the summary and recommendation nndo in the initial pre- 
nantoneo report.

v’erd \.*aa received that President J. If. Kennedy had 
been shot viille visiting Dallast Tczns.

Prcc Pore. 3 __ f narcotic offender, vv.a interviewed
for the second tine. During this interview* noire m s  received 
that President Kennedy* e death had been officially announced, 
fears cane to the client*a eyec,

fir* ____ * z no the r '.ran visited at her 3outh Meyer
Street home, The hone too evaluated to be of negative supportive 
value to tha client, Zhe client’a assertion that she m e  needed 
in thin hone wan de.ierninecl to be doubtful.

aovonbpr 2^, 196?
A day of national mourning an President Jeha P. Kennedy, 

aoeaaiuatcd on .hovember 2S» 1955$ at Pallas* I’e-r.s, van burled 
at Arlington national-Cemetery near the rational Capital at
Washington, D.G,

Poveziber 2o f 196?
the previous day waa a national day of mourning and 

no public offices or courts were. open, tho result vac a mad 
scramble to get the proper reports co the proper court so that 
sentences could be passed.

•Judge Barnnett asked for ami received a verbal pre
sen tone o report for Dora 3____, narcotic offender. The Judge
read from the pencil-written draft and attachments during the
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sentencing, 2h: Court followed the probation officer*o 
recommendations (See fprcndl:: h f ’fern 1.

fhc acnteaclnc of Oliver X-, 0 vas In conconenoo
irith the previcu:; court eonsienn In this case. Hr. 0___and
his attorney clutched -nt each lant otrarr ac. they and £;rse 0____
coached id. tree tea In vcyo that rcre not completely cover fc.
One nurprlhing dovoloprent vrar. to have the attorney explain how 
ho had "paid-off'’ one witness by trylny to square a twenty--,year- 
old draft evasion charre with the 0„ J. District Attorney in 
Phoenix, ifucn thio iritnoas vac ashed who had told bin that ho
should four prosecution on this chary,a, ho stated that hr, 0__
had fold hin that ho would be prosecuted and therefore should be 
afraid to testify, the Judge demented that this case was the 
moot thoroughly investigated case that ho had seen in his court, 
he also indicated that if any evidence of the "sinister*sH rood 
'character could, have boon found, the jury's findings would have 
boon vacated. A notion for a -le-.r trial van denied. -ho finale 
was dramatic. The e.ttornye'n voice crachod as ho noted that in 
his thirty ~-*r.rec practice of lav ho had never scan such a 
diabolical plot to convict an innocent nan (overlooking the fact 
that In one and one-half years neither had boon able to produce 
evidence of good character or facts that would refute the jury's 
findings),

she sentence pronounced by the Judge was:
1. fight to ten years for first Degree Arson

Four to five years for Arson with the Intent 
to Defraud Incurer.

2
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;>. One year for Conspiracy.T .
..411 tern:: ware to run concurrently ct Arizona State Priccn.
•• VAtc. Sidney (a) ?____„ Jus tie o Court probationer, r-ade
his vee’ciy report. : • - - A :.
: v " hr. !,LM ”I’W ¥i ' ' , probationer— forscryj reported'

in person and wanted bo ••be reansured that he uao still in the 
iopartnent■a good "races. ■This leaves one to vender what ho . 
night have dons. - " a- • -•'. • . • .

.....  ••' ' :: •• : . r: .' .•- ' •  ̂ ;:•
Sit Jil§P.
hr. ■.alter '/« C___arrived at the office to five a-'••■■ . . . .  . . ' ' ’ • '. "

deposition on how Hr. Oliver 2. 0____ acquired liis Corvette.
This action was In response to a special request of Judge Ahoy.
•Jo one in the Probation Office is a notary Public. It was 
therefore nocc-scary that this affidavit be taken in another 
office, Hr, 0 was thou introduced to the Deputy County Attorney 
in the Oliver 3. 0 case with the hope that consequently sons 
of the gaps in chronology could be filled.

Correspondence van prepared to return the nar.y documents
that x/ore leaned to the Probation Office for the Oliver 3. 0_____
case, fills action reduced tho stack of material to be filed to 
about four inches in height, the Probation Office Secretary 
quickly decided to file only the prcoentcuce report in the 
regular files and include a notation indicating the location of 
the bull: of the. Information.
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iamsbor 28,
Thankesivlng Bay.

jiovember 22, .............
A new client «aa assigned. Mr. George (n) 11______,

19 years of age, is one of two defendants in action that reoulted 
from Furnishing Spirituous Liquors (beer) to Minors. The 
charges had been reduced from felonies to misdemeanors, but the 
nine counts to which the pica of guilty was made could result in 
a fine of not more than. £2,700 and imprisonment not to exceed 
four and one-half years. .

The above refers to a gigantic "beer bust" that in
volved some one hundred teen-agers, the event took place on a 
rather remote desert spot near the city. Considerable adverse 
publicity resulted when a Police Officer on a routine patrol 
discovered a fourteen year old boy, on the boy's own front lawn, 
too Intoxicated to remain standing. One newspaper account 
referred to a "sex orgy." A thorough check of the Police liecorda 
indicated that the only evidence to support this Is one "used" 
prophylactic (that may or may not have been used by the persons 
attending the party) and numerous "third person" statements to 
the effect that come of the couples had left the party at various 
times and the persons making the statements had "reason to believe" 
that the purpose of these visits to the (brush) was sexual 
intercourse.

the County Attorney confirmed the above analysis and 
stated that this was the reason that the felony counts had been
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dropped to- zaisdeaeanoro—  tibe sex accusations could not be 
substantiated. ' # ' " ' ''"' '

:ir. V. ued Interviewed and the presentonce investi
gation undertaken. - " “■ '

tiUdgc Ahoy*b secretary called" and requested the deposition
(given by Mr. '/.altor V. 0 ) concerning Oliver A. 0_____8 ,~
Corvette bo obtained Iron her office and placed In the Probation 
Office files.

hr. G___ _ way released for Thanksgiving Bay on 125,000
bond, pending the filing of an appeal. Ho plans to rent an 
auditorium in the heart of Tucson and take hie nonsago to the 
people. It should naho an Interesting "congregation" when bis 
many creditors find his location and take charge of the collections.

November 30. 1963
Five names' wore selected at rendou from the lint of 

fifty juveniles attending the "teenage party." The parents of 
these "vietins" wore Interviewed. The consensus indicated was 
that while the purchasers of the beer wore certainly In the wrong, 
so were all of the juveniles who attended the- party.

December jl_, I?63
A hone study vras made in. the case of George l'.

Doth parents are handicapped by being totally deaf and are both 
unable to communicate orally. Georg and bio 1u-ycar old sister 
are their cars and their voices. The neighbors were interviewed.
-any of these people liave known the IT____ family for eight years
and state that they have never met a finer family.
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The rouch draft of the prosentonce report for Oeorce

(n) ___ _ -.rao completed. 2ho codcfcndant in this cr.ee ie not
achodulod to have hie first interview until 4:20 p.n. this day.
ifnilo there in plenty of tine in this ease as sentencing is not
until fhuredny and the Chief Deputy Adult Frobatlon Officer rill
not lot tine he a factor in hie i'.vroutlcation of this cane, the
sohedulinc of thin interview lo an eranplc of quest!enable advice
•'Ivor an attorney to a client. Judr;e Ahoy has said that tine
always worhs in favor of the defendant, fills cane generalisation
mey be applied to the clients aonlcnod for proscntonec investigation.
fhc specific point hero la'sinnarisod as:

1. The attorney limited the initial interview 
to 20 minutes as the Adult Probation Office 
closes at 5:00 p.n.
Ly setting the date, the attorney failed to 
tako into account the other cases that might 
be assigned for presontehee investigation at 
the sane tine.

An Paul Xcvg has indicated, mutual benefaction results from the 
probati<* officer working with the client's attorney, rho sane 
Id certainly applicable to the attorney as roll. Of course, the 
attorney may fool it is wise to try to limit the tins that the 
probation officer has to investigate the ease; thereby limiting 
the adverse information that may be uncovered.

Mr# William J* 3 Jr. reported with ills second
restitution payment# Ho reports that ho has voluntarily sold
his car and that ho plans to make full.restitution as soon as

\
ho receives payment. If results arc indicative of progress In
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probation^ tliic ôunr, can In doing v lie heu reduced the
amount due fro:-:. tfiOj to. ̂ ,503 in a 30-day pcried« de nay be a 
little op tin! n tie in the amount of uork that, ho can dov In 
addition to having hi6 younger brother (a paroled juvenile 
delinquent) join bln, he now plana to have Ills nether hero for
0. viclt at Chrlntnao,, He report,0 that M g mother and father are 
planning to be divorced as noon ac the baby is born (hie mother 
io again pregnant),

A special nenorandu:- report was delivered to the Chief 
Adult Probation Officer and the Chief Deputy (doe Appendix N)
It io possible that none adult violators of the state liquor 
lawns are using the Juvenile Court to cocapo prosecution,

Deo on bar j], 19^3
A field trip van made to explore the educational back

ground of hr. George (a) :•! Palo 7crdc High. School’s
Sean of Boya cooperated readily and provided an excellent 
evaluation of this cliont13 acatUV.c and school adjustment record.
Io effect economy In traneportatiun, -nfornatica of the cc«defendant* 
school situation -.,v.o also obtained.

At hincon High Job. -I, the Senior Oouaseler quickly
supplied details on Hr, ”_____*0 undergraduate problems and
'adjustment, .

A positive evaluation io giver, to Hr. H * s scholastic 
record and school adjustment history, be had his probleno and 
at one tine was headed for serious trouble. However, when he 
dropped out of school to help support the family during a period
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or hi a father * a uncnplo^out, ho apparently atrakenod. khon he 
returned to aohocl$ ho toe!: hie studies norlouoly and adopted 
hia behavior to oenferr to the school norno.

hr. k ilic s attorney v:ac contacted and asked to provide 
correspondence that had boon originated voluntarily by neighbors 
and attested to the young nun's good character and their 
willingness to do anything possible to help hin in his present 
otituatiohe

in response to a telephone call iron Judge dicky
Ronson’o secretary, hr. M___ ,as proccntence report was delivered
to the Judge's office, This early interest on the Judge's port 
was taken to indicate that perhaps nore than usual social 
significance was involved in this cane.

December |96p
Mr, George (a) V. brought in his personal statement

to che Judge for attachment to hin prosentcnee report, his 
message is clean, clear, concise and direct, lie believes that 
the police ware something lose than completely fair with him in 
their handling cl his ease. 1 believe this really refers to the 
sensational handling o.f the publicity on Television and in the 
newspapers, ills ■-date , :.ut indi.■ too that ho has insight into hie 
problems, lie onpressco remorse, especially for tho pain that he 
haa caused his parents.

In summary, hr. :•!____ presents an almost completely
positive picture of the attitudes, attributes and environmental 
situation considered to be desirable for a good probation risk.
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The noon as ©tins of the Pin?. County CorreotioBal 
Association vms held at the SnocutlTe Inn, fa# principal speaker
way the Honorable_________ !Ioleclaw8 a Pina County a sab or of the
State House of hcprenontatlves, •

L brief outline of Hr. Holcolaw'o rozarkn fellows:
1. Crime and delinquency are increasing in 

Arizona at an increasing rate.
2. Legislation la needed to establish new 

services and tb effect an improvement in 
existing services.

3. Before the proper statutes may be enacted, 
a general coordination and correlation ox 
requirements, or needs, must be accomplished.

4. Specific programs suggested arc:
a. Provide a full-time executive-secretary 

for the Board of Directors of State 
Institutions for Juveniles; at an annual 
salary of Ct7,003.

b. Establish supervision and coordination 
. of the Juvenile Interstate Compact
operations on the State level.

c. Pass laws to discourge high school drop-outs 
that;
(1) I:tend the mandatory attendance age

for public schools to to years.
(2. Liberalize Child Labor Laws.
(3) IXxrnioh free text books.

d« Encourage p.-:rent responsibility by adopting 
statewide 1- halation requiring non-indlgent 
parents to du financially responsible for 
the maintenance of their children that have 
been committed to state institutions or 
(remanded to receive special services).

e. Make the suspension of a dealer's license 
mandatory on the second offense of celling 
liquor to minors.

fe Take legislative steps to keep cigarettes out of the hands of minors.



S. 2.'3tablinh an Intsrneuinto Facility for 
boy a at 1'uccoa and a special facility 
for %lrls at Phoenix, Iho ferror is to 
provide soarcyaulon of the easily roha- 
bllitatitle boys frea the "hard-core" 
delinquents at Fort Grant and the latter 
is to provide appropriate institutional 
care for "hard-core’ girl offenders.

iae Provide psychiatric and psychological services at the Arizona State Prison.
i. honlc.cc c:>officio nenters on the State . : oar cl of Pardons and Paroles irith full-timequ■'Ilfled neuters.
v« Provide a ranlhun security facility for 

the Hentally 111 Criminals.
k. • ■ Provide a placement officer for the Arizona

State Prison Staff to help released prisoners 
to obtain suitable employment.

l. Hr. Hoi eclair* a special recommendation is:
(1) Create a no:-? department under the 

State Department of Health for the 
• diagnosis, care, treatment and

rehabilitation of chronic alcoholics 
and drug addicts.

5. The first and foremost requirement is an
agreement of all correctional personnel on the
basic program needed.

The balance of the attachments fc.r the presentence 
report for Hr. II ivd the prccontcuoe report for his co- 
defendant n-ers delivered to the :-A£icc of the Honorable Judge 
Aleky Henson. f-nUenclug l:i this case is scheduled for 4:fO p.a. 
on the follouinc clay.

A newspaper reporter volunteered an explanation for the 
constant and detailed coverage of the- "beer burnt" case in the 
newspapers. He indicated that it was to avoid public criticism 
to the effect that a "soft-pcddle*' was used when a member of the
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publishing industry was Involved in a criminal offense.
:Ir. ,:1,! '"2" II_______, on probation for Forgery, telephoned

to report that h# had moved to a new address as ho had. found a
place* with a. lower rent. It would appear that hr. U_______*s
self-direction is improving.

ilOGcmbor 1213
A now case was received, hr. ilanuel I. U is due

to be sentenced on Monday. 3ecombor 9, 1963, for First Doproa 
Burglary and Grand Theft.

The County Attorney*s file indicates that hr. B 
is g recidivist. His information was filed with three defendants. 
One defendantg his eodcfentiant. was apprehended with hin and the 
third party escaped to become the subject of a fugitive warrant.
The codefendant awaits a jury trial. Hr. 3_____, after sitting
in the Fima County Jail for four months (speedy trial)$ has 
changed his pica to guilty on both charges. Iho total maximum 
sentence possible is 25 years in Arizona 3tate Prison,

Hr. 3 was easy to interview. Uince it was less
than two years since he was processed by this office ho was 
familiar with the procedure. Ho had be mi on parole for loss 
than five months after serving two yrars in Arizona State Prison 
for Second Degree Burglary before being arrested on those charges.
He appears to be "working-upn in severity.

Hr. 3_______ evaluates his present situation realistically.
He knows that he will not be considered for probation and hopes 
that hia change of plea will net him a shorter (than otherwise
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would be Given) sentence for he admits that he in indeed giiilty 
of the current chareea. In addition, he adnltc Ills guilt in the 
burclary at the natural huenun and forgery charges that have been 
disaioned in the face of hio current chargee.

"1th all of hie candor, he atill rationalised bis behavior 
by statins that he vas drunk (vhich vros true) and hie "frlcnda"
Oust "took hin along on the Job" co that they could use hie car 
(which vrao not true).

This man was married at 18 and has t*m children. One 
child is non alnoot 3 years old. Ho seen the futility of hie 
way of life and says that he wants to change; however, ho crpoctc 
someone else to do the changing for hin. Ac an alnoot "classic* 
recidivist, hie orientation lo not complex. Hie story is short.
Ho was paroled, wont to.work; broke his ribs on tho Job and then, 
because the Workmen'u Compensation Board was slow in sending him 
his checks, ho slipped easily back-'with hie"friendn." His 
motivational • system is so weak that there is little hope for 
rehabilitation without some special help. He has been through 
the entire juvenile and adult program once with negative results. 
Perhaps a half-way house or similar system would help him to effect 
a suitable social adjustment, '..mile cynical and sly, he has not, 
yet become rigidly "hardened" in tho criminal code.

Xr. o *s history makes this case especially interesting. 
& summary ci his situation nay bo stated as follows:

1. Reasonable early school adjustment.'
2. Juvenile delinquency.
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3* Institutionallasd as a Juvenile In California,
eacnpouc , . ■

4. Captured as a Juvenile, essence, returned to t;io 
institution and civon out-of-state parole. Ho 
vaa riven no caaonori: and vrau not required to 
report. All ho uas directed to do ray to tit.ay 
out of California.

5» hiodencanor counts as a youthful offender.
6. felony counts as a yoituo adult.
7. Mf: has not-: received his second felony conviction.

ills record. Indicates that he has never had:
. . .

1. hlncnocis,
2. 2r cat’s cat.
3. Rehabilitation training.

Close post-institutional supervision.
In short, lie has not had the full benefit of correctional methods 
tlmt are available to none areas, Uiile it 1c oossible that ho 
would respond to treatment, there is nothing in thin State1a 
correctional program that, at this tine would have a positive 
therapeutic value for him, lha close supervision and extensive 
casework that he requires is not now available, for him through 
probation or parols. •

Judge Ricky lionsoa pronounced sentence in the case of
George (a) H and John 0. 3______, liiralsuing Spirituous
Liquors to Minors, as follows:

t. Sentencing was suspended for a oerlod of six 
sonthG.

2« The period of suspension was to be served tjh 
probation, under auoh speolal conditions as 
nay be prescribed by the probation officer.
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While the t:;o ettornayz cub-lttoO .-nattero' that they felt the 
Judge would take Into consideration in pasoing neatonce end 
xs-hile the Judge v;ug paeeiag sentence* it ires a unique experience 
to watofa hr. H *y sinter as her face and fingers translated 
the spoken, v?ordo into visible words eo that their deaf father 
could understand then*:.

hr, Sidney (n) I- s on Justice Court probation for
* ,"l",l",n"ir̂ ’ n ̂  

Child Xolcctation, telephoned to report that all Is progressing 
well for him. He statcra that his adjustment to his cnploynont 
situation’ has improved and that he is now using his work to 
sublimate his marital tensions.

It has been almost three months since this nan vaa 
placed on probation with the condition that he accept psychiatric 
help. to this date, through no fault of his, the client has yet 
to receive his first therapeutic session. While ho was eager, . 
at first, to have cone help, he has become increasingly reluctant 
and more apprehensive about this "treatment" and its threat to 
his self-concept, and ego. When asked if he would like none help 
in getting the clinic to epeed-ur his case* he replied in the 
negative and wanted to know if 1 thought he "really needed" 
psychiatric-help. (I have felt from the beginning that he did

, L - - - .

not need this help but that ho was looking for a surrogate). Tbs 
reply made was to the effect that this was something that he 
and the clinic would have to decide for themselves. He asked 
again for a joint counseling session. It was clear that he 
still wants a "therapist" to use as a club to keep hie wife in 
line. That is in line with what he thinks that she should be



doing, ilia acculturation process is very slov.
'ft . .Booenber 6, jjXil

Ihe Parole Officer for Southern Arizona was ccntaot#d.
Pis evaluation of Hr. Manuel *. o was most helpful. He
stated that Mr. 3 ___ had not boon returned to prison as a
parole violator as his present offense Is no re- serious that the 
completion of one none year (that could be served in seven months)’ 
in prison could be considered as an appropriate sentence, the 
Parole Officer believes that theoc offenses are too serious to 
be dismissed for the balance of a two to three year sentence for 
Second Eagreg Burglary.

An abstraction of Hr. S____* a Tucson Police decord van
found to bs quite a chore. He had been quite busy during his 
f.c\i months of freedom.

. Pho material produced by the investigation vrar, assembled 
and the prosontcncc report ras written. When the report w a s  

completed, it was delivered, to the office of the sentencing Judge 
and his secretary vaa informed that the probation officer would 
be available during tha.afternoon for consultation if the Judge 
so desired.

Hr. "L” "T" li telephoned to make Ills weekly report.
He is quite conscientious in not lotting much time elapse between 
Reports. The fact that his codefendant on the forgery chargee 
was sent to Arisons State Prison on the aaco evidence may have 
a positive therapeutic effect on his attitude and cooperation.
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SaccEbcr 2» 1 M 1  '■ - ' ■ •
Judge aicky lionson scntcnocd Harm cl T. J_____ to

Arizona Stats Trisori for a period of not loan than, throe ycare 
nor noro than five yoarr, on each ox the t\/o chargetj $ first Decree 
Burglary and Grand X‘hDfut and stated that the tern;: ;;oro to run 
■concurrently iron the 7th. of eoptenbor. t96y. 1'hc Judge followed 
the roccmoncaticns of the probation officer in passing sentence.
Hr.. G___ appeared to bo happy. He had requested, and received,
short sentences (a sentence of 25 years use possible), to run 
concurrently* with the -Judgo1 a reccmcndatlon that the tine served 
in Pina Ucunty Jail count ao a portion of the sentence, ihc 
Guperlntendenf of the Arisons State Prison nay, by law, accept 
the .Judge5 o recommendation for the starting date or ho say use 
the date of the court action In. passing sentence as a basis of 
determining the release date.

fhe Court Orders for George !:__.„and John 1» were
obtained from the Court Clerk*n Office, hr. h____*m copy was
forwarded to him by a letter that included specific directions 
on the conditions of his probation (See Appendix h,. *Gooryo h.
h, * Mr. h __ reported by telephone and the contents of
tho Court order and. The forwarding letter were discussed.

Mr. HLM 111” U______ , on probation for forgery,
reported and nade an initial paynent to his restitution account, 
fhis action opened hie account, the present treatment plan calls 
for Ills making restitution at the rate of -:5 per week fer a total 
of <'217— the total amount of the forged checks charged in the 
information. i$hen Mr. K shows progress by continuing his



weekly payments without interruption* it in planned to notify 
him that, tlio total arcount that he id. 11 be required to restore 
has been reduced to >,100.50--reprenentl.i:.’ his half of the total. 
I’he codofcndant, i:ho lo non oervins a prison, sontonco, vrill not 
ba required to nuke restitution.

Xkia entry concludes the chronology of this Internship. 
More than 400 hours of service have been completed for record 
purposes; however, supervision of the probationers acsiynod till 
be continued until bho end of the fall semester and prescntence 
investigations will be aado and presentence reports arltten, if 
the Department workload in such that this service would be 
considered, desirable.
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ooactwaioa

'2H2 JOZiCSIOZIALISM OF H03AH01I
■ :

Probation services hare been in ozlstenoo for many 
years. £dnln J. Cooley, Chiof Probation Officer, Court of 
General Gosolon#,,nev York City, is an enduring authority on 
probation, in 1927, ho wrote of practical principle.'? that 
are reasonably valid today. Cooley appears to have been very 
much aware of the need for•Judicial and public acceptance of 
probation, a a a useful correctional tool <

la actual practice, probation is what the judges say 
that it is. 2he general public nets the noma for judicial 
acceptance and the probation officers actually interpret 
definitions and orders into specific practices for specific 
individuals on probation. In other words, the probation 
officers determine the definable - parameters of probation 
while the judges establish the legal limits by ruling on 
persons, facts and laws. -Therefore, since no two cases or 
individuals, are exactly alike, we may find that there is in 
existence almost ae many types of probation as there are 
individuals on probation.

In Pina County, probation nay be oeen as cn effective 
social service. One criterion of effectiveness could bo in 
the relatively few revocations— only 14 in fiscal year 1 9 6 3.
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A htrh order of professional efficiency should be Indicated 
by a revocation rate of about 4^ in an urban-rural area that 
is well !mo>m for its wide spcctrun of social strata and

- ****,■ . 1 -am
diversity of socio-economic problems. in Is lo-,: rate appears 
to be even more significant when compared in the light of the 
case lodds carried by the probation officers and the speed 
with which their presentence investigations must be accomplished 
on the members of a mobile and relatively transient population.

The theoritlcal considerations discussed in connection 
with probation are usually based upon certain assumptions as 
to the actual- working conditionsFor examplet Henry 1-.
Hartman,2  ̂discusses the relationship with the client as though 
some degree of privacy could be enjoyed during an interview.
In actual practice, the Pima County Jail provides a situation 
where there is a maximum of cooperation and a minimum of 
quietness andpprivacy. Probation officers muat compete with 
attorneys and the general operating routine of the jail during 
the accomplishment of an interview there. ■ The situation in 
the Probation Office is little better. Any overt emotionality 
may be heard and in some cases directly observed. It is 
natural to have a “business as usualM atmosphere in any outer 
office; however, the reception center in a probation office 
should provide privacy for the client for it is not logical 
to expect a client to bare his innermost secrets in front of 
strangers. . ,

Poltha J. Laws, Chief Judge, U.3. District Court, 
District of Columbia, quotes from Will C. Turnladh*s article
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"Half-Just,ice;" ,
..."the courts have a right to this service 
(probation)t a rl^ht no less substantial than 
their rigfcf %Q equipment and staff required for 
adjudication of guilt or innocenc3...
...In these states the legislators have granted 
to the judges tl̂ t eaqhiner;/ for securing necessary 
funds for adequate probation staff. It is, then 
clearly the judges* obligation and duty to demand 
the staff they need"..., • .

•i'urnladh* s statement must surely apply to material resources
as well as personnel resources. ,

The contrast between the comparative wealth of the
courts and the poverty of the probation department may be
measured in terms of physical facilities planning program
that reflect such trivia as paint, privacy and personal
convenience. However, the significance lies in a need for a
facilities planning program that will permit an optimum return
on the money spent for probation services.

The priority of need for adequate interview facilities
in the County Jail and in the Probation Offices is well
supported by social work principles. Other functional items
suggested for consideration include;

t. Soundproofed interview rooms with dictatingmachines.
2. A private conference room for staff matings 

and, at a later date, perhaps, for group 
therapy. This room could also include facilities 
for utilizing audio-visual training aids 
(e.g. a 'sound motion picture projector, picture 
screen and an over-head projector). A tape* 
recording instrument could be provided to 
tape the minutes of the staff meetings as wall as the analysis and evaluation of verbal techniques.
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3. A private entrance and separate exit* if .
provided, vould pernit clients access without 
scrutiny by the general public.

h, A central professional library that includes 
periodical files for professional Journals.

5. Private offices for the staff. These offices 
could have outside entrances so that priority 
presentonce investigations and the preparation 
of preaentenco reports could be accomplished 
without Interference from the department*c 
regular routine.

6. The location of duplicating facilities no 
that confidential documents may be processed 
in private.

Most of the above items arc not particularly expensive and 
could bo programed over several fiscal years for eocoeplishoent.

Transportation is another area that might be functionally 
improved, For example, a radio-controlled taxi service could 
be utilised to provide a pick-up and delivery service for 
probation officers and clients in the metropolitan area. This 
would leave present transportation resources free for priority 
travel and reduce parking problems. This radio-controlled 
service might be chared with another county department with 
similar transportation needs (c.g. Health Department).

There nay be some therapeutic value in not having a 
probation department appear too prosperous to clients who arc 
socially handicapped and deprived. However, good taste should 
avoid any display of opulence.

Russell Baker, writing for the (Hew York Times Mews
Service on December 23, 1963, cites "Rule 9" as, "A man's

■ ' \

importance Is measured in geometrical proportion to the amount
p4 -

of space he occupies.^ While Mr. Baker uajee tills rule in
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a huaorouc sense, it Is unfortunately considered to be quit® 
true by many members of society. i‘ho look of adequate office 
space would appear to be difficult to cnouee on grounds of 
economy in a city where offices nay be rented Inexpensively 
in modern office buildings.

i";' .' - -U . - ' - - ' : " :
In ray opinion, the most valuable functional tool 

possessed by the Pima County Probation Department is one that 
cannot bo purchased at any price. It is the wonderfully 
productive relationship enjoyed with the many municipal, 
county, state and federal agencies (public and private). This 
relationship haa been carefully developed and is continually 
maintained. It is a product of years of careful, considerate, 
honest, faithful and tactful service. In the business world, 
one might call this Item "good will." It is a total effort 
by the department's personnel, including each public, private 
and personal relationship, that creates the impression that 
it io considered to be a distinct privilege to be of service 
to ertyomt. L •- a-

The second most valuable tool used by tho Department- 
is, I believe, the otaff principle and practice of total 
cooperation. Do problem la too complex or too simple, too 
embarrassing or too personal, to be given prompt and helpful 
consideration by a colleague* The effect la complementary in 
strengths end mutual ounport' in weaknesses,■a I ' ■ ; - - , , .. ■ ■

•Some eranples of administrative tcchniouos that nay 
appear in the department as the organisation increases in size
arc:



1 . ./rittsii details of standard operating
procedures. . --

2. laeoalag sail logs aad:correspondence: ^
routine stemps.. . , -

5, Routine newspaper clipping end filing.
4. Taping of incoming telephone conversations.
5. An. after-hour telephone anoucrius oerTlca.
6. Automatic Satafrocsnsing of statistics 

and records.
7. The routine provision .of coimacnly required

official information on clients such ao 
photographs, nuniclpnl, county, state and 
federal criainal record information, etc., 
without the. requirement that the probation 
officer make separate vie!to to obtain this 
information. - ' ■ ; - r: s
f. v̂ -- - ' ' - ' " - » ' " '''8. A library exchange service. / •

ho administrative device or technique (or combination of
- ' ' - : : • - - - ' ;

techniqueo). will'be able to improve the quality of the services 
that are rendered by this professional team.

The "Punctionallsn of Probation" in Pima County is '
, ■ : a. ■ - ' ■ ' ", : ■ -

simply a natter of doing ’’first things first” vdth the r.aberial
at hand and within the tine allotted. The selectivity exorcised 
is In keeping with the highest profeasloaal standards that are

I . .  - ' ' "

attajnablo in. the provision of probation services to the courts, 
the clients and the community.

■ ■■ "  ' ' ' : -'>• ' ' "

hdvln J. Cooley might have reported a survey of the Pima. ; ■ ■ ' ' . : ■ ' ; ' '. 1 2 -
County Probation Department as follows:

1. The state legislature has given power to the 
court to place suitable offenders on:probation.if , ' . ■ ■ ■ ■ - ' ‘

2. In considering the adequacy of funding, personnel,
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equipment and supplies— additional facilities 
are urgently needed and the pay scales should 
be brought up to agree with similar profession#! 
services rendered in the community.

3. An excellent preaentence invootlgation procedure 
is followed and thorough and conprehcnolvo 
presentence reports are submitted.

4. Habitual criminals, drug addicts, chronic 
alcoholics and feeble minded persons are not 
placed on probation or are other socially in
adequate persons. ,,

, & '  '' . :5. The cooperation between the courts, the judges 
and the probation officers is such as to provide 
an excellent climate for the development of 
probation services.

6. Regular reports are not routinely submitted to 
the judges on the progress of probationers; 
however, the judges are immediately advised of 
any serious problems experienced by probationers.

7. Probation termination is handled quietly and 
effectively on an individual basis giving the 
discharged probationer a feeling of accomplish
ment— no probationer is forced to terminate 
the "relationship" against his will.

8. Because of the willingness of staff members to 
cooperate in tho solution of difficult probation 
problems, the supervision of individual pro
bation officers is not the problem that it is
in larger agencies. The Chief Probation officer 
through hio close association with each pro
bation officer and his complete familiarity with 
the entire case load.

9. The initial interview, the presontcnce in
vestigation and the written presentcncc report arc, almost without exception, accomplished by 
the probation officer who Is later assigned 
supervision of the case, if the client is 
granted probation.

10. The Chief Probation Officer and hio Chief Deputy 
are continually at work on the improvement of 
the department's services through the adoption 
of scientific methods of probation work.
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1 1 . There is no dogmatic plan or procedure that 
nuct be lolloped in any specific ease. The 
department provides a naninua flexibility to 
each probation officer andencourages the use 
of his professional Initiative. As a result$ 
a very effective in-service training program 
results from the practice of having each 
probation officer directly responsible for 
every facet of each case assigned to bin.

12. la place of staff conferencea on especially 
oonplex eases, the Individual review method 
Is used. On Invitation, colleagues rovelv
the material collected and even any talk to the 
client. The responsible officer is free to 
accept or reject any suggestions that may be 
made. There is no record of a probation officer 
being removed from a cane at any time for any 
reason other than his own request.

13. Case assignment in this department is not 
really a problem as all of*the probation 
officers have basically the same educational 
background. With this uniformity of skill, 
it Is possible for each officer to handle all 
types of eases In all geographical areas. This 
Insures a uniformity of understanding of the socio-economic problems of each strata of 
society and a current skill In the handling
of all types of cases for all soyon judges.

14. "Z.snrlt do corps" is evidenced by the co
operation, teamwork and enthusiasm expressed 
individually and collectively in the department. 
There can be little doubt that the Pima County 
Adult Probation Department would be considered 
outstanding in this category in any comparison 
with any other governmental agency In existence.

15. Volunteer service ir, accepted only when it is 
proceeded by education, training and experience. 
Volunteer service receives supervisory attention 
from the Chief Probation Officer.

16. Case work is the method used in developing 
treatment piano for probationers.

17° in Arizona, there is no state supervision of 
probation. However, if it should became 
necessary at any time to Institute supervision 
at tho state level, the nucleus for a state staff 
Is readily available in the Pima County Adult 
Probation Department.
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Hr. Cooley v.-culd have £;iven a much more comprehensive analysis 
of the department. It is possible that my close association 
and identification with tho staff precludes objectivity in 
any analysis, xho one lesson that this internship has driven 
homo time and again has been succinctly stated by Paul ti. Kevc 
ag:

.•.“the most important stop in the Investigation 
process is the first interview with the defendant, 
and if you handle it skillfully you will not only 
have the basis for a truly competent report, but 
you will also have geone a long way toward launching 
the treatment job that must develop later."...25
It is with extreme reluctance that I move to terminate

an association that has been a most meaningful ono for me. I
would like to personally express my appreciation for the
encouragement, help and constructive criticism that I have
received from the entire staff. I hope that I nay at some
future date render service to another person of a quality that
may approach the services rendered, and the assistance given,
to me.

r'
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JUPP-SHDII A

KAI1J3:
ADIR#S8:
CA33 £:
JUDGStDAT 3: 
RACE:

. Lewis Arthur 
*33 East St.A-13761
The Honorable Ahoy 
Dovember 13, 1963 Caucasian

ALIAS: LouAGE: 18 (12-1-44)
PBI i/i 539 767 2ATT0R1I2Y: Mr. Wane
0FF3ESS: Conspiracy toTrespass, AES, 
Sect. 13-331, 13-712 as anended.

STATEMENT OF OFFS:32: The subject, with another
person, alleged to be

Gerald D. L (and so admitted by the subject), conspired
to trespass on the property of George A The subject
stands convicted of the offense by a plea of guilty. This 
offense was originally in an Information alleging Grand Theft.
The change was reduced and an anaended Information Issued. A 
oopy of the aaaended Information and documents supporting the 
offense are attached.
In brief, the subject and Gerald D. L went to the George 
A.V. Company, 1733 Factory Avenue, on or about June 12, 1963 and removed acetylon cutting-torch equipment belonging to that 
company, without specific permission, this equipment had bean 
found at the Juvenile Detention hone whore it allegedly had been 
used by R. L. Y to burn through the wire gate and window
screen to permitjuveniles to escape. The subject was convicted 
in Justice Court, Tucson Precinct Ho. 4, on July 16, 1963, for 
Assisting Escape of Prisoners and fined 050 and sentenced to 
60 days in the Pima County Jail— the jail sentence was suspended. 
A certified copy of the court proceedings is attached.
3UPJEOT1S GTATEl-IENT: The subject's statement_  l0 attached.
OTHERS INVOLVED:

In the Information.
Gerald D. L_______ as
alleged who was not charged

RESTITUTION: While the value of the
equipment stolen was

estimated to be about $167, it was recovered and the subject 
had Indicated willingness to make restitution for the gas used 
and the wear and tear on the equipment.
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pag/xoua lî ooax): " Oopy of the subjest's ■
FBI report 1g attached.

The fuoson Police Department record card files Indicate 19 
offensea for the subject that range from aunevay Juvenile to 
Burglary and. include, reckless driving, shoplifting, disorderly 
conduct, (fighting) and drunk.
i-r. V Juvenile Detention Homo officer, provided the
following informationi

m s CHARM
4-18-57 ■ Malicious Mischief
7-20-53 Joyriding
7-1-59 Loitering4— 7—61 Joyriding - Committed to Ft.

Grant for six months (served
12-18-61 there from 4-19-61 to 3-30-61)

Shoplifting11-15-62 / Curfew violation with 11. Y1 2-22-62 Striking South Tucson Police 
Officer, received 010 fine.

These offenses listed as parole violations.
Mr. M ... 'o juvenile record indicate eight traffic offenses
that include: Tuo accidents, speeding* driving without licenceand operating an unsafe vehicle..
Mr. G .. Juvenile Parole Officer, provided the following
Information and evaluation:

The.subject had boon in a fight e.t a South Tuoeon car 
lot. Hr. G had investigated and vraa' satisfied
that the adult complainant had been as responsible for 
the fight as had the subject and his younger brother h___' .
The subject's attitude has been one of lack of rosoect 
for authority.

hr. G____'s records Indicate four offenses were committed by
the subject subsequent to attaining the age of 18 years ac follows:

1. Striking a South Tucson Police officer
2. A car lot fight.
3. Assisting Escape of Prisoners.
4. Stealing acetylene cutting-torch equipment.

Hr. G_____s3 evaluation was that the subject was not likely to
respond to treatment In society as there had been no change 
in attitude or behavior since the subject's release from Fort Grant, August 30, 1961.



Information:
ft. Grant Industrial School,

: : . . - = ■••••••■
supplied the following

Uhe subject completed the dth grnas at ft. Grant, s 
He ras defiant, resentful and disrespectful. . - ' :
His I.Q. is recorded as.in the 91~100 ranco.His grades vere mostly 3, & and 5. Hsuever, ho did 
receive some grades of 2 in General Jclenco, Music 
•a# mom# grades of 1 in General Mechanics.

Hr. 0 evaluated his record at the fort as 11 not good."
lupo A " .... reported the following from the records of the Jouth
Tucson foil.ee Department: >
M S  .. OPPfXSf DlfyOdlTIOf
1 2-22-62 Disorderly Conduct 010 or. 10 days
>•20-63 ' ' Disorderly Conduct (20 or 20 days
Mrs, Gulaa, Pueblo High Ochool, provided the fcllovinn information:

-he subject has completed the 9th grade but is given 
Junior standing.
His I.Q. of record is in the.31-91 range.
The subject has been ached to. leave school for 
"administrative" reasons during both soiaostcro 
of the 1962-1963 school year and during tho current 1963-1964 school year.
he tras asked to leave school for non-attendance during 
him first'year in high school. However, his attendance 
record has improved in each of the past three semesters 
before he vas asked to leave for "administrative" reasons, (i.o. expelled).

In sunnary$, there appears to be no change in ths subject’s record 
attitude or.behavior pattern either as a juvenile or since attaining the ago of 13 yeara,
310.KGR01JUD: , .. Le'ris A. IH____ v;rxs

b o m  in Tucson, Arizonaon December 1, 1944, to H. H. _____ (72) and Tilloy H____ _ (55).
Other siblings on record include: Monroe il (34), jdhmrd
C. M_______(32), Gilbert. II. H____ ___ (30)“ obert J. h_____
(189 now at ft. Grant) and a sister, Hay ?. V_______ _ (21).
The father is a retired railroad bralcenan and reportedly drinks 
heavily. The mother has health problems but maneges to maintain 
the home for her husband, tho one older son remaining at hone 
and the two young borthors, Levis and Robert.
While the subject insists that his homo life was normal, it is
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obvious that the .paternal role ha3 been taken over by the 
brothers. 'Iho economic situation in the hone va0 reported to 
be adequate, lewis always had new and good clothes to wear, 
not Jmnd-nodowns, and there wore sufficient funds for food, 
shelter and education. The family's statistical record with the 
luoson Police Dept, is impressive:

HM13 - . im uz i cr orrzuszs
Lewis A. 19Edward C. 5Monroe M. Jr. 5Gilbert 8. h
Robert J. 14May P. aTotal 49
the implication inferred is that an anti-social adjustment any 
be normal for the home.

-1
The subject claims that 
ho is net married.

iSDgCAX 101?: The subject reports
■ " completion of the 10th

grade. 2're. Q » i’ucblo High School, stated that Mr. _
had only completed the 9th grade but had been readmitted with 
Junior (11th grade) standing. His educational record has been. 
diEcucsed under the heading of Previous Record above.
P/iill GI O H . , The subject states hie

religious preference is 
Catholic. Ho could not remember when he has last attended Hass . 
and stated that he had never boon to confession.
H5ADTH & PEdSOHAh HABITS: The subject considers

liio health to be excellent.
He states he had pneumonia when quite young but recalls no other 
serious illnoosoa. He believes he had the usual childhood diseases 
and mentioned that he had been injured in an automobile accident.
He explained that this injury resulted in water-on-the-kneo but 
lie did not consider this injuries to bo serious. He reports that 
he smokes and once a month drinks a beer. (It is noted that he 
was charged with being drunk by the Tueson Police Department 
on 9-11-59).
When asked about hobbies$ he said that he used to go camping, 
but that ho had been .arrested unon his return from a canning 
trip and had given it up.
MILITARY in Stour: Hone.
PI.HAKCIAh & mTL0V.'.EZ* STATUS: He stat:c that his total 

assets consist of about
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£50 in an account in the Incoon Pedercl Oavlngo i Loan. Ibis 
account is eald to bo in tr.uat in hie father's nano;' :
the only omployzont he has liked vrae \for!:irn at ::aryfs Cafe 
whore ho rcoeived about- ^25.50 per week in vraaca. He hue not 
felt inclined to take other jobs at 010 per week because ho 
did not rant to work for such lor rapes.
COLLAISUL IPrORkAIIOl: The subject is under

indiecaont for Grand
Theft for burglary at Montgoncry *nrdr>s Inc.-, on September 
14-15, 1963, Case A-13-333. Ho in scheduled co be tried on 
February 3, 1964, in Superior Court. Ir. this offence he 1c 
implicated by the state-rent of an accomplice (please see 
attached Case Report and statement attached) and fingerprints 
found at the scene. .
The subject was also Implicated in the burglary of the Go!eng 
Center harket, on Sept. 18, 1963. (Please see South Tucson Police 
offense report and statement attached).
PoscctiTe- R. £_______, Tucson Police 7>cpnrtnsnts reported that
Hr. M . had been implicated in the theft of, looting andburning of a Falctaff bear truck earlier this year. A copy of 
the implicating statement will be attached, if received in time.
SWRIARY 6 RAOOHMSdpmOH; It Is difficult to

asssociatc this apparently,
shy, personable and Innocuous-locking youth with the statistically 
impreecire data or. his criminal record. There can be little doubt 
that hr.!:'; . possesses a veil integrated personality centered
around internalised criminal norms. The causative factors for 
his anti-social behavior ray veil stem from his hone environment.
The single positive element in this case appears to be family 
s&lldarlty and oince the family situation circumscribes the 
causal factors, any treatment plan should include removal from 
the home environment.
Nothing was found, Incident to the Investigation, that would 
Indicate that the subject could cr would respond to treatment while on probation.
Millie there Id nothing in his record that would Indicate that 
his violence has been extended to the use of weapons, there is
also no basic for a supposition that hr. M_______ would ftVoid
the use of the forco or the weapon that he might consider 
appropriate at a later date. In support of this ctatearnt, Mr.
fan d , Assistant Probation Officer, reported thet hr. H____
had made a threat on the life of hlr. client, Oherles h_______,
on at least one occasion.
Probation is not considered to be appropriate for the sueject 
at this tine.



It is therefore respectfully recocacLdccI that the subject bo 
sentenced by the Honorable Court for a period of not loan than 
11 month* nor more than one (1) year in the Arizona State Prison

Respectfully submitted.

lliTian Tl. 'IKbST,
Assistant Probation Officer

APPRO1/3D:

h. h. .ior.br.ch, diilcf 
Adult Probation Officer

ez
11-12-63
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A-rraiA b

31MS* 0^  ̂ . Oliver B.
ABBiiSaa: zVPTil. Devoasire 
CASE: ^13554'
JUBOB: rhc Honorable J, Ahoy
BA2S: October 17, .1963, Anvlo

AllA3:
a C:1': 
i’ll
AI'I'OKAaVi
0113131:

’Merry" __
50 (7-16-13)4 561 906 
Hr. 1
Areon in the 
H i m  ‘a Ceyrao,

Arson vlth Intenat to Defraud 
Incurer. and Conspiracy.
AHS,. ootc. 1 3-231 , 1 >235 A 
13-331.

STArkll:: OP orr;i::33: , , 3inoc the contcnclnc
" . -• . judre pranidou during -the

trial, no further elaboration Id Included. Ihe subject maintains 
that he ir. a vie tit: of conspiracy in uhich "they'1 arc cut to rot 
hin—  "they" at tir.ee being various imagined combine.ticnc of in- 
suranoo agencies and insurance inveotigaters and at other times 
used to refer to various imagined groups of duesen ministers.

To be appended if received.
OXKKRS IHVOLVH!): Aer.uel 5. 1-_______ (56)

not charged.
HB31I1U1X0H: .  ̂ dot applicalbo.
PREVIOUS 11 S3OHD: ' . ' The subject admitb to the

w ‘ . offenses listed on the
FBI Report attached. In addition, he stated that he had been charged 
with grand theft in dan Francisco on a date that he cannot remember; 
and was charged with an offense in Indianapolis that involved s 
girl and later in 1954 at St. Charles, Louisiana, for a similar 
offense. Ho believes that th nay have a juvenile record as he 
ran away from hone at age 15 to escape hi a strict father while 
the family wan living in the Los Angeles area. Che subject nlno 
recalls none theft charges in Long Loach in 1955, when he woe 
15 or 17 years of age.
Additional sources of information indicated that the subject, was 
using his "ministnral11 front to defraud his communicants in 
Tacoma, Washington, during the 19591s when hie reputation was 
known la Houston, Towns, by the Letter Business Bureau, inis 
bureau refused to approve his application to practice his ”trade" 
30.he .then moved on to Dallas, Texas.
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1'hlc. clain ;;ac e c ttlc d  for %,2»6S5.
■ . : ' .

On Aur.uat 17, 1947, c fire occurred on property bclor.̂ inr; to the 
subject that van•located in Bullitt County5 Kentucky, ihe 
cottleneut of the resulting claim ic indicated to be 05,245.
In 1943, the subject ran indicted for fraud in the attempted sale 
of mortgaged property (apparently the cane property on :;hlch tho 
above claim vac collected) and prosecution van dropped vken the 
subject made the necessary adjustments.
Another fire occurred on property in the control of the subject 
on iiovenber 20, 1951, at Bllicott City, Hd. i’hc claim in this 
case v?3C #; 16,000. The subj; ct uas observed moving furniture 
and oauipaent iron this property by truck prior to the night 
of tho fire. •
Other matters of record that might be considered as pertinent
arc: hr. 0_____ is reported to have billed a young uonan of
02,500 after hypnotising her; of absconding with 14,500 that 
had been collected by church members to pay for a church building, 
in this ease it. lo indicated that he first completed payment for 
tho property to gain clear title in hie own name, and then 
'.'legally" sold the property gaining the 14,500 for himself; and, 
more recently, Mr. 0 : ; uas to have made 3750 deposit with a 
television company in-California for the provision services in
connection with the production of Mr. C__/s chow "talking Bible.*’
It vjbd learned that the money had not been deposited end the 
credit manager of tho cbovc company wrote that he believed that 
Mr. 0___ was richer by 1750.
BkCKGAOUKD:
Minister who is now deceased) now living at tho Ion Angeles 
Ashland, 0 • . on April 16, 
on record of that marriage is 
Is reported to be a professor Angeles.

The subject was born to
B. F. 0___(a Bap tint

and H«0. 0___ (age 74, who in
area). His birth occurred at 
1915. 7he only surviving sibling
a brother, II.-3. 0___ (53), whoat Metropolitan College in Los

The coelo-economic and cultural setting for the subject*c develop
mental years was typical of e minister*d household in that era. 
His early years were characterised by frequent changes of the 
family residence as his father moved to a new church. (fhla fact
has been evaluated as an indication that Hr. 0_____*3 father
possessed a similar authoritarian and autocratic personality 
and was not long retained by any particular church). It is 
inferred that tho subject’s father was dynamic and aggressive 
and his mother passive and permissive.
At a date the subject cannot remember, he was "saved" and re
pented his sins. In seven days and seven nights he studied the 
Bible and God, according to the subject, bestowed the gift of 
total recall in the recitation of the entire Bible. lie state a 
that he had appeared on Bob a______*s "Bolleve It or Hot"
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prô rrjn. and that it van at about thic time lie had a vision of 
hi3 future evanselical ejid evangelistic efforts. lie conceives 
his mission is to form a central office for hie church in luceon 
and to initiate nation-vide television and radio coverage for 
this religious endeavor (hie explanation vas completely economic). 
When ashed If he knei: Amie HcPhercon— -Four-Square
Gospel Church in L.A.) he replied vith a 30-second thumbnail 
sketch of the legal process of incorporation that produced this 
.f-AO-cillion (estimated), enterprise. He explained the details 
of his plan for a corporation to import Mexican silver. Iho 
profits of thie enterprise ucro to co to his church and not to 
him. In addition he stated that he is the manager of a negro 
boxer. Mr. 0 unhesitatingly exhibited a copy of the fight 
contract choving 20/'* of the gross going to his church and then
an additional 3v1 /3,5 of the gross going directly to u. 0_____.
Ho explained that this arrangement mould enable bin to effect 
a strong economic base for his church.
The church in which he claims ordination reports the following: 
(actually his evidence of ordination is from a little know minis
terial association that is “incorporated” in the Los Angeles area 
and hie certificate is signed by a husband and wife team. It 
is “dignified” by e. gold seal of a California Notary Public 
on the reverse side}.
MARITAL HIATUS; The subject has been

* married three tines.
Currently he is married to Gladys P., 0 This marriage
tool: place In I960 at Locales* Honors, vicxico. Loth the subject 
and his wife claim that their present marriage is "ideal” and 
that they are completely happy, Evaluating their statements 
and actions in the interview* the situation was found that she 
is passive and overly dependant, ais reactions to her that 
are mechanical and oupcrficial. Other evidence that Mr. 0 
spends considerable time away from homo,that during these
periods the present Mrs. 0____ experiences groat anxiety as
a result of her knowledge of his probably behavior.
The subject admits to the following children, from bin corrlcgas: 
A son, M, tie 0_____ (22) and a daughter, Barrie L. 0 (14).
v;hen asked about his extra-marital sexual relations, the subject 
replied that, "the way to get a preacher is with a woman."
3DU0ATI0H: The subject states that

ho completed high school
and attended a part of the first year of college. Ho' was quite 
evasive concerning any special theological or religious training 
that he had received,
HEALTH A PEISOHAI, HABITJ: The subject appearu to

bo in oxcollcn health
and admits to no bad habits. Ho states that before ho was "saved” 
he sued to drink and emokc heavily.
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IIILITA^Y HI STORY s The subject states
that he has no record

of nilltary service and that he had planned to enter the service 
ao;a chaplain during the var but never really had tine.
PlhAYOIAh c HISTORY: hr. O___ lies freely

about hia financial 
status. He says that ho hac no outstanding obligationa and no 
funds of any sort. At the sane tine he stated that he received 
over Cls600 the night the jury found bin guilty from someone uho 
ovoo "the estate.” He does not consider the 01>000 cash that 
he put up on his bond as his money.
He states that he ozpects to "earn” at least (500 per nonth as 
a "minister" when he*is allowed to return to work.
His past employment record, in addition to that of confidence 
man, Includes: Sales, Athletic Direction (Hr. 0 modestly 
states that as assistant to the coach of a high school, he had 
all of the reoponsiblity and did all ,of the work).
In short, ho has no skill other than ”evangelism" at which he 
intends to work as long as he is free to do id.
GOhhATHilAh IlifCHHAflO:;: Attached arc examples

or reports, letters
and statements considered to be representative of the material 
avalalbe. It has been impossible to find anyone- with a positive 
recommendation for this man. The "Open Challenge" attached is 
significant as to the dates and the fact that Hr. 0 proudly 
estates that this material has been sent through :the~U.d. Haile.
(It should be noted that the statute of limitations has expired 
for federal prosecution for fraud relating to theca statements).
SUMMARY & HTCOHHAHDAIXOW: As shown in the pro

ceeding material, positive
elements exist which could be used by the subject to effect 
rehabilitation; however, at this present age (50), it is extremely 
doubtful that significant change nay be expected because there
is no real indication that Hr. 0___ now desires or ever will
desire to change.
He is considered to possess a compulsive-aggressive personality 
and to be obscessod by pseudo-religiosity. By his own adnlnotion, 
his motivational system is primarily one of economic self-ascendency. 
His record, while largely not criminal in technical sense, is 
one that established, his behavior pattern to be that of the 
well-adjusted habitual situational offender. Incidents in the 
record point to a high probability that he will recidivate when 
faced with the motivation (economic) and opportunity (Ministerial).
The fact that Hr. Owen is unable to see anything in himself that 
should bo changed precludes a recommendation for probation.
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To protect noccity fron his insidious behavior, It is therefore 
respectfully recodtended that the Honorable Court pronounce the 
maximum sentence prescribed for all counts in the inverse order 
of their appearance in the verdict (i.c„ Cl,000 fine, four (A) 
to five (5) years and fifteen to twenty years) with all terms 
to run consecutively.

l

Respectfully submitted*

William" i-U'liribSsj 
Assistant Probation Officer

lT %"hombaoh, Chi ci‘' Adult Probation Officer

@s
10- 16-63
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i' £ , ■■■^ !. .• . APP5S3IX 0

RSPOHt

• nzxs; ■ 0______ __, Manuel X.
&3jL2.z:-3i 2bO fieat 27th 3t.
0A33 ih A-13322 ■
JUBG3: The Honorable Ricky Scacon
Ba23; leoeaber 9, 1963RAG 2: . 8pa.nl sh»Aaerlesa

AL1AG: "Chocolate"
AG2: 25 (3-16-33)
731 A; 154 337 B
AX2ORBBI: Hr. A______orrBGAB: Burglary, Blrot

r-c.jroe. AR3, 
Spot. t>301 c 13-302; 
Grand Theft, ABB, S#ot. 
13-601 A 13-663.

32A-r:XH^T 0? OFPBGSB: Xhe subject. In cor.pE-.ny
with hie two acoonnllces,

Hike P and Joe X , entered the X C Club,
Tucson, on or about the 16th day of July, 1963, In the nighttine, 
end did feloniously steal property of Hr, Bill A____, that In
cluded a check writing nachino. The value of the property stolen 
exceeded 6100.
Ibs subject has freely admitted his committing of the above crimes 
and has co-operated fully with the State in this case.
aUBJaCZ'S olAllllElll: Ihe subject’s statement

is attached.
OTHERS i:iVQL7^D: Hike f______, # co-dcfendant

.. ...   ̂ in this case, who persists
In his not guilty plea. Also Involved was JR____, who escaped
apprehension.
RESTITUTION? Hone required.
niETIQUS It PC CRD: the subject* o annotated

P3I Report is attached.
The subject co-operated completely in disclosing all previous 
arrests and convictions before they wore confirmed by investiga
tion. -
The Tucson Police Department Re-cords..list tea offenses: Grand 
Theft, Joyriding, Burglary, frank. Drunk driving. Hit and Bun, 
Forgery, Conspiracy and Leaving Scone of Accident.
The Pima County Sheriff's office records list only the current offense as outstanding.
BACKGROUND: Manual I. 3____________

vae born to Daniel 3_____
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(deceased) and Jonnlo 2. J___ ___(53)& on August-18, 1933$ at
Tucson,. Arisoaa.- The aubjoot'o father never oavr his son. The 
father van killed in a nlll accident before Manuel's birth. Other
albs include: Fred 2« 3________ (32), Daniel (killed in Korea),
Mrs.. Della R_______ (50) and .Mrs, Oarnon 3_____ (25). . The subject
nov resides with his maternal grandmother.
At about age ten, the subject and his mother moved to L. A. ilia 
delinquent activities started at about this time and have per
sisted' to date in a relatively consistent manner. .
Ha has made several adjustment attempts. He tried the Air Force 
but had lied about hi a age and was discharged when tills was dis
covered. He t:ao married and for a tine natis a reasonable marital 
adjustment.
Ho reports his childhood was reasonably happy and he considers 
that ho was well provided for in an economic sense. His mother 
worked and he was deprived of a paternal Identification figure 
during his formative years. There appears to have been little 
fatally solidarity, in short, emotional deprivation characterised 
his developmental period,

- , ’ wr . ■ - ■MARITAL STATUS: - . The subject married
Dolores 3_______ in

Kogalas, Aris. in 1955. She was sixteen and he was eighteen 
at that tine. ' There are two children of record from this 
marriage: Diane (8) and Joann (6). The children reside with 
the mother. The parents arc separated and the subject believes 
his wife will divorce bln.
Mis marital record Indicates his inadequate personality. He lo 
ambivalent toward hie children. He would like to know then but 
fears he will contaminate then, lie is not hostile toward his 
wife and understands why one left him. Ho states that ha ban 
not contributed to the support of his grandmother, but not to nis wife and children.
gflUOATlOH:
grade with a 5th grade education, 
to be in the "dull normal" range, 
well orally and in writing.
RELIGION: • The subject states ho

is Catholic. He believes
ho attended Mass about one month ego but has never been to 
confession as ho has yet to take First Communion,
HEALTH & gSftSODAL HA3IT3: Ho ic in good physical

condition. He smokes,drinks to excess at almost every opportunity and ha® used marijuana 
on occasion. He claims he Id not a narcotic "user" and this 
appears to be supported by his record.
He claims that an automobile accident prevented his pursuing a

Ike subject reports 
completing the 8th 

bio intelligence level appears 
ho expresses hlmoelf reasonably
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professional boxing career. It xrould appear that he could better control his aggression mild ho vas boxing but it did not prevent 
his frequent arrest. , ^

. ' - . \..i' ' A, . : . . ' . . -
he has no hobbies; however he states ho secies bars and barrocn 
associations with Ills free tine. lie states ho in attracted to 
the nwrong kind of people."
HI hi IAKx HI 320111: The subject* o air force

tour lasted about five
months, terminating in Feb. 1955, with an "undesirable discharge. 
His age had been discovered incident to a routine fingerprint 
check. He was still in the "boot-canp" phase of training when 
discharged at Parks Air Force Base in*California.
FIHANOIAL & BHPhOYncif HISTQkY: fhe subject states he

has not assets. He
bellevos ho owes about (1,200-C771.12 for an autonobile accident - 
and about £400 on an automobile repair bill. He worked for about 
five weeks at A. 2. and earned between 06O-v7Q when he -worked afull week.
His "on-th-job" accident is described in his personal statement 
and used as a basis for rationalising his criminal behavior.
OOLLaT J3AL III FORMAT I Oil: It is believed that a

psychiatric evaluation
of the subject would reveal his Inadequate personality. It is 
believed that a full-scale X-ray examination of his chest night 
relievo some of his anxiety about his recent injury.
sUHluaY 6 asootn-lSUSATIOif: Thoro arc very-few

positive factors revealed in the investigation of this case. His Parole Officer, 
while stating that the subject was a "poor risk" for probation 
or parole, noted that he was trying to straighten himself out 
when his on-the-job accident occurred. The Parole Officer stated 
that he would permit his parole to expire while he was serving 
time as a result of this current offense (3-4-64).
An evaluation of the subject*c present attitude is positive.
He sees that he must change, he reports that his full-cooperation 
with enforcement officers was inspired by a desire to "got the 
record straight" and to get a job that will permit him to live 
a normal life.
Since the recommendation of probation is impossible at this time, 
it is respectfully recommended that the Honorable Court sentence 
the subject to serve not less than throe (3) nor more than five 
(5) years on each of the two charges with the sentences to run
concurrently.
It is believed that this increment will permit the subject to
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effect eono measure of rehabilitation before he la re-turned to 
society and yet not be so severe as to convert him into a "vicious 
and hardened" criminal. In brief, it should not destroy his 
moat recommending featurec— -his cooperative attitude and socially 
acceptable personality. ~

hoopectfully submitted.

Gillian h. rilbbs.
Assistant Probation Officer -

APPROVED:

L. zi. Rombaoiig Cnlef 
Adult Probation Officer

em '
12-6-63
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JU??>2miX D

^■IE! 2________, Clyde
ADDRiioC: 5433 Cunoet Road 
0A33 .y: A-13791
JUDO A*: 21io Honorable J* Ahoy
DATE: Oct. 24, 1963
RACE: AhrIq

AllA3: "ranana Kid"
AG A: 43 (5-3-20)
All 533 235 A
AI2CRRAZ: Hr. 1_____  __
om-iuH: lucent A Attempted

Incest, Aa3,
13-471.

STATHHKT2 OP OFI'llHSH: , In that the subject tras
convicted ox Incest with

his natural daughter, 3______, and of attempted Incest with his
natural daughtert H , by jury In a trial over which the
gentenolttg judge presided, further details arc cultted.
3UPJHOT1 3 : (Statement attached).
~ The subject insisted 'chat

he io not .guilty and would not be able to face his wife and family
if he wore. Hn apparently believos that his daughter 0_____*r.
name was substituted for his wife's name in his statements re
garding the practice of "copulatuo intorruptus" over the past 
two years. He stated that he wants probation and will obey any
and all court orders concerning his behavior. Hr. T_____ stated
that if he is sent to prison, "knowing that ho did not do it," 
ho night not be as forgiving of those who have falsely accused 
him.
QXHSftu IHVOITID: Hone. (AH3, 1 >4?1

regard!ny consoat).
iiasTITUTIQJI Hot involved.
PRA7I0US HHGOHD: Hhl Report attached.

With document# supporting
disposition: On Sec. 10, 1962, JI2. T was considered r,
suspect in Burglary esse, Tucson Police Dept, y23567. The 
burglary involved a reported theft of i20.50 from a co!:c machine at A. if. The subject stated that he had "reported it."
The investigating officer, Detective 11 , states that he
had discovered the "break-In'' himself and talked only to the
owner who indicated ilr. T_____ was cne person who knew where .
the key (used to open the"':achine) was kept. The ease appears 
to have been filed for lack of evidence. There is no record of other sex offences, .at Investigation of a reported attack
on hi0 step-daughter, Y was described .by Hrs. T______
as very unlikely.



BACKGROUND: Born in rmnlin, 111 * 
on Vs.-j k t 192C, to

!T & £ ™ ! deS K st e t  ̂ V r s n r & l ^ . rcciaiao
f* k . .  j , - .  ,  ^  ' T.

tho subject reports"a1deprives and inadequate henelife on an 
Illinois Tarn: during his formative years. He states his father 
drank and it was necessary for tho children to work to support 
tho family. ! if : -

• •' ' 5; ^ cGubjcct has carried
have seven children, six. living in 'lueson and one In" iHIHoie.
Tho X_______.*o have been carried for 15 years and report that
while their-life has not been eaey, there has been sufficient
Income to.prevent real need. hr,. I____ is authoritarian and
pooseonivo. He has retained control of the family money end
'’doled" It out when need xjns established. u______has been a
behavior problem and was referred to the Child guidance Clinic 
in 1961 by her school, in 1962 by the Juvenile Court (without 
tho filing of a petition). D was referred to tho Clinic
In Copt. 1953. by a minister, x'o date neither child has com
pleted on intake interview.
s a s A m i :
5th grade, his l.Q. is reported as 75.

i'he subject reports 
he has completed the

Ri&IflIOlT: Hr. ____ Indicates
a proTostcnt pre

ference but states lie usually works on Sunday.
HfiLlil & gBRJOHAL HABIfHi Ihe subject smokes and

reports the drinking
of beer at homo once in a while. i:o states his health has boon 
good In Arizona and that he has not had to uso the Veterans 
Eedlo&l facilities since his arrival here. He obviously needs 
dentures. He claims no hobios and states he only works.
HILIBARI HISTORY: The subject claims

U. 3. Army service
from Haroh 1941 to 1-iaroh 1945 In tho U.3. s England and franco, 
He received a nodical dischurgo under' honorable conditions and 
is entitled to Vets benefits and a pension of --,'33 per month.
FI HANOI Ah 6 mfBOYHKP? IIIbfORY; The subject claims a

*** Valley national Bank
deposit in the amount of Ap. ills currant income is Cf3 per 
mouth (government pension), ills wife states that his automobile 
has been repossessed. When ho works, he usually makes about 
CS5 per week or about ',231 per month as a "junk xrright" cutting 
up junked automobiles, he claine ho has no other special skills 
but has worked as a truck driver and has never been without work.



m m m u a m m w a = The psychiatric evaluation 
attached Indicates the

subject Is considered an "inadequate personality? Proa personal 
observation, the subject recognizee hie wire's nemo and handles 
numbers reasonably well* He is egocentric and emotionally un
stable. ; :
Personal contact with M e  employers and friends indicate that 
they eoncldcred him an, asset to the vonmunity and an ozcoptlonally 
hard worlccr* Mr* G reported that the subject "fired himself"
after burning up a truck engine on a trip to Tucson from £3
Hr. Q. t ... stated that he usa plcacod-vithithc subject's work
and had assisted his in obtaining subsequent employment. " Vg 

. \ *' ' - - - ' ' ' ' 
3UHH/IRY c RPOOHinidbATIObt • :%hllc the subject has

a positive employmentrecord and good rapport with community .members, he Is immature ... •
with a mental age of from ten to 12 years. He docs little 
reason to change his behavior and in totally unaware that a 
satisfactory "sexual adjustment" with his-vifo does not preclude 
his repeating Ills actions with his daughtoro. It id very unlikely 
that the subject would respond to treatment while on probation.

r: ff-.l.: T %rH ... . . f " .. .
Therefore,- to protoot his family and the community, it is 
respectfully reoomcadad that the Honorable Court sentence the ■ 
subject to Arizona State Prison for a period of not lesa than 
eight (0) years nor more than ten (10) years.

- ■ . . Hespectfully submitted 5

,:.T
■ Tillian ii. iillibc, "
Assistant Probation Officer

APPROVIB$

LTlT'lionbHBHnEi^r
Adult Probation Officer

ea

l0-2>63
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v
A^PSIDIX 8

r-r 1; yy? -
‘C

ALIAS:.
AGE:

"ferny"'
53

' ' ' ' _ /'I'i - »
f f i U  l T O T t ^ 0 B* • ■
Case #: a-13795 ' . . , • ,,
DAiaf'. ; t̂?*Sr»96Ŝ * Iea oipaiii:' UniawTHTToEHT
!W0S! “  iiarl’juaaa;'

' • ; :y. . : . • • as anondod. • '

FBI ih 147 764 
ATTORNEY: Hr. K

33IATEKEHT OF OFFSSSE:

Mo.
She

On August 19, 1963, a daytime search, pursuant to Search 
the Justice Court, Tucson Precinct

control of the subject and his wife and
No. 94, Issued byTwo on August 9, 1963, (copy attached) the dwelling

located at South 11th Ave., Tucson, produced.a quantity of the 
narcotic drug -marijuana (see attached list of property taken) 
The subject’s wife, Ionia, and his stop-son, wore implicated 
In the seizure. (Police Report Is attached).
the subject stated that he was not present at the time of the 
search and seizure and that upon returning from a trip to town 
he learned that his wife and step-son were being held by the 
police. After surrendering himself voluntarily to the police, 
he learned that marijuana had been delivered by a pcroon that 
he refuses to name during his absence, khen confronted with 
the evidence, he accepted full responsibility and effected the 
release of his wife and stop-son by writing the personal state
ment (attached to the police report).

Attached.

the personal statement made by 
full responsibility.

The subject’s wifo and 
step-son were cleared by 

the subject in which he accepted

M s m m & m i - Hone.
?;U7Ion? T.20QRD: ' The FBI Report (attached)

indicates a 45-year history
of frequent oonwlotlone. toe tweeon Police Records contain 26 
separate cards indicating that the subject was apprehended for 
various offenses Including:



Growing* possession and sale of marijuana.
llooelpt of stolen property.
Gambling. '
Violation of liquor lavras (selling liquor to Indians), 
Disturbing the pesos.

the subject readily admitted to his record and added that ho had 
been sentenced at the age of 13 to Ft. Grant in 1918 for a term 
of 18 months for "shooting out street lights with a SB gun."
The Tucson City Police Records indicate the following concerning 
the surviving members of his immediate family: Tonia (his wife)was arrested six times during the period 1948 - 1955 for offenses 
ranging from drunkeness to possession and growing of marijuana.
His son ago 18, sixteen investigations for offenses ranging from 
fighting to violation of curfew and liquor laws.
b a c k g r o u n d: The defendant was born on

January 18, 1905 In Tucson to Antonio (deceased 1954) and Juana (deceased 1926) G .
There were eight siblings six brothers and two sisters.
The father was employed by the Southern Pacific Railroad. Upon 
his retirement, he moved to California, and died there while living with his son, Jose.
The subject reported a reasonably normal and happy childhood in 
quite modest but adequate economic circumstances. He states 
that it was easy for him to be "sent up" to Ft. Grant at the 
age of 13 implying that the officials had acted more quickly in 
his case than they might have in the cases of others.

/lAHim.STATUo: m ^ r l ^ d ^ o h D h i n o T ^ 011
(17) in 1925 in Tucson. She died in April, 1935. There were 
no children of record from that marriage.
The subject stated that he had married his second (present) wife 
in 1942 or 1943 when he was 38 and she was 31 or 32 (this marriage 
is reported common-law by the Federal Probation Office). Two 
children were bora of this union.
EDUCATION: He states he completed the

12th grade; however, inpreviously recorded statements he reported that he terminated 
his formal education upon completing the 5th grade at Jafford 
Junior High School in Tucson, to permit him to go to work.
The subject's mental ability is estimated to bo in tho "normal" 
range.
RaDlGlQB: The defendant states he is

Catholic and that he attended
confession with Father R about once in every two months.
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II3ALTH & PEESONAJj liABIJo:

a tondonoy to fall asleep against his >,111. 
for and receiving Social Security Disability

The defendant is reported 
to be in poor health, fie 

is considerably overweight, has a weak heart, has diabetic tendencies, experiences difficulty in breathing and demonstrates
He is eligible 
Payments. Pina

County Health Authorities have told him that he may expect to
U r e  for from thro, to five year, more.

the drinking of beer, "no more than five quarts per month.” He 
insists that he has.never used or tried marijuana or any other 
narcotic drug. He appears to be reasonably mentally alert with fairly reliable

ists that he has.never used or tried marijuana or any othi 
3.' He appears ble recall.

th<w. He appears to be proud of his status as a "wholesaler" 
and states that he would never consider becoming a "retailer."
MILITARY HISTORY:
FIKANCIAL & BMPLOYI-HSKT STATUS:

If on®.

About $250.
subsequent to his arrest.
His past employmea 
the Tuoson Produce

The subject receives 0109 
per month as a disability 

Security. His not worth ie estimated to be 
He states that he cancelled hia insurance policy

s e a  a..& SEDATION: 
and his alseelal behavior and his abno 

rscommendatlon 
and the dieor
the subject arc

. . .

It is therefore respectfully recommended to the ;
ttet y l ^ r - ° na 3rlao“

Ihe subject's AS-year criminal 
* record, his persistant anti
social adjustment precludes a

tencles in the records 
seizure related by

five (5)
the Honorable Court 

a period fro®
.J

Respectfully submitted,

- j

APPROVED:

i'SI'il ' -

"
Aasistant^Probation Officer

X..'E. 'Hoacach, Onief
Adult Probation Officer
eo
9—19—65
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VUIXUkMTS:
UACB:

idney (n) ALIAS: Honol . r

better ATIORUSY: 
OPFS3333;  : I s :Id Holestation

sTA-immz Qj#•**£' m :  . ' • m  Case A

O' ' r Y
PRSVIOUS ilAOORD: I.r.B. Ca=o Uo. 237267, 

I, 1963.

RKSIIIOTIOMi 
BAOKGROUHD: deot

born
S  = , ' (hi8 sisters, 
other sinter, Shirley" 
are married.

34), lives in Israel, both

s s t i s ^ O T i ; ,seven 
tils father remainedM s  family la Isael. Hls"fatherf?en2lned in^Israel^for^aboSt ̂  8 
three years before returning to her York where he remarried 
(later remarrying for the second time in Tucson). The subject 
Is not exactly sure of the time that he was first aware that 
he was a product of a broken home.
He believes that his mother kept the facts of the separation 
from him and hie cltiters. He said that in fact he had never 
accepted the reality of his parents separation. His feelings 
were of "bitterness" toward his parents for "sheltering M s  
from the true facts" that resulted in his "seeking security 
in tho wrong areas." The subject believes that he was sheltered



from reality until age 23 when he returned to Brooklyn in 1957.
After about oix months in Brooklyn, the subject moved to Tucson 
whore he had made his home since that tine returning to Sow York 
only once (1949) for the purpose of being married.
According to the subject, his family relationship were poor 
during his formative years. He states that he resented being 
raised by his mother and was bitter about her failure to informs 
him of her separation from his father. He believes that to this 
day his friends and relatives in Israel are not aware of the 
true situation.
MARITAL STATUS: The subject met Shirley V

' in Tucson and married her
during 1949 In New York. She was 22 and he was 25 at that time. 
Ho has two sons, Bernard (12) and Martin (6); and, two daughters 
Arlene (11) and Bonnie (8).
The subject's wife reports marital adjustment as cyclic becoming 
increasingly tempestuous during the past few years. She stated 
that she has known for quite some time that the subject w o  in 
need of psychiatric help but that she was unable to convince him 
of this fact. She said that she had delivered an ultimatum to 
the subject that the continuance of their marriage was contingent 
upon his seeking psychiatric help.
It was obvious during the first interview that the wife was both 
aggressive and protective. She would seldom let him answer a 
question alone and quickly corrected any statement that he made 
that was, in her opinion, inaccurate, incomplete or could 
possibly be misunderstood.
EDUCATION; The subject states that after

completion of the 1st grade
in the 9.3., he attended school in Israel completing the 2nd 
through the 8th grade In grammar school and a 5-year high school 
course (a total of 13 years). lie stated that this had been 
evaluated as the equivalent of 2 years of college and that he 
was offered admission to college level inotruction on the basis 
of a qualified junior standing.
He expresses himself well orally and possesses a better than average vocabulary.
It is estimated that the subject's mental ability is in the 
"superior” range.
RELIGION: The subject is of the Jewish

faith and attend the Temple
Emanuel regularly. He and his family participate in the acti
vities of the Jewish Community Center.
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HS&I/SB & PERSONAL HABITSt The subject appears to be
In robust health and states

that he has no known congenital defects that could have inpaired 
his early development. He has no knowledge of any serious or 
incapacitating Illnesses. He has a tendency toward obesity 
(6* 1" in height and weighing 220 pounds) but reports the loss 
of 20 pounds during the past 6-week period without medical 
assistance.
The subject's emotional immaturity is evident. His physical 
appearance indicates and age somewhat greater than hlo 38 years 
while he seems to identify his wife with a maternal figure and 
indicates excessive dependence.

-

In hlo personal habits, the subject abstains from the use of 
tobacco or alcoholic beverages. His recreating Includes: bowling, 
ping pong, traveling for sight-seeing. Family recreating In
cludes: bowling, roller-skating and miniture golf.

Hone.

- _on an annual average. He has 
Dealer slnco 1961. ,

The subject states that his 
.income io 5500 per month 

been self-employed as a Chevron

SUMMARY & R SO OHMEHDATION: " The subject expresses a
strong desire to be helped

by psychiatric treatment (especially If It will be supplied 
by the Southern Arizona Mental Health Center). It appears 
that he will bo supported in this treatment by his wife who has 
requested counseling assistance. He appears to be ready to make 
a positive transference in therapy. Though he demonstrated 
some insight and appears to have accepted the reality of his 
situation, he Indicates ambivalence toward hie past behavior.
In spite of the fact that both he and his wife are of the came religious faith, cultural conflict has resulted from his as
similation of Israellan culture and her Hebrew-American orientation.
Thifc cultural conflict may well have produced tho precipitating 
forces and created marital stresses that continue to press both 
parties who now appear ready to effect some accommodation to 
preserve their marriage and protect their children.
Sentence: The imposition of sentence is suspended for a period
of six months during which time the defendant is placed on pro
bation subject to the following requirements: 1. Abstain from 
the violation of any laws; 2. Report once each week to the 
Adult Probation Office and comply with any further orders of 
that office In reporting as requested; 3. Continue to receive psychiatric treatment.

Respectfully submitted.

William H. Hibbs
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' PR53£aTBaC3 HSPOR? .

1BDRE33:
CASE ffi 
JUDGE*
DAIS:
RACE:

., William J. Jr.
Rock IlilMd!*111.
A-13813
10-*1«63 
Oaucasian

■ ■

Alias: Hone
AG 3: 21
FBI Jri Bone
At loan BY: I-Ir. A___ _
0FF3H33: Grand Weft, ARS, 

Section 1 >.661e 
1 >*663 as amended and 1 3-671.

---- n̂ iin, ■! ...i i , -------------
On Sept. 8, 1963, at about 
4:00 p.n., the subject took

—
S IA im m  Of 0FP3B33:
money in the amount of #800 (eight £100 bills U.3. currency) 
belonging to Ibraheea Kohamond 21-S from a suitcase
located in a room at the Central Y.U.C.A.# 516 :i. Avenue, and 
thereafter did use a portion of tills money for his own personal
purposes. ' ' ' - '' ■ ■ : ■ •c ..
the subject admits to all the elements that comprise this offense. 
Police Report copies arc attached.
3UBJSCI*3 3TAT;a!3KT: Two statements are attached»

one ims given to tho Adult
Probation Dept, and the other to the police. "
O'JHgR^IWOLySD: ^ne.
m m m m * . ..
£337 of the money as evid 
to the viotlm. Regarding 
the subject made the foil

. t S - '  - . .

She subject states that the 
Tucson City Police are holding 

ence and that this money will bo returned 
the remaining £463 of the £300 taken, 

owing statements:
1. He considers that his most Important current obligation 

is to npay back" the money that he owes the victim.
2. He plans to seek and accept full-time employment at 

hia earliest opportunity (returning to Rock Island, 
if necessary).

3. He estimates that it will be possible for him to find 
employment that will pay between 595 and $100 per week. 
On this basis, ho plans to make restitution to the 
victim at the a rate of £40 to £50 per week.

4. He plans to collect some of tho mnney that is owed
to him to be used for restitution until he can secure employment.
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Dhe discrepancy between the 1900 reported stolon and the £300 admittedly taken by the subject is unexplained. It is cussested 
that since the vlctlao asserted that hie suitcase v/ac locked and 
that ho had counted the money hurriedly, a theft prior to the 
one admitted by the subject may have occurred which would account 
for tho subject*s finding the suitcase unlocked.
m n om mKw m i
records indicate the following!

?3I reports no record on 9-I6-63. Sucoon City Police

1. Two traffic warrants that involve: no front license’ 
plate? no vehicle registration and failure to appear.

2. Other assaults - striking a female - a complaint 
made by the mother of the subject’s girlfriend in 
an attempt to restrain him in his efforts to seek 
tho company of her daughter.

3. A bogus check charge.
The subject claims that he has no record of juvenile offenses 
and has never been sentenced to a state institution for juvenile 
offenders or placed on probation as a juvenile, iio records to 
the contrary have been found.
MgKilOlIJt ' William P_____ was born

as William -B to Jackie
B .., his mother, and John P his natural fathert on
September 5» 1942; at IllinoiEuBis father at that tiao had 
two daughters (the subject’s half-sisters). When the subject 
was about four years of age, his mother married his natural father. 
At. that time, the subject believes that he was a ward of either 
the Rock Island, Illinois County Court @r the Scott County, Iowa 
Court. After his parents were married, according to tho subject, 
he was adopted by his natural father and hio name :rao changed to 
P....... . The subject has another brother.
The subject's early recollections are of living with his mother 
and an aunt Vita for about tho first five years of his life. He 
then lived with both of hlo parents in a hotel that was owned 
by his father's mother and her husband (from a later marriage).
The subject states that at first ha m s  afraid of his father, 
and at times was so emotionally disturbed that he could not reply 
to simple questions that were asked by his father, the subject 
demonstrated some insight as to why his father cay have regarded 
him as a source of embarrassment that could have produced aggressive action and behavior.
In summary, the subject is a product of a home that has been 
subjected to severe and traumatic stresses. Ho has accommodated 
to this situation by seeking sources of support outside the family 
and ha® used the community resources troll to develop physically
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t-UiRITAL STATUS; #
■F.DOlIATIOf?: The subject has completed

the 12th grado. He states
that he graduated from high school In Phoenix, Aria, and Is 
qualified for entrance to the Uzilvarsity of Arizona as a regular 
student.

m m j j j M m m M i i m  5neexc®iitotah^ith lndbG
physical condition. Ho states that lie has no physical complaints 
or limitations th&t M s  vision Is better than 20/20 uncorrected.
In relating his early medical history, the subject stated that 
he Had been hit by an automobile at about, five years of age.
His hearing and speech were affected for a period of from 3*A 
years. Ho had failed two grades In school before his parents 
or teachers discovered the reason.
He io. alert and expresses himself well orally. Ills mental 
ability is estimated to be in;the "high-normal" or "superior" ranges.
He otatos that ho saohee a little when he is not in training 
and has consumed three beers since turning 21. He denies con
sorting with prostitutes, the use of narcotics or engaging in 
gambling activities.
P3LIGI0H: I’hc subject states that he

believes bin mother io aCatholic but that sho does not attend church regularly. He docs 
not Knew hin father's religious preference. The subject attends 
the Episcopal Church at least once a month.
MILITARY HISTORYi Hone.
POAHOIAL & .E'MPLOYMSTATUSt The subject is at present

unemployed. He states that
he has'made between <>75 and 0100 •mr week an a swimming and 
diving eoaoh and Instructor during the summer months In Hook Island, Illinois.
In summary, hie estimated financial liabilities are about ,336 
(without consideration for the possible bogus check restitution) 
and his assets between $150 and $200 (the estimated equity In 
his automobile): Met liabilities - $636 (not Including court
costs and lawyer foes).
0 OLLAT E-UL IH FORMAT 101?: Attache are letters $ secured

by the subject’s attorney,
that olearly indicate that the subject is considered to be a 
dependable and trusted young man by empoyere, teachers, relatives 
and friends. It is particularly noteworthy that an offer was 
made by a non-relative to provide hin with a good home and to
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help bin tovrard getting him ro~established In an acceptable 
pattern of life.
Most of these letters are written by persons who hatfe sore then 
a superficial knowledge of the subject and they all express 
confidence In his ability to resume direction of his personal 
affairs in a manner that Trill be acceptable to society,
SUMKilUY C: K^COM'^npAflO}-: The subject, has demonstrated

an ability to rise above
the limitations imposed by hie early years and family background.
He has completed his high school education and achieved notable 
recognition as an athlete with his m&sualng and diving accomplish
ments, mile his handling of his financial affairs leaves 
something to be desired, he is considered to be reliable, 
trustworthy and dependable by those who know him beet, Nothing 
was uncovered during the investigation that proceeded this 
report that would render this young man unfit for probation.
His present offense Is seen as a sudden yielding to temptation 
under an unplanned financial stress in the face of an unueusi 
opportunity. He Is considered to bo an excellent rick for probation 
and it is respectfully recommended to the Honorable Court that 
it grant a suspended sentence with probation to William p 
Jr., with the requirement that full restitution':be made to the 
victim with a reasonable period of eight (3) mouths from the date of sentencing.

Respectfnlly subni11od,

miiimir:.m t i ---------
Assistant Probation Officer

APP&OfXD*

IT'— S m S m ,  Chief 
Adult Probation Officer

IO-I-63
com
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APP3UDIX H
. .. , ./j- 1 f : ' .i/L ' ;  ̂ ,

; ' . i-'. ■ ■:' . ■ ' . •, ; . , ' ■
Examining Psychiatrist 
Pima County Hospital

lies Robert Eugene
1513 H. Sycamore 
Case 3363

Since the subject i;as placed on probation on 10-30-62, no 
negative reports whatsoever were received at the office. He 
reported regularly as instructed and was courteous almost to 
the point of being solicituous. When observed with hla wife 
there were many expressions of tender affection.
About three weeks ago he reported difficulty in marital relations 
complaining of nagging and his inability to please her In any way. 
About a week later he called and said that the situation was 
unbearable and absolutely needed help. A home call was made at 
which time the wife reported a physical attack (her story was 
oolloborated by a neighbor) but he shouted a denial and strongly 
affirmed not having any knowledge whatsoever. His remarks about 
her appeared to be very suspicious when he spoke of her wanting 
to destroy him or soe him end up in prison.
The probation officer ordered a complete medical examination 
but recanted when it was learned that the subject made only 075 
for two weeks (six days and before deductions). There can be 
little doubt that financial hardship creates much stress for 
this family. The house trailer appeared not and the child 
looked very healthy to the lay observer. It was suggested to 
the family that they should stop trying so hard to handle the 
stress of the Interaction and have some diversity together even 
If only to share a ten cent root beer.
Among the incidents discussed was his accusations that she 
refused to take him to work in the car. (he Is unable to drive, 
and would drive along and taunt him while he was walking. She 
affirmed that ho left and refused to accept a ride and that 
while she did drive beside she was begging him to accept the 
ride by getting in the car.
Things appeared to go well for a week after the home call until the present physical attack.
The probation officer requested a professional psychiatric evaluation because the subject appears to demonstrate suspicion 
that is inordinate and his seeming inability to acknowledge 
he beat his wife. The slightest amount of alcohol Intake seems
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to dloinhiblt him and maize hostile toward his xdfo. If the 
wife feels malice for the subject io Is difficult to detect. 
The problem appears to be beyond that of the lay worker's
fvmetioB,

. .

Respectfully submitted.

" -* . ' -
Assistant Probation Officer

/ 1?
oca ....  .... .
10-3-65

• ' • ■ f * . ■ ;

V »- '

. ■ r . t .• ", '
. ' r- L ' . ' .. . . '

. : ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' - '

' ■ <•' ‘ 1 ■ , 1 , • . : . . ■ . '
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APPE3DIX 1

ADM2S3: 
OASjj 9:
JBDA#:
DAYS;KAOS:

::; 'i

f w x .A-13365 
the

, Willio 0.

30V. 4, 1963 Negro

ALIAS; None
AGS:- 23
FBI 62? 063
AmORimC; Hr. t_____ __
OPI’SSSS; Forgery and Passing

Forged Instruments 
(2 counts) (I A Fill) A1135 
Sect. 1 >421.

fictitious
$14.

person to a chock for
The subject admits to the 
signing of the nano of a 

ytO and passing a check for

The subject has negotiated or been instrumental in the negotiation 
of ten checks totalling I217. these ehecke were drawn on the 
local branches of Southern Arizona Bank A Trust Co., the Arizona 
Bank, and the Falley Rational Bank.

Attached.
nLn "I” II______ codefondent.
0217.
FBI.Report is attached.
The subject served approximately one year at Ft. Grant for theft and fighting while he was a high 

school student. His Ft. Grant record also indicates that he 
wrote and passed three bogus checks at age 13. It was reported 
that an older person had provided him with the checks and coached 
him on cashing them. He was not punished for chock writing.
The Ft. Grant record indicates his behavior while there was ex
cellent, he was co-operative, made good narks in school and did 
not appear to have personality problems. His past release super
vision report is negative and his adult record clear until this offense.

JUBJAC^.a,,3YATBME>IY:

RESTITUTION:

lAOXgmilti . Willie Charles B______wa:
born on Jan. 10> T9M), in

Jacksonville, Tor as, to Gurley B (deceased) and JJollic B
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The subject Is the only child of record from that marriage.
He has two step-brothers end two step-sisters living here.
His mother io now Mrs. Leo C and resides at Tucson,
Mrs. B....  w a  seventeen wlion Willie was bom. She reported
that her marriage to his father was stormy and that Willie 
had been deprived of paternal identification figure. Willie - 
did well in school, but according to his mother, was a victim 
of bad companions. . . .,  ̂ ' =. ■
His father, who had lost an arm and a leg, was recently murdered
in Tucson as a result of an altercation. In which Mr. B__ is
reported to have made improper advances.
Willi0*8 formative years were spent in a nodcct but sufficient 
economic situation. His mother states that there had always 
been enough money to provide the subject with food, shelter, 
clothing,and schooling. .There.wo love and affection for-him.
MARITAL STATUS: ' ' . ■ The subject married Mae

_______  during 1959 in
Tucson when both were 19 years of age* They have three children,. 
They maintain a modest, but adequate, home at West Brachman in 
Tucson, and appear to be reasonably compatible. It was stated 
that they are happy when the subject Is working and bringing 
horn# a paycheck. ":4.
EDUCATION; Completed the 10th grade in

public school. He indicated 
excellent academic potentiality but droneed out of school after 
his return from ft. Grant. . ....
dULIOOMl A preference for the Baptist 

Church was stated.
PERSONAL HABITS; He appears to be in excellent

health, physical, mental and
emotional, Ha smokes and drinks boor on social occasions. His 
social life seems to bo independent from that of his family and 
he continues to "go out with the boys,"

about 90 days. He was discharged
He served honorably in the 
U. 3. Army for a period of 

in 1957 at Colorado,

man at G,H. He was co 
leaving voluntarily, 
employment since then.

Ho had boon regularly em
ployed as a maintenance 

nsidered to bo ah effective employee before 
He has not been actively seeking steady

His liabilities were estimated to be about 070 owed in rent and 
a loan from Public Finance with a due balance of about 8103. 
Assets total 0225 and liabilities total 8731 for a net worth of v53*
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COLLATiSEAL XHgQRI-L^IOII; A portion of the police
; Inreetlsatlon report that 

lo oonaldcrod to be significant "in attached.
SUMMARY & IiJ300riMSNDA?I0;i: At first glance, it would

* 'appear that the subject had
made a reasonably adequate adjustment to a minority groan situation 
in a low socle-economic atrata. The positive factors include 
family stability, above average intelligence and a pleasant and 
co-operative personality. However, the report of his bogus check 
operations at ago 13 indicates that his motivation and skill 
at this crime are not superficial. His accomplice, in Illiterate 
and therefore is incapable of forgery alone.
The subject's lack of motivation toward achieving steady employ
ment to support his family and his inclination to plnco the 
satisfaction of hio personal needs for male social life ahead 
of the physical and emotional needs of hie family would make a 
probation treatment plan ineffective at thin time.
It is therefore respectfully recommended that the Honorable Court 
sentence the subject to servo not less than four (A) nor more 
than ten (10) years in Arizona State Prison for each:count, the 
terms to rim concurrently.

Recpcctfully submitted,

William h. hibbe 
Assistant Probation Officer

A?pRdY*D:

r '̂ r iomf^chr'W e f 1
Adult Probation Officer

es
11-1-63
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i'!". tAV t.. .
ABPSimiX 3

 ̂ r  !:,e r  -)f. :'t; - /  :. _

1 ' ' messsrsms as?ont
VA ' ; a i.;'

NAME: *L» “I*'

JUDGE:
M2? 2: 
MCI:

ALIAS: Mon#
ASSl . 25
131: 619 748 3

The Honorable Ricky Ronson . . ...........
November 4, 1963 ATTORNSY: MR. T______ _Negro OFFENSE: Forgery, Passing

S '  S S b”* * ^

:

a Forged Instrument. 
A3S, Sect. 13-421 (on count), 
(Count XI).

the amount of $10.
The subject admits to ' 
passing a forged oheek In

The subject negotiated seven forged ebooks payable to "L.M "T" 
H______ ■ in the amount of total 0128.
SUBJECT'S STATEMENT: The subject's statement to

the Tucson Police Dept, and
his statement to the Adult Probation Dept, are attached.
OTHERS INVOLVED: VJillle 0. B codefendant,
RESTITUTION: The total value of the check®

negotiated by the subject and 
his codefendant Is 0217. The subject Indicates a willingness to 
make restitution.
PREVIOUS RECORD: FBI Report is attached. The

Tucson Police Dept, records
contain four reports in addition to this case. . These report# 
Include: assault; Involvement in gambling, selling of liquor and 
prostitution in a private home; striking a female; and involvement 
in a street fight. The only conviction obtained was for simple 
assault. ....  ' .
The subject states that he shot and killed a man in Texas several 
years ago. He said that he was held for this shooting but re
leased without charges as the death was determined to be justifiable 
as self-defense. Ho juvenile record m s  located.
BACKGROUND:

(62)
t ■

one of 11

The subject was born in Frankston, Texas, to Fred
_______  (65) on March 3, 1938. He is

children with seven sisters and three brothers, all
and Hay Il_
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of vrhoia arc llvlne. He baa ono brother, and one oiotor that 
are younger than hlnaelf.
Mr. 2-1_______roporto a happy and normal homo life. The family
was poor and the father worked as a general laborer. He states 
that all of the^chlldren received love and affection though the 
economic means wore very limited and hio father could not afford 
to send him to school.
(It should be noted that he is Willie B____*s uncle).
MARITAL STATUS* He states he has never been

married.
apUPATiOH: 'The subject reports completing

the 3rd grade in public school.
He is functionally illiterate —  reads not at all and write only 
hie own name. His intelligence is estimated to be In the dull 
normal range. He expresses himself reasonably well orally and 
demonstrates effective recall.
RBLlGIOili The subject indicates that

his religious preference
is for the Baptist Church.
H3ALTH.& p BESOM Ah MBITS: The defendant appears to

be in excellent physical,mental and emotional health. He smokes and admits that he 
drinks an occasional beer. (In this connection It should be 
noted that he is inclined to act out offensively when under 
the influence of alcohol). His assoolateo have been known to 
be involved in gamblings, prostitution and the illegal sale 
of liquor.
MILITARY HISTORY; Home.
PlMfiSIAL. STATUS: The subject works at car

washing and at car lots.
lie was previously employed at C.C. Motors. When employed, he 
estimates his earnings to be about 0200 per month. He reports 
that his assets are zero. He is in possession of a 9155 Ford.
SUMMARY & RBQQ1IM.CHMTI0H: The subject has made a

reasonably satisfactorysocial and economic adjustment before becoming involved with
his nephew, Willie 3____. While Hr. K is inclined to
be dependent upon aesoicates due to hidinabllity to read and 
w r i t e M i ; . motivational system is oriented toward earning his 
own way, and he appears to be a situational offender. He is 
-plcaoant and co-operative. The subject cannot recidivate with
out assistance and is considered to be a good risk for probation.



If ho ic granted probation* his treatment plan should Includes
1. Steady employment.
2. Educational assistance to permit him to remove the 

disability of illiteracy.
3. 2ho acquisition of helpful and hob* e s p ia lt ir e  

aosoclateo.
It Is respectfully recommended that the Honorable Court place 
the subject on probation for a oerlod of not less than four (4) years with the following stipulations:

1. Restitution be made as directed.
2. that he refrain from associating with persons 

with criminal tendencies and remain sober.
3. That he obey all federal* state and municipal laws.
4. That he register In and regularly attend a course 

of instruction in the fundamental□ of reading and 
writing until he can pass a regular 5th grade reading 
and writing examination.

in addition to the restrictions regularly placed on probationers.
Steepaotfully submitted.

Gillian iilbbSp
Assistant Probation Officer

APPROVED!

L. E. iiombaoii, Chief 
Adult Probation #ffleer

es
11-1-6}
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APPENDIX X

ASIZOm BOARD OF PARDONS AND PAROLES
January 1, I960

S C A L E  O F I I H 3 I~0 0 0 !: P "l " e I ' k 3 3 V; I E A C 3  * 2 3 4 5

1. QUOTATION FROM A.R.S. 11-252:
"A prisoner in the State Prison, vhlle working on tho public 

highways or the prison farms as a trusty outside the prison walls 
and without requiring armed guards, or performing any other assign
ment of confidence and trust either within or without the prison 
walls, shall be allowed double time walla ao employed, and each day 
so employed shall be counted as two days in computing time on hi a 
sentence which shall be deducted, if a first offender, from the 
minimum term of Ills sentence, or* if a second offender or no re, from 
the maximum term of his sentence.”
2. Sentences imposed by the Court are sometimes given in "months” 
or days" but the scale shown below is based on years for simplification.
5. -H»AI TIME:

la) flat time is actual calendar time served by an inmate in 
order to earn sufficient time to complete term imposed by the court. 
Flat time shown in scale becomes unreliable unless based on three 
following factors. Flat tine computed on the following factors lo 
minimum calendar time on inmate can do to complete his term:

(1 ) Tho date sentence begins and the date inmate 
is received at the prison must bo the same.

(2) The innate is a trusty exactly 2 months after 
being received.

(3) The inmate retains his trusty job until his 
term expires.

4. olAlUTORY TIME:
(a) Statutory time is earned by each inmate upon completion of a calendar year, as follows:

(1) For tho 1st year completed........   2 months
(2) For the 2nd year completed...... 2 months
(3) For the 3rd year completed...........   4 months
(4) For the 4th year completed.......   4 months
(5) For the 5th and for each successive

calendar year completed................. 5 months
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(b) Statutory time shown in the scale is cumulative time 
earned1 im the basis of calendar time completed. Since flat time 
is calendar tine, the total statutory tine earned nay be found 
on the scale by first finding tho flat time in years, and then 
reading across to the statutory time columns.
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sauzawca
1 Z I M M u r n

PLAT TINA
i m m a  m i s

STAIUZOSY rii-£ 
YdAKS M0*T83

1 year 0 7 ____ 0 0 0
11 .Yearn.. 0 10 0 0 0
2 yCaro 1 0 0 0 2

2v\ yearn _ ... 1 3 0 0 2
.3 yearn

■ . .
1 ■ 6 .0_______ 0 2

lAyearo . 2 0 o ....; 0 4
.5 yearn

,
2 2. 3 ._....

.
0 0 4

.J>_ZGar_a. ... .....P__ 11 0 0 4
7 yearn .. . . .. j) 0 0 8
8 years 3 9

_
0 0 '' 8

9 yearn 4
■■ ■ ■

1 0 ■ 1 . 0
10 yearn 4 7 0 1 0
11 .zcnro _ 5 0

.
0

.
1 5

12 yer.ro 5 4 .15 . .. 1 5 ...
13 yearn ___ ______5.... 10 15__ _____ 1 5
14 y eara ____________P___ 2 0

.
1 10. -

15 years 6 ' 3 0 1 10
16 yoo.ro 7 0 0 2 3
17r.yo:aro_,. ' ....... 7.. 5 15 2 3
18 veers

'
. .......1.. 11 15 2 ' 3

12 year is • 3
1

•3
*
0 2 8

20 yearn 3 9 ... _ 0_____ __ 2 3
21 year o ..... :.9.. .0 ... 15 ' 3 1

years ' _— ______ -. 9 6 15 • ' 3 1
23 years:'. to 0 0 3 6
24 yoaro 10 4 0 3 ■ 6
25. years 10 — JlitL... . 0 3 '' 6



APP2M3IX 1

MMSr.: . -.3 ■ Bora
ADDRESS: ■•95e--^iMayor Si.CASS #i A-t 3841
JUDGE: The Eonorablc G
DAISt Sov. 26, 1963
HACS: bpanish-tinerican

I« ■ -ALIAS:

:v;., : . -v .
t ' ti

AGS: 35 (4*ToI55)
FBI ,-h 614 737 A
ATTORNS?: Kr. R_______©FiSHSS: ' Unlawful Ibsesssioa 

of a Narcotic Drug, 
’ Heroin. MS, Sec» 36-1002 as 
■ • ' amended.

...... ■ • Since the sentencing judge
. * .... , presided during the jury

trial that resulted In the conviction of the subject, no details, 
other than the police reports attached, are Included.
SUBJECT'S STATEMENT: The subject's personal 

at is attached.
QTmaa ihtoltsd; 

assmoTioa 
pagnpaa asooaiii : FBI Report Is attached. In 

summary, the subject has 
served four county jail sentences, ranging from 10 days, 90 days, 
6 months, and 8 months 10 days, all connected with narcotic#.
BAOKGROtflgi

- t ' - "  -

I

:"5 d: : \

' :
Arisona. - Mrs. S
prior to her 
undcrgoim 
Hospital.

Dora 3_______ was born to
Pete I (52) and Jenny

(52) on April 10, 1928, at Tucson, Aris. 
works as a miner, now resides In Hayden,

__ _ (the mother), now receiving welfare
i a waitress for approximately 18 years 
At the present time, Mrs, S ____ is

her formative years, is considered to be more or less norms 
for a person of her socio-economic and ethnic group. Her initial 
education was received in Mammoth, Arizona, schools. She resided 
there until age 12, wiitn she returned to Tuoson.
The subject was raised by her mother. She was denied paternal 
identification as the result of the separation of her parents at



a time that she m s  too young to remember. Haternal guidance 
m s  severely limited by the mother's full time employment. 
However, mother-love m s  available and the economic situation 
though austere* was adequate in the provision of food, clothing, 
shelter and education.

-..■ - - ' . -''1 ":••• «* 1 1 -the subject reports reactions that Indicate the existence of 
sibling rivalry. She believes that her mother still prefers 
the half-sister. This slater has made a satisfactory marriage 
adjustment. The mother reports that Dora, the subject, was 
not well behaved as a child or an adult and was always difficult 
to control. - ' . ■■ *■
" '; " ' " '' ̂ . ' " ■ ' ' KAHIfAL STAMBt The subject reports three
... : ■ marriages, two, were statedas legal, the third is said to be a common-law relationship

that might be recognised in California.- ' ' --
About' two years ago the ou 
relationship with Kr. 3 (57)
U^03!UposttOffice8Dept! for ?Tytors^a03heCclalS0h ? w n t 8  to

resides in California, 
employed by the

formalize this relationship legally.
" . ; ■ ■ : ■' ■ ■ .. - ... ... - .EDUCATION: • - The subject reports that

* - 1 * she has completed the 4thgrade; however, her general educational development irould in
dicate ?th or 8th grade level of attainment." " a ' . ' y .  - ^ . ... .
HSLGIOI?: The subject stated that she

is a Catholic and believes
that she attended Mass and confession about four months ago. 
Religion is not indicated as being central in her motivational 
- system, ' - ■ '' ■ ■ ■ , . , .

- The subject reports that 
v her last;complete physical 

examination was in April of this year, when she was in the 
House of Synanon in Los Angeles. She has no major or minor 
physical complaints and was considered to have "dried out" 
quickly end easily after being placed in Pima County Jail. She 
smokos but claims to not use alcoholic beverages. She etates 
that her "habit" was not really expensive and that she had 
voluntarily remalnedMdff the stuff1* for about two months (April 
to June of tills year). She does not consider herself to be 
promiscuous sexually. She claims that done is "hell" and that 
she wants to settle down to a normal life.
m m m , .®*me.
FINANCIAL & EMPLOYHiSST STATUS: The subject claims oho has

no money, no assets and no 
income.. However, she believes her common-law husband will continue to support her.
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At age 35* aho would require vocational rehabilitation 
assistance to become employable in almost any capacity.
0 PHASER Ah IffFQRHAflOH: Eonc.
SUMMARY & REOOMMSIihASIOi?: She subject's situation

is possibly the result of
emotional deprivation as a child; however, heranother, half 
eister and daughter have made essentially normal and socially 
acceptable adjustments.
fhe subject's emotional immaturity appears to be the result of 
inadequate personality development. She admits that she has 
never been required to face responsibility for her own actions, 
for her -daughter or even for maintenance of her own homes when 
married.
The record clearly indicates that this addict would not benefit 
from treatment at the U.3. Public Health Service Hospital as 
she can voluntarily withdraw from narcotics when it suits her. 
However, when faced with an emotionally frustrating situation 
she readily returns to narcotics as an escape device.
She possesses some insight to her problem. This nay possibly 
bo a result of the group therapy she has received. However, 
she uses this insight to rationalise her behavior and justify 
her needs.
vkb claims her mother needs her. A home visit not only indicate 
that she is not seeded but would probably create a severe family 
problem for her mother and for her daughter. The Tucson home 
situation would be of negative value in any therapeutic attempt.
While the subject indicates a desire to change, there is no 
indication that she will make the required effort, the services 
available in the Community are not adequate to meet her needs 
lo she would agree to accept them. Probation is not rsoomended 
due to the lack of suitable facilities for treatment, psychiatric 
care and supervision.
It is respectfully recommended that the Honorable Court sentence 
the subject to not less than three (3) years nor more than five 
(5) years in Arizona State Prison. This sentenco may provide 
sufficient motivation for the subject to cooperate while under
going £ost«inotltutional care and treatment.

Respectfully submitted,

APPROVSBs
William iiibbs.
Assistant Probation Officer

L. E. HombachV Chief 
Adult Probation Officer
os
11-27-63



%AK3: 
ADDKasa* 
CASS ,v:
JUDG3:
DATa;
3A0jg|

l w ^ r c= r = ° !::) i a r !
A-13353 FBI //:The Honorable Ricky Ronnon
DOC, 6. 1963 ATTOEfill:
Anglo (Spanish Attraction) OPFAASR:

9 counts, and 4-246

"Tmeo"19 (1-17*44)
:'cno
Ur. s
rural oiling Spirituous 
Licsuor to V.lnors,AES, Sect, 4-244 (9)

STAT4-1RRT OF OFDSUSD: On or about the Tint day of
" Soptcaber, 1963, thesubject, and hia co-dcfonuant, John 2_________, sold, dlnoonned,

and gave opirituouo liquor (boor) to persons under tho age of 
twenty one years.
The scene of this criminal activity was fixed as da dry trash 
in the desert about four miles southeast of the intersection of 
Kold Road and Golf Links Road. This affair was reportedly 
known as tho "2 " party end approximately three tracks were
spent in organising it.
John A______  gave the subject (40 in cash on the day proceeding
the party. The subject then procured two partial kegs of beer,
dispensing equipmente and paper cups from James II_____ of Tucson,
by paying the man 056.
Between the hours of about 7:30 p.n. and 2:00 a.a. on the day 
following, the subject and co-defendant, directed, or load groups 
of toon agerc to the scene. (It was indicated that the subject 
left the party at about 9:00 p.n. to play an engagement with a 
dance band that he directs.
Police attention was drawn to the "party11 as a result of an 
Officer, on routine patrol, discovering a youth who was intoxi
cated to the point of immobility. Thio fourteen-year old boy 
reportedly had been deposit!ed in his own front yard, in tills 
condition, by a group of teen agero who then fled.
newspaper acoeunts indicated that oono sexual promiscuity was 
alleged. Police reports, on file in tho Tucson Police Dept. Indicate the following t

1. Ono used prophylactic (contiun) was found at the
soene no evidence supports Its use by persons attending
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the "Party." '
2. liurjerous third-party statesonts vero made to the 

effect that boys and girls wore obcervod to depart 
the party group in pairs. The persons nuking those 
Dtatenento indicated that they* of course, mere not 
Involved but that they haa "reason to believe" that 
the object of those visits to the nearby bush w o  
to accomplish sexual intercourse, iiorever, none 

■ . stated that they had first-hand knowledge of any
person having been participants in sexual intercourse.

The evaluation of negative provable sexual activity vao cuonorted 
by the County Attorney v:ho indicated that this *:ac the basis of 
reducing the charges iron felony to misdemeanor counts.
A rrmdim sample of five "victims" uac taken fren the list of 
fifty, fhe parents contacted indicated a concensus that vhile 
tht procurers of tho beer •./ere 'h/rong.so too xrero their children 
in attending. There anoeared to be no desire to see the "culprits" punished.
oO B J *S d?ATAAAgT: The subject's statement is

attached.
0TH.2:U» nr/OLVap: " The list of DO names of

persons attending mas randomlycheckM and verified as accurate. James II______an. AdultE vaa
the actual source of the beer. He has been tried in Justice Court 
Mid fined vlOO for supplying spirituous liquor to minora. The 
subject and his co-defendant, John r vore actually the
only tvo pattiolpsntB remanded to Cup’ciTor Court.
HHSTITUTICN: " ^ ' ' Hone involved,
PnlAflQqa .HfCOHh: ... The subject has had no PHI

Record prior to this offense.The only crime recorded in the Sheriff's Office is the current 
offense. The Tucson Police Sept. Records indicate the subject 
v/ao considered to be a suspect la Case j47,936, Malicious F.isehlof 
on Fob. 20, I960, iiouever, no action to prosecute w s  ever taken.
AACKGilOUKj): George _____  xras born to

George (40) and km:;.:a I:______(40) on Jan. 17, 1944 in Tucson. The only other child of this union is a sister uho lives at home.
The H______ family has lived at their present address for the
past eight years. The subject considers his formative years 
to have been happy and x/hlle there iras usually enough to cat, 
to irear„ and a good roof overhead, he uas always abort of money.
He dropped out of school voluntarily, while his father was un
employed and worked at several jobs to helm  keep the family going 
(this wan confirmed by two neighbors).
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Both parents arc totally deaf and are unable to effect oral 
connunlcation* fholr t:ro children function as their care and
voices.
MAUlfAI> STATUS: - The subject states that, he

Is not carried.
h’DU CAT lOn t ile completed the 1 2 th grade

at, Rincon High School. Hie 
first two years of high school work was poor; however? his work 
improved during the laot two years. He- wan Art Editor of the 
school fear Book when ho graduated.
He has demonstrated excellent potentiality in art (painting 
and drawing) and plays music troll.-r. 4 ■ ■ > : ■ - ' ■ -
RHhlGIOU: The subject states that his

religious faith is Catholic,
Ho attends Hass and confession,
HKALT1I 6 gHHSOUAh HABITB: Be reports that he had the

usual childhood diseases
but experienced no serious Illnesses or Incapacitating injuries,
He appears to ho in robust, buoyant, health.
He does not smoke and admits that he has taken an occasional beer
in the past*
Ills recreational activities include music (bass-clcotronic) and 
art-painting. Ho enjoys most forms of athletics,
FINANCIAL A HHPbOYMBHf STATUSi The subject is self-employed

with his dance band." He estimator; a monthly income of from £100-110.
Ho has no money in the bank. His liabilities include: Bond,
attorney fees and music instruments, a total of -,1 ,200.
The subject has worked at the following occupations: "carry-out" 
for chain market, delivery boy, dishwasher and short-order cook.
COLL AT HBAh IB FORM ATI Oil: Parents of the victims were

contacted at random. Their
orientation toward this case is preventative and not recrimina
tory.
The neighbors arc all of the opinion that this young man has 
made only this one mistake and that they hope he will be permitted 
to remain in the neighborhood,
3UH.UAHY A R KG 01H? BU DAT 10 B t The subject is dominated by
"* a need to achieve, me isnot c. school "drop-out.M Hie completion cf high school was the 
result of his own efforts. When his father was unemployed, He 
stopped school to help support the family * but when ills father
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The family nituatlou I d considered to be oneoil onb for probation, 
i’ho community attitude is supportive of this situation, family 
and neighbors are willing to assist In any -.my possible if 
.probation io granted.
The subject values ascribed status highly. His Assoetation with 
the co-defendant could bo explained on this basis, iho only 
activity they chare appoarc to be the "party," Hlille they were 
acquainted» all other Bseoeiational contacts arc cnnoidcrcd to 
be peripheral.
He la conoidorcd to be an excellent probation risk. It io 
therefore respectfully rcconaended to the Honorable Court that 
the sentencing of the subject be suspended, for a period of two 
years. It is recommended that the subject be placed on probation 
for that period. In addition to the regular conditions of 
probation, the following arc suggested:

1. He shall seek and accept full-tine (40 hour per 
week) employment.

2. He shall continue his education and pursue hie music 
and art on a part-tine basis until ho achieves 
sufficient skill to become completely self-supporting.

3* Upon liquidation of hio personal indebtednesss he
should make regular paymenta to Ills parents in amounts 
sufficient to constitute payment of board and room 
until such time he obtains a separate residence.

The treatment plan suggested should focus on his achieving 
social status through his music and art abilities and permit 
him to detach hlr.eeIf from dependence upon people who enjoy a 
higher socio-economic situation.

Respectfully submitted,

..illlam albba
Assistant Probation Officer

APPROVED:

L . "H. h b iiib a c h ,' r01ix e r  
Adult Probation Officer
Q3
12->63
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112 % 3t Pennington Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
Deccaber 2, 19&3

m m M m  .. .. .. ■ : . ■ •. ■

Toj Chief Adult Probation Officer, Pina County.
Chief Deputy Adult Probation Officer, Pina County.

1. Incident to the presenteaco investigation of the George
H , Jr., case, the neighbors were interviewed
concerning the il family.

2. One neighbor stated that he knew of parents who did not 
report the sale of alcoholic beverages to their minor 
children. He stated that if a report resulted in the 
responsible adults being charged in an .Information, juvenile 
court action was then initiated by the defendants (or the 
police for the defendants) that might result in the minor 
child being adjudicated as delinquent.

3. While the above Information was received in a confidential 
interview, it is possible that the Pina County Correctional 
Association may want to look into this matter to determine 
if law enforcement Is actually protecting violators of the 
statutes prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors to minors.

Very respectfully,

William II. liibbs
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o SUX S’.!OXNG ,,

Chapter 6, - _ ' Section 13-1657

Suspending Imposition or ezocution of sentence; Revocation end
Termination of IroMtlon; Discharge.
A. If it appears that there arc circumstances In mitigation 

of the punishment, cr that the ends of Justice mill be 
observed thereby the court may, in its discretion* place 
the defendant upon probation in the manner folloting:
.1. The court may suspend the imposing of sentence 

and nay direct that the suspension continue for 
a period of time, not encoeuizis. the maximum term 
of sentence which may be imposed, and upon such 
terms and conditions as the* court determines, 
and shall place such parson on probation, under 
the charge and supervision of the probation 
officer of the Court during such suspension.

2. If the sentenc.e is to pay a fine, and the 
defendant is imprisoned until the fine is 
paid, the court upon imposing sentence, may 
direct that the execution of the sentence of 
imprisonment bo suspended for such period of 
time, not exceeding the maximum term of sentence 
which say be imposed and upon such terms as it 
determines, and shall place the defendant on 
probation, under the charge and supervision of 
the probation officer during such suspension, 
for the purpose of giving the defendant an 
opportunity to pay the fine. Upon, payment of 
the fin®, the sentence shall be satisfied and the probation cease.

ii. At anytime during the pro batinnary term of the person
released on probation, any probation officer may, without 
warrant or other process, at any time until the final 
disposition of the case, rearrest any person so placed 
in hia care and bring him before the court, or the court, 
may in Its discretion, issue a warrant for the rearrest 
of any such person and nay thereupon revoke and terminate 
the probation, if the interests of justice ao require, and 
If the court, in its judgment, has reason to believe that 
the person so placed upon probation is violating the
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conditions of his probation, or has become abandoned to 
improper associates, or a vlscioue life,

0. Upon the revocation and termination of probation, the
court may, if the sentence has been suspended pronounce 
sentence at any tlno after the suspension of the sentence 
within the longest period of which the defendant night 
have been sentenced, but if the sentence has been pronounced 
and the execution thereof has been suspended, the court 
may revoke such suspension, whereupon the sentence shall 
bo In full force and effect, and the person shall be 
delivered to the proper officer bo serve the sentence.

3. The court may at any time during the period of probation 
revoke or modify its order of suspension of imposition 
or execution of the sentence. It nay■at any tine, when 
the ends of justice will be subserved thereby, and when 
the good conduct and reform of the person so held on 
probation warrants it, terminate the period of probation 
and discharge the person so held, and in all instances, 
if the court has not seen fit to revoke the order of 
probation and impose sentence or pronounce sentence, the 
defendant shall, at the end of the term of probation, 
be discharged by the court.

/
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